On the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Saturday Night Massacre
by The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman*
You have asked me to speak on my personal recollections of the latter
Watergate period. It is risky, inviting aging judges to recount "war stories." Some
of the matters I will describe have been reported on--at least in part. But I dare say
I will give you some fresh information and certainly some added context. You should
be warned, however, I have concluded, after reading innumerable memoirs, that the
author invariably portrays him or herself in an overly favorable light.
It is 25 years ago this month that the so-called Saturday Night Massacre
occurred. Elliot Richardson, the Attorney General, was obliged to resign; Bill
Ruckelshaus, the Deputy Attorney General, was fired; and the then third-ranking
Solicitor General, Bob Bork, as Acting Attorney General, discharged Archibald Cox,
the Watergate Special Prosecutor. The events that weekend in terms of dramatic
impact rank with the fall of the Soviet Empire and the start of the Gulf War. Still, we
all tend to think of such events in personal terms. When I was asked for my reaction
at a dinner that Saturday night, I responded that we knew that President Richard
Nixon disliked and distrusted Harvard graduates, but this seemed a bit extreme. In
a few months, however, I would replace Bill Ruckelshaus, who was a class ahead of
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me at the law school, as Deputy Attorney General. (You will forgive my
ethnocentrism, but in those days, Harvard Law School evoked an image of a

distinguished and dignified faculty rather than .... I better not say.)
First, and much more important, of course, the President had to find an
Attorney General. That was dicey. It was apparent to all that only a Republican
Senator would do. This was before the John Tower nomination, and it was still
common wisdom in Washington that Senators or ex-Senators were easily
confirmable. Still, the White House did not dare to choose a Senator, thought too
conservative. The choice came down to Senator Marlow Cook of Kentucky, a former
state judge, or Senator Bill Saxbe of Ohio, the former Ohio Attorney General. Both
were regarded as middle-of-the-road Republicans--not of the conservative wing but
by no means part of the now nearly extinct species of liberal Republicans.
I suspect Saxbe was chosen because he had a reputation for unvarnished
candor. Earlier that year, when he was asked whether he believed Richard Nixon’s
claim to be ignorant of the Watergate break-in, he answered that he was reminded of
the fellow who played the piano in a house of ill repute for 20 years and claimed he
did not know what went on upstairs. Yet, after Nixon persuaded him to take the post,
and assured him personally that he was innocent, Senator Saxbe relented. When his
nomination was announced, he told the press that he believed the President.
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Shortly thereafter, I was approached by Senator Saxbe and the White House
personnel chief to ask whether I would be willing to be the Deputy Attorney General.
I was then a partner in the Washington firm Steptoe & Johnson and had been Solicitor
and Undersecretary of Labor in the first Nixon Administration. I had a reputation for
being a decent manager--for a lawyer--which, as most of you know, is not really
saying a lot. But my key attraction was that, like Senator Saxbe, I was a loyal
Republican, and not a particularly liberal one, who could be confirmed. That was
because I had been fired from the Labor Department after the 1972 election. I had
made a mortal enemy in one Charles Colson by resisting his efforts to influence
affairs in the Labor Department (I thought improperly). Colson, you may recall, was
infamous for his reputed remark that he would walk over his grandmother to serve the
President. I suppose there are some who would wish me to draw comparisons, but,
as President Nixon was want to say, it would be wrong.
I will not try your patience by reviewing those bureaucratic battles. The point
is that as a by-product of the Watergate investigation, they were revealed by The New
York Times (July 1, 1973), and I was for a brief halcyon moment in my career a New
York Times White Hat. To be sure, that I had much to do with the development of
the Nixon Administration’s affirmative action initiatives did not hurt in certain
political Circles either. So I was confirmable, and as it turned out, confirmed. As a
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quidpro quo, however, both Bill Saxbe and I were obliged to promise the Senate that
we would adhere to the regulatory charter, which guaranteed the independence of the
Watergate Special Prosecutor, unless he engaged in gross improprieties.
It is a fair question to ask why was I willing to go back into the
Administration? I actually had rebuffed White House solicitations to return to other
senior positions in the summer of 1973, but it seemed to me that the Justice
Department was unique. Because of the Special Prosecutor’s mandate and the
Department’s obligation to protect his independence, joining the Department was not
the same thing to me as joining the Administration in any other position.
After April 1973, I did not believe Richard Nixon. When a senior White House
official suggested that I, like Bill Saxbe, should meet with the President as I was
nominated, I pointed out that I, unlike Bill Saxbe, knew the cast of characters from
my service in the first Nixon Administration, and did not believe the President, nor
would I say that I did. Not surprisingly, there was no meeting, and I rather doubt that
Nixon was ever told why. I suppose that his staffs acquiescence indicates rather
clearly just how politically weak was the President.
As I think back on those days, I am struck by how anomalous was our position.
Bill Saxbe and I were, of course, presidential appointees, and, as such, morally and
politically obliged to do our level best to car_~y out the President’s policies. On the
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other hand, the Special Prosecutor was a part of the Justice Department, therefore,
even without our commitment to the Senate to support his independence, we would
have felt obliged to protect and support him and his activities. The tension between
those two conflicting pulls on conscience sometimes seemed unbearable. Each day
it seemed that some event would occur that forced us to consider afresh what was our
appropriate course--and there were no precedents. I sometimes felt that I was
walking blindfolded through a moral and political minefield.
I remember, for example, in the spring of 1974 when Don Santarelli, then the
head of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, one of the major
components of the Department, visited Philadelphia, and in a burst of candor told a
Philadelphia paper that, in his view, President Nixon should resign. With a heavy
heart--I had enormous regard for Don’s talent and character--I told him that as a
consequence he had to resign. He asked me whether I disagreed with him, and I
could not say yes--but I told him no matter how removed the Department was from
the President on Watergate related matters the President was entitled to our loyal
service on all other issues. We could not very well offer that service if we were
publicly calling for his resignation. Don left quietly.
On two occasions, the Attorney General and I were approached by the
adversaries in the Watergate affair for help that we thought obliged to decline. The
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recounting of those incidents, I think, illustrates the difficulties we faced in steering
the right course.
As I am sure this distinguished gathering realizes, the most important legal
issue in the famous case, Nixon v. United States, was not the matter which gained all
the attention. Indeed, it was virtually swept under the rug in the Supreme Court’s
decision. That question, of course, was a jurisdictional one--the tenuous claim to
Article III standing that a special prosecutor in the Justice Department asserted in
suing his constitutional superior. When the President raised the point in his brief to
the Supreme Court, Leon Jaworski--obviously worried--wrote to the Attorney
General claiming that the President was, by that tactic, violating the charter.
Jaworski’s argument was that for the President to challenge the court’s jurisdiction to
adjudicate the tape case was, in effect, to threaten to put Jaworski out of business.
Jaworski asked us to intervene. I suppose you would not be surprised--given
my well-known views on jurisdiction--that I was quite unsympathetic to Jaworski.
After all, it is normally thought that a party, and particularly the government, has an
obligation to raise a legitimate question as to a federal court’ s jurisdiction. There was
no doubt that the issue was legitimate. I actually believed then, and still do, that the
court lacked jurisdiction. The notion that the Specia! Prosecutor’s charter--an
Attorney General’s regulation--was sufficient to give the Special Prosecutor

constitutional independence from the President seemed almost frivolous to me. In
any event, we rebuffed Jaworski and stayed neutral, but as it turned out, his fears
were groundless. The Supreme Court was not about to permit mere constitutional
limits on judicial power to prevent it from playing the dominant role to which it had
grown accustomed.
The second event, which occurred on Tuesday, April 30, 1974, was a good deal
more dramatic. Bill Saxbe was off hunting, and I was Acting Attorney General.
That was not unusual. Bill loved to hunt. When asked by a reporter how he could
spend so much time on holiday, he explained that his deputy worked ungodly hours,
had a good mind for detail, and was meaner than a junk yard dog. About midmorning, after first being primed by a call from A1 Haig, the President’s Chief of
Staff, I received a follow-up call from Jim St. Clair, the President’s Special Counsel
on Watergate matters. St. Clair was a prominent trial lawyer from a Boston law firm
and a part-time lecturer at Harvard Law School, who had come onto the White House
staff to defend the President. He somberly informed me that Jaworski was guilty of
a "gross impropriety." That was the magic phrase under the charter that constituted
grounds for Jaworski’s removal. To say I was paying close attention would be an
understatement. He went on to explain that Fred Buzhardt, the White House Counsel,
had been called before the Watergate grand jury. That action was a gross impropriety
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because it pierced, or was an effort to pierce, the attorney-client privilege. I asked St.
Clair, what attorney-client privilege? I expressed doubt that any government lawyer
could have a conversation with a government official that would be privileged as
against a Justice Department inquiry. I remember using as an example a Secretary
of a Department who takes a bribe and then discloses it to the General Counsel of the
Department. (As a former General Counsel, I had had occasion to consider the nature
of the problem, if not the specific hypothetical.) Would not the General Counsel, I
asked, have an obligation to turn that information over to the Justice Department?
I do not recall his response, but I do remember his observing that he too was on the
government payroll. I told him that was his problem. Our conversation was
interrupted when my secretary came rushing into my office just before noon, pale as
the proverbial ghost, to tell me the President was on the line. I told a shocked St.
Clair that I would have to ring off because his "client" was calling.
I have to pause at this point to explain just how extraordinary an event this was.
President Nixon almost never spoke to his cabinet members other than atproforma
cabinet meetings--let None to a number two. I recall a dinner in 1972 with three
domestic members of his cabinet and severn undersecretaries when each cabinet
member confessed that he had had no meetings or conversations with the President.
They all thought they were out of favor. The President dealt almost exclusively with
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a small handful of White House senior staff. It was widely believed that he did so
because he did not wish to be lobbied on his cabinet members’ pet hobby horses. I
have come to believe, however, that Nixon was well aware of just how dark and
unpleasant to others his unguarded conversations could seem. The nature of his
speech was apparent when the transcripts of his taped conversations were released.
I think it was to protect his own reputation that he met with so few.
My conversation with the President, as well as an outline of other events that
day, was reported by The Washington Post over five years later on December 28,
1979. That happened because a memo that I asked one of my three Associate Deputy
Attorney Generals to write was disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act. But
more about that presently.
The President started the conversation by asking me how I was doing in
picking judges. In those days, the Deputy Attorney General’s role in that regard--at
least for the Administration--was dominant. I assured him that insofar as we had
discretion, I was looking only for those who believed in Frankfurterite judicial
restraint. (I did not realize back then that choosing prominent Republican trial
lawyers was no guarantee of such a jurisprudential commitment.) He then turned the
conversation to the Connally case. John Connally, formerly Treasury Secretary, was
under investigation for allegedly accepting a $10,000 gratuity from the Association
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of Milk Producers in return for his efforts to boost federal milk price supports. This
matter was being handled by the Watergate Special Prosecutor’s office, although Leon
Jaworski was recused, and his Deputy Hank Ruth was in charge.
The principal witness against Connally, who allegedly had delivered the
gratuity, was one Jake Jacobsen, who was already under indictment in Texas for
allegedly lying to a federal grand jury and allegedly misapplying bank funds. The
President complained that it was his understanding that someone in the Justice
Department was planning to drop federal felony charges .against Jacobsen in Texas
in return for permitting Jacobsen to plead guilty to a misdemeanor and to testify
against Connally in the District of Columbia proceeding. I was taken aback but
reminded the President that the Connally case was being prosecuted not by the Justice
Department but by the Watergate Special Prosecutor force, which had been
guaranteed freedom of independence. The President responded that the Texas
charges against Jacobsen had been brought by the U,S. Attorney under the
supervision of the Justice Department and that the Department was permitting or
engaging in. an abuse of the plea bargaining process. I confessed that I was not
familiar with the details of Jacobsen’s plea bargaining but would look into the matter.
He instructed me to do so and to call him back within the hour.
I called for Henry Petersen, the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the
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criminal division, who atypically had been a career attorney prior to his appointment.
Although the circumstances were undoubtedly extraordinary, I recall, somewhat
ruefully, that my awareness of the gravity of the situation was mixed with
bureaucratic annoyance; I was more than a little miffed that Petersen had not reported
to me on the matter. Henry apologized for that omission and explained to me that the
matter had been worked out with Hank Ruth, the Deputy Special Prosecutor. He
assured me that, contrary to the President’s assertion, Jacobsen was pleading guilty
to a felony in the District of Columbia that was at least as serious as the one for which
he was under investigation in Texas. I asked Henry what we would do under normal
circumstances--if the Justice Department were not bifurcated? He convinced me that
the criminal division would ordinarily drop one of the pending indictments of a
defendant who pled guilty to the second--so long as the second was punished as
severely. This would be so even in the absence of the defendant’s willingness to
testify against a target as significant as the former Treasury Secretary.
After thinking for a few moments, I called the President back. Somehow I was
not surprised when the President immediately answered. The conversation, however,
was not a pleasant one. I explained to the President that the Department’s position
was neither improper nor unusual. The President grew quite agitated, repeatedly
interrupting me, and argued that the plea bargain was nothing but a disreputable plot
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to get Connally. He said, "I want it straight. I don’t want any dancing around." In
response to my explanation that the Department was handling the matter "normally,"
the President bellowed, "I don’t want to hear about normal procedures. I want
orders." He curtly told me to call Haig back in one hour and he hung up on me. It
was a rather stunning experience to have the President of the United States angrily
hang up the phone on you--particularly when you are only a 38-year-old Deputy
Attorney General. It was clear to me by his excited phrase, "I want orders," that he
meant he was giving me orders to change the Department’s position on the Jacobsen
plea.
I told my staff that the President had issued orders with which I could not
comply, and therefore I was obliged to resign. One of my deputies, in a display of
gallows humor, started to take my pictures down from the wall. Before going any
further, however, I was required to report to the Attorney General, who was on a
pheasant shoot on Shelter Island. It was not easy to get hold of Bill Saxbe when he
was hunting, but, he always had FBI escorts, so I succeeded. He was not at all
pleased to be dragged to the phone and listened rather impatiently to my report.
When I asked him what I should say if I were asked by the White House as to his
position on the matter, he responded--and I will remember this if I live to be 100-"Tell the President to go piss up a rope." He also said he did not agree with me about
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resigning. He would be damned if he would resign; the President would have to fire
him. He then abruptly returned to his hunting, admonishing me not to bother him
again.
I then called General Haig, described my conversations with the President, and
¯ told Haig that I planned to resign that day. He seemed stunned and asked me to wait
at least long enough for him to find out more about the matter. He muttered
something about Connally probably being in the Oval Office.
In the meantime, Bob Bork rushed into my office, having been brought up to
date by one of my deputies, and said, "Not this time." He was not going to be left
holding the bag again. If I resigned, he would follow.
Late in the afternoon A1 Haig called back and said forget the whole matter; the
President’s call was to be erased. I did not think I could do so. What, or more
important, who, had prompted the President to call me could be of legal significance.
I was certain Haig was not complicit; he had been focused on the Buzhardt matter.
But it was distinctly possible that Connally might have been involved and that could
suggest an effort to obstruct justice. I was therefore bound to inform Henry Ruth. I
provided him with the memorandum. A few weeks later he brought it back
explaining to me that he did not think he could make out an obstruction case.
I did not, however, tell Ruth about the subject of the St. Clair call, which had
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been eclipsed by the President’s more dramatic intervention and was not thereafter
mentioned to me by anyone. The White House was certainly entitled to make a claim
to us at any time that the Special Prosecutor was guilty of a gross impropriety. Even
if we thought the claim unfounded, it did not seem appropriate to me to pass on that
information to the Special Prosecutor.

The denouement of the Nixon Presidency came in August of that year after the
Supreme Court’s decision. The President had no alternative but to turn over the tapes,
which included the so-called smoking gun. I learned about that particular tape when
a young lawyer in the White House called and told me about it a week before it
became public. About the same time, I was told that the Secretary of Defense, Jim
Schlessinger, had instructed the top military not to obey any order from the President
that could cause a military confrontation without his approval. Aware of this
impending constitutional crisis, I resumed cigarette smoking.
But the President went peacefully. Unfortunately for him, my last service to
his Administration was to prevent him from taking his papers. I do not recall who
called whom, but I told General Haig that I objected to b.is taking his Presidential
papers before the Department had an opportunity to give a formal legal opinion as to
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whether President Nixon owned them. I asked the new Assistant Attorney General
for the Office of Legal Counsel, Nino Scalia, nominated bY Nixon, but appointed by
Ford, to look into the matter and prepare an opinion for the Attorney General. As you
will recall, the Department concluded the papers were indeed Nixon’s, but in the
meantime, Congress legislated and, in effect, seized them.
In early 1975, six months or so into the Ford Administration, Bill Saxbe went
off as Ambassador to India. I was left as Acting for a short while, long enough to
help get Ed Levi confirmed, and then to help the Administration find a replacement
for me. I was utterly drained and insistent on leaving for a number of personal
reasons.
Shortly after Nixon resigned, so did Leon Jaworski. We appointed the decent
and capable Henry Ruth to succeed him. After several months, Hank came to me
asking why any special prosecutor was needed. He pointed out that, after all, the
need for that office was based on the premise that the Justice Department could not
appropriately investigate President Nixon and his White House assistants. Jerry Ford
was now President--which meant the justification of the office had disappeared.
I immediately agreed with him and arranged for us both to meet with the newly
appointed Attorney General Levi. Hank repeated to Ed Levi what he had said to me,
and I added the further point that it could be thought an insult to President Ford, and
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to us, to continue the Special Prosecutor’s office. Ed Levi pondered and then asked
about the Watergate convictions that were on appeal. What would happen, he asked,
if any convictions were overturned? I responded that the Department would try
them--that is what we got paid for. (Not, I hasten to remind Senator Biden, with big
bucks.) Ed Levi, however, worried about the possibility of criticism if the
Department lost any cases, so the Special Prosecutor’s office stayed, and Ruth too, for
a while.
That turned out to be a fateful decision because the office remained in place
through the fall of 1976, the election year. Ruth, who left in 1975, was replaced by
none other than the present White House counsel, Charles Ruff, who had been on his
staff. In the spring of 1976, an obviously malicious claim was brought to the FBI--an
allegation that illegal maritime union money had been put into one of President Ford’s
congressional campaigns. I say obviously malicious because the charge was brought
by a maritime union which was furious at the President for having vetoed the cargo
preference bill, and it was supported by two bureaucratic enemies of the President.
Of course, this had nothing to do with the Watergate Special Prosecutor’s charter, but
the Attorney General turned it over to Mr. Ruff because he thought it awkward for the
Department to investigate a matter implicating the President. When I subsequently
learned about it, I did not disagree with Levi’s premise, but I was rather surprised that
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he did not conclude that the charge was frivolous and therefore could have been
summarily rejected.
In any event, the matter took a long time to dispose of--long enough so that the
existence of the investigation leaked during the fall campaign. It had a powerful
impact. President Ford had virtually caught up with Jimmy Carter when the story
broke. All the country had to hear was that Ford, too, was under investigation by the
Watergate Special Prosecutor, and Ford’s support dropped precipitously. Well, Ford
lost narrowly, but that paved the way for Ronald Reagan’s victory. And he appointed
me to the bench. So everything happens for the best.
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Talking Points on the Environment #3
Controversial Interior Nominee George Frampton Warrants Closer Scrutiny
President Clinton promised that his administration would "look like America." George T. Frampton, Jr.,
former president of the Wilderness Society and President Clinton’s choice for Assistant Secretary of
Interior for Fish and Wildlife and Parks clearly does not "look like America." Consider these quotes by and
about the controversial nominee:
Frampton is not exactly the voice ofmoderation..."We ought to make the whole state [of Alaska] an
historical park so people can.., see how folks thought in the 19th Century." - George Frampton, speaking at
an Earth Day press conference, April 21, 1992.
Frampton says if you can’t afford it, regulate it..."Purchasing land for the reserve at current market prices of
around $200 per acre would cost some $500 million, [the Wilderness Society] said. However, Wilderness
Society president George Frampton said if firmer regulation on the use of forest land were passed, it would
not be necessary to buy all of the parcel." - United Press International report on the Wilderness Society
proposal to establish a 2.7 million acre wilderness reserve in Maine (about 15% of the state’s forest land),
March 16, 1989.
Frampton has labeled farmers, ranchers, loggers and miners thieves..."...A group of industries, principally
mining, logging and.., ranching.., for decades have enjoyed enormous federal subsidies to develop and
exploit the public lands...We’re going to help the environment... And they’re fighting back. If you had a
license to loot the federal treasury, you’d be fighting to keep it too." -George Frampton, at an Earth Day
Press Conference, April 21, 1992.

Frampton believes national parks are no place for tourists..."Motels and hotels and that kind of thing
should go outside the National Parks." - George Frampton, as cited in the Washington Post, June 12, 1988.
Frampton can’t be trusted, according to one Congressman..."You have chosen obstruction over conflict
resolution on Northwest forest issues... I will remember that, in a business where trust is the coin of the
realm, your currency is of little value.’"
Source: Former Congressman Les Aucoin (D-OR) in September 1989 letter to Frampton Talking Points
on the Economy: Environment #3, published by The National Center for Public Policy Research, 300 Eye
Street, N.E. #3, Washington, D.C. 20002 Tel. (202)543-1286, Fax (202)543-4779, NCPPR@AOL.com,
http://www.nationalcenter/inter.net. For more information about Talking Points on the Economy:
Environment #3 contact Bob Adams at 202/543-1286 or EPTF@AOL.com.
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Committee on Resources
Full Committee
Witness Statement
TESTIMONY OF GEORGE T. FRAMPTON, JR.
ACTING CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HOUSE RESOURCES COMMITTEE
NOVEMBER 3,1999
I am very pleased to appear before the Committee today to discuss the President’s recent announcement
regarding long-term protection for roadless areas in our national forests. The President, Secretary
Glickman, Undersecretary Lyons and Chief Dombeck have long identified the transportation system on
national forests as a major priority for long overdue attention for several reasons. First, scientists have
identified roads as a major threat to habitat, watershed protection, wildlife and other valuable natural
resources. Second, while roads are essential for many reasons, we simply do not need a road system for
national forests that is so large it could circle the globe eight times. Third, as you have heard previously
from the Chief, the Forest Service cannot maintain appropriately and safely the very extensive road system
that exists today. Fourth, when new roads are needed, they must be built carefully, taking into account
today’s best science and technical information regarding public safety and the environment. And finally,
bringing me to the the subject of today’s hearing, there are places where more roads need not and should
not be built.
President Clinton has supported all of the Forest Service’s initiatives related to the transportation system. In
regards to roadless areas, scientists have long identified retention of roadless areas as critically important to
the protection of watersheds and wildlife. Roadless areas also have important social and economic values.
As the President stated in November, 1997, "... These last remaining wild areas are precious to millions of
Americans and key to protecting clean water and abundant wildlife habitat, and providing recreation
opportunities."
As you know, an eighteen month moratorium was put in place in February of this year suspending new
road construction and reconstruction on most national forests. Thousands of letters received in response to
the proposed moratorium urged that more permanent protection be afforded roadless areas of the national
forest system. This support was reinforced by letters signed by numerous Members of Congress, including
Members of this Committee.
The President’s announcement on October 13, 1999, launched the beginning of a very public process to
determine how best to protect roadless areas. The President directed the Forest Service to develop and
propose for public comments regulations that reflect the best available science and the full range of
ecological, economic and social values represented by these lands. The proposed regulation, not yet
drafted, will be the subject of an environmental impact statement (EIS) prepared pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Preceding publication of the draft EIS, which is expected to be issued
this spring, the Forest Service will hold numerous meetings around the country. Following publication of
the draft EIS, the Forest Service will again hold numerous public meetings as well as, of course, take
comment on the draft EIS and draft regulation. CEQ plans to work closely with the Forest Service to assure
full compliance with NEPA and our regulations.
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Because there has been some confusion, I would also like to briefly clarify what this announcement did not
do. The President did not issue an executive order. He did not put into place any new interim management
rules or restrictions. He did not close any roads, nor does this announcement anticipate road closures.
I know that this announcement is controversial. Controversy over our national forests has existed since
their very inception and will no doubt continue. However, the President strongly believes that is the right
direction to go in at this time. We will move forward in a way that is respecttial of everyone’s views in a
fair and open process.
I will be happy to answer questions from Members of the Committee.

###
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George T. Frampton Jr. writes to say that he currently is acting chairman of the U.S. Council
on Environmental Quality in the Executive Office of the President. He will be nominated in 1999
for a permanent position.
Fall-Winter 1998-99
George Frampton, a Washington, D.C., attorney and former assistant secretary of the Interior
Department, was hired in September by Vice President AI Gore to provide counsel while the
Justice Department reviews Gore’s fund-raising practices. Frampton has worked with Gore in
the past on environmental issues.

Autumn 1997
GEORGE FRAMPTON JR. RECEIVES BEBERMAN AWARD
One of the newer Uni High graduation traditions centers on the Max Beberman Distinguished
Alumni Award presentation and speech.
This year’s speaker, George Frampton, Jr., class of ’61, is indeed a distinguished alumnus. Prior
to his current tenure as President of The Wilderness Society, Mr. Frampton served in numerous
distinguished legal capacities beginning with his service as law clerk to Supreme Court Justice
Harry H. Blackmun.
Active in numerous environmental investigations during his legal career, Frampton was retained,
just before assuming his Wilderness Society post, as Special Counsel to the State of Alaska to
investigate allegations of misconduct of the governor and his chief of staff. During the 70’s
Frampton co-authored a book on Watergate.
In his graduation talk, Mr. Frampton fondly recalled his tenure at Uni, delighting his audience
with reminiscences that reminded them of their own times at Uni. He further captured their
interest by telling in some detail of the significant work done by conservation groups like the
Wilderness Society.
Finally, Mr. Frampton laid some words of wisdom on the graduates and wished them godspeed
into the future.
Summer 1989
1961
1960s
Alumni News
Uni Alumni Home
University High School
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NATHANIEL AKERMAN
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
250 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10177
(212) 415-9217
akerman.nick@dorseylaw.com
Experience
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
Partner in the Trial group. Represents clients in trial and appellate courts
and arbitrations throughout the United States. Specialties include:
protection of trade secrets and computer data, other commercial
litigation, internal investigations and white collar representations. Past
representations include the following reported cases and areas of
practice:
Protection of Trade Secrets and Computer Data
First preliminary injunction under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
relating to the entry of a company database through a public Web site
using the company’s confidential and proprietary information. EF Cultural
Travel BV v. Explorica, Inc., 274 F.3d 577(lst Cir. 2001)
Over 40 injunctions enforcing post-employment restrictive covenants for
The Prudential Insurance Company of America. Prudential Ins. Co. of
America v. Barone, 1998 WL 269065 (W.D.N.Y. May 9, 1998)
Injunctions enforcing covenants not to compete. Garber Bros., Inc. v.
Evlek, 122 F.Supp.2d 375 (E.D.N.Y. 2000)
Assist companies in designing and reviewing corporate compliance
programs. As part of this program, advise corporations on designing
programs to protect intellectual property, trade secrets and computer
data. Have conducted a trade secrets audit of a maior national health
insurance company, to assist the company in establishing systems,
agreements and procedures to protect its confidential and proprietary
and trade secret protected information.
Other Commercial Litigation
$1 million jury verdict in a RICO, libel and slander case affirmed by the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals. Securitron Maqnaiock v. Schnabolk, 65
F.3d 256 (2d Cir. 1995)
Libel defense for media publications. Stover v. Journal Pub. Co.., 105 N.M.
291, 731 P.2d 1335 (N.M.App. 1985)
Whistleblower cases. Rodgers v. Lenox Hill Hosp., 251 A.D.2d 244, 674
N.Y.S.2d 670 (N.Y.A.D. 1st Dep’t 1998)
Contract disputes. Carte Blanche (Sinqapore PTE., Ltd. ) v. Diners Club
Intern., Inc., 758 F.Supp. 908 (S.D.N.Y. 1991)
Insurance coverage disputes. See e.g. Journal Pub. Co. v. American
Home Assur. Co., 771 F.Supp. 632 (S.D.N.Y. 1991)
Defamation. See e.g. Criales v. American Airlines, Inc., 1999 WL
1487601 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 28, 1999)
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AKERMAN.NATHANIEL. biography

Internal Investigations
Conduct and direct internal investigations for corporate clients into
allegations of internal fraud and theft including a well-publicized
investigation in Chicago into allegations of abuse of corporate assets by
the President of FIorsheim. In many instances these investigations have
resulted in RICO actions being filed against the wrongdoers. CNBC, Inc.
v. Alvarado, 1994 WL 445717, RICO Bus. Disp. Guide 8629 (S.D.N.Y.
Aug. 17, 1994)
White Collar Representations
Have represented numerous corporations and individuals under criminal
investigation by the United State Department of Justice for complex
commercial and tax crimes. Defended numerous criminal cases in federal
court including the acquittal of all defendants by a jury in United States
v. Stella, 1990 WL 128918 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 27, 1990).
Federal Prosecution Experience
Assistant United States Attorney in the Southern District of New York
(SDNY) from 1975 until 1983. Prosecuted a wide array of white collar
criminal matters including bank frauds, bankruptcy frauds, stock frauds,
complex financial frauds, environmental crimes and tax crimes. First
prosecutor in the SDNY to use the RICO statute to prosecute traditional
white collar criminal offenses. Tried over 25 cases before juries including
successful prosecutions of Mafia bosses Russell Bufalino and Frank Tieri,
and the RICO prosecution of ten individuals predicated on securities fraud
and bankruptcy fraud violations for the formation and operations of The
Westchester Premier Theater. United States v. Weisman, 624 F.2d 1118
(2d Cir. 1980)
Assistant Special Watergate Prosecutor with the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force from 1973 to 1975. Conducted grand jury
investigations into misuse of federal agencies and other allegations of
criminal conduct related to the break-in at Democratic National
Headquarters. Examined all of the principals in the Watergate scandal
before the various Watergate grand juries.
Legal Writing
Trade Secrets Column for The National Law Journal:
"Computer Security," September 16, 2002

"Trade Secrets: How To Protect Them," March 18, 2002
"Computer Law: Civil Relief Under CFAA," December 24, 2001
"Trade Secrets Law: Use of Written Agreements," December 11, 2000
"Trade Secrets: Preventing a Leak," September 4, 2000
"Compliance," Director’s Monthly, June 1997
Legal Teaching
Faculty Member of the Practicing Law Institute on Personal Liability for
Environmental Violations (1991)
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Professional Activities
American Bar Association (Litigation Section)
Testified Before the Senate Judiciary Committee on Organized Crime
Education
Harvard Law School
J.D., 1972, cum laude
University of Massachusetts
B.A., 1969, magna cure laude
Phi Beta Kappa
Admissions
New York, District of Columbia, Massachusetts and Various Federal
Co u rts
Honors
Special Commendations by the Department of Justice in 1979 and 1981
for Outstanding Achievements
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Testimony of Philip B. Heymann on the
Independent Counsel Statute
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Professor Archibald Cox, Don Simon, Executive Vice President of Common Cause, and I spent many
hours considering to the best of our abilities the problems presented by the Independent Counsel Act and
by letting it lapse. What I am about to describe is the result of that work, which draws heavily on my
experience as Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division under Attorneys General Bell
and Civiletti. It is designed to produce the greatest possible assurance of a lack of partisanship in any
prosecutorial decision, particularly those involving high level members of the administration, short of
creating an Independent Counsel. We believe that the Independent Counsel structure has inherent flaws
that make it undesirable if a strong alternative can be developed. What I am about to describe is that
alternative, which has since been reviewed by the Common Cause governing board and adopted also as the
position of that organization. We have sent a letter in the organization’s name to the Committee.
The problem with the Independent Counsel Act is simple: it empowers an enthusiastic prosecutor, subject
to the demands of a President’s enemies and not subject to normal constitutional and budgetary constraints,
to assemble an office full of aides dedicated to relentlessly pursuing every avenue, however unpromising,
that might lead to the conviction of the President or another high official. The substitute promises to avoid
this problem and still provide a substantial measure of public confidence that decisions not to prosecute are
unaffected by high level pressure. And it provides the same confidence when there is a decision to
prosecute an opponent of the administration as it does when there is a decision not to prosecute a high level
friend of the administration. The alternative was first used by Attorneys General Griffin Bell and Benjamin
Civiletti during the Carter Administration, but was then, after passage of the Independent Counsel Law,
abandoned by their successors. It works like this.
Modeling the arrangement on the general pattern in Britain and other western democracies, Attorney
General Bell determined that Cabinet level officials should take part in prosecutorial decisions only in very
exceptional circumstances. Even if it is more a matter of appearances than realities, decisions regarding
prosecution of either those who are passionate opponents of the President or those who are his most loyal
supporters should be made by officials having little contact with the President and unmistakably on the
basis of professional judgement alone. The same is true of decisions to bring a prosecution in a situation
where a failure to bring the case might cost a President votes.
The Independent Counsel Statute is thus wise in its judgement that someone other than a cabinet level
official should also decide whether other cabinet level officials or their superiors should be prosecuted.
Indeed the problem of credibility whenever there is a failure to prosecute goes beyond even the
seventy-five officials listed in the Independent Counsel Act; it includes doubts about a decision not to
prosecute whenever it looks like a crime may have been committed by any member of Congress or
powerful supporter of the administration. What is wrong with the Independent Counsel Act is that it
addresses only part of the problem and does this through the creation of a new office with unlimited
funding and a single target.
Therefore, under regulations first promulgated by Attorney General Bell, the Assistant Attorney General in
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charge of the Criminal Division, who supervises the prosecutors in the Department of Justice, was vested
with the responsibility and authority to be the highest level of review or appeal in individual cases of
possible prosecution. As a safeguard and in recognition of the supervisory power of the Attorney General
and Deputy Attorney General, the rules allowed either of these officials to overrule a decision made by the
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division but only if they were prepared to announce
publicly that they were doing this and, so far as it was consistent with legal ethics, made public their
reasons. This overruling never happened during the years of Attorneys General Bell and Civiletti.
It is, of course, true that this structure continues to leave room for concern that the President’s interests are
being favored, for he appoints the Assistant Attorney General. But unusually careful confirmation hearings,
as in the case of the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, would provide added assurance to the
present tradition that the occupant of this job be a professional prosecutor, not closely tied to the President
and his closest associates. The Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division has rare, if
any, contact with the President or other cabinet members, and generally has no concern about who are
opponents and who are supporters of the President. That distance from the President and cabinet is, of
course, not true of most Attorneys General.
Still, to provide additional credibility to what seems to us to be the proper structure of prosecution in any
event, in cases involving a decision not to prosecute any of a handful of the highest officials we would
arrange that the Assistant Attorney General consult with a fairly selected panel of three of his/her
predecessors, at least one of whom would have to be of the opposite party, and then state his reasons
publicly (as the Attorney General has taken to doing in declining appointment of an Independent Counsel).
If any of his three predecessors believes that the Assistant Attorney General’s decision not to prosecute one
of the handful of the top officials was not defensible or was unreasonable, the advisor would be free to
make this view public. That would certainly lead to congressional hearings.
We would insist on still another portion of the Bell system. He directed that no one in the White House and
no one in the Congress could have direct contact on an individual case with the Assistant Attorney General
or any prosecutor reporting to him. White House staff or members of Congress could communicate with
the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General about a case. They might have critical information in
some circumstances. But those two top officials in the Department of Justice would decide whether it was
appropriate to relay the information to the Assistant Attorney General or other prosecutors. This would
prevent a situation like that at the beginning of Watergate when President Nixon asked the Assistant
Attorney General to provide information about the investigations surrounding the President and his staff. It
would also guarantee that no official of the President’s party could convey his enthusiasm for prosecuting
an opponent of the Administration.
These simple arrangements, already tried for a period of several years of the Carter Administration, go as
far as it is possible to go towards assuring the non-partisan application ofprosecutorial standards and, more
realistically in most cases, the appearance of such unbiased decision making, short of reenacting a failed
statute that requires judges to appoint an outsider as prosecutor. The arrangements provide some guarantee
against a repetition of the Watergate-type situation that was behind the passage of the Independent Counsel
Act. At the same time, they do not create the immense risks we have seen accompanying the Independent
Counsel Act.
The arrangements I propose simply put the United States in the same posture as most western democracies;
only in extraordinary cases will a Cabinet official decide whether a prosecution should or should not be
brought. These arrangements which have proven workable by experience, will increase citizen confidence
that law and not politics reigns even in our most sensitive cases.
I would suggest one additional step. No prosecutor should be left, when he believes the President has
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committed a crime, with the choice between prosecuting him during his term of office and suggesting
impeachment. The first may be unconstitutional and would certainly be reckless. The second may invite
consequences for the nation that are warranted only for the most serious offenses. A statutory provision
saying that, notwithstanding any statute of limitations or other fight to a prompt disposition of the matter, a
President may be indicted within two years of leaving office would create an appropriate remedy consistent
with the nation’s needs for both the full attention of its President and respect for the rule of the law.
Return to Hearings Pa~e

[Committee Members] [Subcommittees] [Special Investigation]
[.Jurisdiction] [~] Press Releases.] [.Sites Of Interest.]
This home page was created and is maintained by the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee.
Questions or comments can be sent to: webmaster@govt-aff.senate.gov
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BILL CLINTON’S CONVICTED FRIENDS
If a man is truly known by the company he keeps, then here’s Bill Clinton’s circle of friends who are
still alive, but in jail.
CLINTON CONVICTS LIST
Neil Ainley (guilty plea), Roger Altman (resigned under cloud), Arapaho/Cheyenne Indians (5th
plea), Les Aspin (resigned in disgust), Bruce Babbitt (under IC investigation), Zoe Baird
(nomination failed), Robert Bennett (co-defendant in sexual harassment suit), Ronald H. Blackley
(convicted - Espy), Herby Branscum (mistrial), Michael A. Brown (convicted), Michael’s dad Ron
Brown (died under investigation), Jorge Cabrera (convicted), Pierre Chambrin (WH chef, fired &
bribed $37k to keep quiet), Gin F. J. Chen (5th plea), Ming Chen (fled country), Yi Chu (5th plea granted immunity), Yue Chu (5th plea - granted immunity), Johnny Chung (guilty plea), Henry
Cisneros (indicted), Arthur Coia (under investigation), Gilbert Colon (5th plea), Bettie Currie
(subpoenaed), Billy Dale (persecuted by Clintons, acquitted), Michael deVegter (indicted), Richard
Douglas (guilty plea - Espy), Joycelyn Elders (idiot), Mike Espy (indicted), Eugene Fitzhugh (guilty
plea), Dr. Henry Foster Jr. (nomination failed), Manlin Foung (5th plea - granted immunity), Yogesh
Ghandi (5th plea), Lani Guinier (nomination failed), David Hale (guilty plea), John Haley
(indicted-fraud), Jean Hanson (resigned under cloud), Alexis Herman (under investigation), Philip
B. Heymann (resigned in disgust), Nolanda S. Hill (indicted - singing), Robert Hill (mistrial), Man
Ho (5th plea - granted immunity), Maria Hsia (indicted), Jie Su Hsiao (5th plea), Judy Hsu (5th
plea), Jen Chin Hsueh (5th plea), Hueutsan Huang (5th plea - granted immunity), Jane Huang (5th
plea), John Huang (5th plea), Zie Pan Huang (5th plea - granted immunity), Webster Hubbell
(convicted), Steven Hwang (5th plea), Woody Hwang (5th plea), Harold Ickes (under IC
investigation), Bobby Ray Inman (nomination failed), Charles Intriago (5th plea), Bin Yueh Jeng
(5th plea), Mark Jimenez (5th plea), Linda Jones (guilty plea - Cisneros), M. Samuel Jones III
(bimbo patrol), Vernon Jordan (subpoenaed), Pauline Kanchanalak (fled country), Duangnet
Kronenberg (5th plea), Larry Kuca (guilty plea), Joseph Landon (5th plea - granted immunity),
Nathan Landow (under IC investigation), Dan Lasater (convicted), Kent Law (granted immunity),
John H.K. Lee (fled country), Na-chi "Nancy" Lee (5th plea - granted immunity), Marcia Lewis
(subpoenaed), Siuw Moi Lian (5th plea - granted immunity), Hsiu Chu Lin (5th plea), Mike Lin (5th
plea), Bruce Lindsey (unindicted co-conspirator), Craig Livingstone (resigned under cloud), Nora
and Gene Lum (guilty pleas), daughter Trisha Lum (guilty plea), Felix Ma (fled country), Maria
Mapili (5th plea), William Marks (guilty plea), Charles Matthews (guilty plea), Terence McAuliffe
(guilty plea), James McDougal (convicted, died in prison), Susan McDougal (convicted), Mark
Middleton (5th plea), Dick Morris (resigned under cloud), Jere Nash (guilty plea - Teamsters), Tom
Nastos (under investigation), Bernard Nussbaum (under IC investigation), Hazel O’Leary (junket
queen), Seow Fong Ooi (5th plea), Robert Palmer (guilty plea), Antonio Pan (fled country), Larry
Patterson (co-defendant), Federico Pena, Roger Perry, (No "Q" yet), Charles Ruff (under
investigation), Archie Schaffer (indicted - Tyson), Agus Setiawan (fled country), Jou Sheng (5th
plea), Hsin Chen Shih (5th plea), Man Ya Shih (5th plea - granted immunity), Ted Sieong (fled
country), Smith Barney Inc. ($1M civil fine - Espy), Stephen Smith (guilty plea), Joshua Steiner (lied
to diary), Jane Dewi Tahir (5th plea), Roger Tamraz (fugitive - Lebanese embezzlement), Subandi
Tanuwidjaja (fled country), Dewi Tirto (fled country), Susan Thomases (under IC investigation),
Charlie Trie (indicted), Linda Tripp, Hsiu Luan Tseng (5th plea), Jim Guy Tucker (convicted),
Tyson Foods Inc. (guilty plea - Espy), (No "U" or "V" yet), Chris Wade (guilty plea), Chi Rung
Wang (5th plea), David Wang (5th plea - granted immunity), Seth Ward (under IC investigation),
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David Watson (fired), Clifton Wharton (resigned in disgust), Jack L. Williams (convicted - Tyson),
Maggie Williams (under IC investigation), Arief Wiriandinata (fled country), Soraya Wiriadinata
(fled country), Larry Wong (5th plea - granted immunity), Michael Woo (under investigation),
Kimba Wood (nomination failed), Irene Wu (5th plea - granted immunity), Shu Jen Wu (5th plea granted immunity), Eric Wynn (convicted), (No "X," yet), Yumei Yang (5th plea), Keshi Zhan (5th
plea - granted immunity);
Casualties.
ALL 93 career U.S. Attorneys (fired by Janet Reno March 23, 1993);

mysterious Arkansas casualties: Kathy Ferguson (ex-wife of Clinton bodyguard, suicide), Stanley
Huggins (Madison Guaranty investigator, found dead), Kevin Ives and Don Henry (two teens killed
on the tracks after alledgedly witnessing a drug drop), Gary Johnson (badly beaten in break-in theft
of his videotapes of Clinton calling on Gennifer Flowers), Jerry Parks (chief of security Clinton 1992
presidential campaign, unsolved murder), Dennis Patrick (discovered millions of dollars laundered
through his account at Dan Lasater’s firm, survived three murder attempts), Bill Shelton (policeman
and Ferguson’s boyfriend, suicide), Jon Walker (Madison Guaranty investigator, killed in fall from
top of a building);
and finally, miscellaneous bimbi: Julia Broaddrick (campaign worker), Dolly Kyle Browning (high
school classmate), Beth Gladden Coulson (Ark. Court of Appeals judge), Sherrie Densuk (WH
intern/nutcase), Robyn Dickey ("White House Director of Special Projects and Special Needs" I Kid
You Not), Elizabeth Ward Gracen (Miss America - fled country), Connie Hamzy (yes, THAT "sweet,
sweet Connie" of Grand Funk fame), Marilyn Jo Jenkins (Ark. friend), Shelia Lawrence
(Arlingtongate widow), Sally Perdue (Miss Arkansas), Debra Schiff (campaign plane stewardess
hired at White House), Shelia Swatzyna (campaign plane stewardess), Kathleen Willey (White House
volunteer), Cristy Zercher (campaign plane stewardess), et. al.
Ongoing Clinton investigations: WHITEWATER ($300k loan fraud, Billing records mystery, Castle
Grande); TRAVELGATE; FBI FILEGATE; ASIAN CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS; PAULA
JONES; TEAMSTER ELECTION/CAMPAIGN FRAUD; ARLINGTON CEMETERY SCANDAL
Back To The Farm House.
Back To The Farm House.
Mail to: What Real!l: Happened
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You Have the Right to Remain P.C. byJor,o,os,orr
In an effort to assuage growing racial tensions on the campus,
officials at Harvard Law School formed what they call the
Committee on Healthy Diversity, whose current focus is the
drafting of a proposed speech code that would seek
punishment for transgressing students and professors. Sparked .... ~
by a series of racial "incidents," the proposed speech code ......
would ban all harassing and offensive language from being
.
used in the classroom setting. The announcement of this plan .....
raised some serious issues of concern amongst both students
and faculty--and rightfully so.
With so many universities jumping on the sensitivity bandwagon, many administrators, professors, and
students have forgotten the point of a college education: to learn. Learning can only be attained in an
environment where people can freely express and challenge ideas, without the fear of offending everyone
in sight. As if the informal patronization of free-thinkers by their touchy-feely peers for not adhering to
the rules of political correctness was not enough aggravation, some people are trying to make freedom of
expression punishable by a formal disciplinary code! Not only is such action beyond unnecessary, but the
codes will prove, if enacted, to be politically dangerous and counter-productive to the learning process.
Aside from the fact that such speech codes are a clear violation of freedom of speech granted in the First
Amendment, the speech codes themselves are far too abstract to enforce realistically. How does one
define "harassing and offensive language" suitable to be banned and punished under such a code? When
Harvard’s own Alan Dershowitz, a constitutional law expert and member of the diversity committee,
asked this of a student representing the Black Law Students Association, the student found herself unable
to offer a concrete example. Dershowitz was later criticized by colleague Randy Kennedy for
"embarrassing" this student. Fellow committee member Philip B. Heymann came to Dershowitz’s defense,
noting that challenging students at an elite law school to defend their opinions should not be considered
unreasonable.Would this be an unreasonable standard for any institution of higher learning?

Regardless if a student is being disruptive in a classroom by speaking out of turn, using crude language,
or making purposely insulting remarks, the professor retains the right to squelch discussion or chastise the
student on the basis that what he or she is saying is deterring from the learning process. The same is true
for the reverse; students have the right to express their grievances if a professor is not conducting himself
in a professional manner while in front of the class.
A professor’s decision to control the tone of his or her classroom does not, however, provide grounds for
restraining speech if said speech represents unpopular sentiments or is an opinion that may be considered
offensive by some. A few ruffled feathers is also not grounds for establishing a formal rule prohibiting
this kind of speech. Professors and students have full control over what goes on in classrooms; for a group
of outsiders to interfere with the proceedings of a classroom in which they are not present can create some
very troubled waters.
When formal restrictions are placed on speech, both students and professors will obey the codes if their
record or tenure is at stake. Unfortunately, when a general restriction against offensive language is in
place, people become so afraid of offending others that they choose not to say anything altogether. After
all, they still retain the right to remain silent. In a classroom of nervous, quiet students, learning is
significantly diminished. The free-flow of ideas and opinions allows people to learn from each other,
whether gaining new insights on another’s viewpoint, or using the knowledge gained from objections to
further defend one’s own. When students are more concerned with being politically correct than
accurately expressing themselves, all the advantages of discussion-based learning are obliterated. The
result of these speech codes would undermine the intent of education.
A law school’s primary focus should be educating the future lawyers of America, not making the campus
so politically correct one’s stomach turns at the mere mention of the term "safe speech." Controlling
speech at a law school--where argumentative skills are supposed to be nurtured, not repressed--is not the
appropriate way to go about solving what some may perceive to be a problem. Being inconsiderate or
insensitive is not a crime, nor should it be turned into one by Harvard Law officials. Perhaps, when our
forefathers put in that little line in the First Amendment regarding the abridgement of freedom of speech,
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NEWS ANALYSIS

Harvard Law School Lies for Gore
November 13, 2000

A professor at Harvard Law School wants A1 Gore to win so badly in Florida that he
lied for him in a column in the Washington Post last Friday.
The column was by Prof. Philip B. Heymann and titled, ’The Case for a Do-Over."

Heymann argued that we need a new election in Florida. He questions the validity of
the ballot that was used in Palm Beach. He opined, "A Florida statute forbids the
ballot form that seems to have confused so many [in Palm Beach]."
But he does not tell the truth. When he told his readers about that Florida statute, he
purposefully left out four words in the law that he doesn’t like. Here’s what he wrote.
(As you read, be sure to pay attention to thethree dots that he inserted because they
indicate that something was left out at that spot.)
Professor Heymann: "[The Palm Beach ballot] is illegal by Florida statutes designed
to eliminate the confusion that infected this election. Section 101.560 of Florida law
states: ’When an electronic or electromechanical voting system’ is used, ’the ballot
information shall...be in the order of arrangement provided for paper ballots.’ Section
101.27(3) repeats the same requirement."

The Truth: Here’s what the statute actually says, including the four words he left
out: ’the ballot information shall, as far as practicable, be in the order of
arrangement provided for paper ballots." [emphasis added]
We understand that Harvard Law School is partisan and political, but do they want a
Democrat to win so badly that they will lie in order to achieve their goal?
We can all see that the law does not require that the machine ballots be identical to
the paper ballots. The words "as far as practicable" makes that clear. That’s why Prof.
Heymann didn’t want us to know that those words are there.
Guess who this Harvard man worked for before he came to Massachusetts? He was a
deputy attorney general in the Clinton!Gore administration.

A person can argue that a lie by one professor does not taint the entire school. But if
there are no corrections or apologies made, it certainly does.
We are indebted for this information to an article in the National Review by Robert
Alt, adjunct fellow at the John M. Ashbrook Center for Public Affairs.
http://www.nationalreview.com/rapid/rapidl 11000.shtml
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Justice Department Announces Independent Waco Reviewer
To: National Desk
Contact: Carl Stern of the U.S. Department of Justice, 202-514-2007
WASHINGTON, June 24 IU.S. Newswire/-- Deputy Attorney General
Philip B. Heymann today named Edward S.G Dennis Jr., former assistant
attorney for the Criminal Division, to review the performance of the
Department of Justice in the Branch Davidian tragedy in Waco, Texas.
Dennis, a partner in the Philadelphia law firm of Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius, held his Justice Department post from 1988 to 1990, and
served previously as U.S. Attorney in Philadelphia.
In appointing Dennis to review the Justice Department’s activities
in Waco, Heymann asked for "a searching review."
"The basic fact-finding is now well underway," Heymann said. "Mr.
Dennis will help us conduct the next stage of the inquiry. I want to
know of anything that he believes went wrong at Waco.
"Mr. Dennis will review the strategies and analyze whether the
decisions were reasonable in light of the information available at the
time, and whether department personnel had sufficient information and
resources," said Heymann. "He will also evaluate how information was
shared and transmitted."
Dennis will have access to all Justice Department data and may
conduct additional, independent inquiries, as he deems useful. The
Justice Department review by Dennis is expected to be completed by
September.

-0/US. Newswire 202-347-2770/
From: JOHN GINNANE
Refer:
Subject: NEW WACO INFO - 2
325: f-Politics
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Justice and Treasury Departments Announce Experts in Waco Review
To: National Desk
Contact: Carl Stern of the U.S. Department of Justice, 202-514-2007,
or Peter O’Brien, of the Department of the Treasury, 202-622-2960
WASHINGTON, June 24/U.S. Newswire/-- Deputy Attorney General
Philip B. Heymann and Ronald K. Noble, assistant secretary for
Enforcement of the Department of the Treasury today named 10 jointly
selected experts to provide both departments with recommendations on
how best to address Waco-type situations in the future.
Said Heymann, "We must ensure that we have the capability to deal
successfully with barricaded suspects who hold hostages, and that
includes strategies to negotiate with suspects who believe that they
are not accountable to civil authorities."
Secretary Noble said, "We are seeking broad-based advice from
representatives of various disciplines: law enforcement, religion,
psychiatry, psychology and management."
The experts are:
-- Dr. Nancy Ammerman, associate professor of sociology and
religion, Candler School of Theology, and adjunct professor of
sociology, Emory University.
-- Colin Birt, head of Contingency Planning Section, F4 Division,
Home Office, Great Britain (expert on responding to hostage-taking and
terrorist incidents).
-- Dr. Robert Cancro, professor and chairman, Department of
Psychiatry, New York University Medical Center.
-- Richard J. Davis, attorney, Well, Gotshal & Manges, former
assistant secretary (Enforcement), Department of the Treasury.
-- Robert J. Louden, associate director of the John Jay College of
Criminal Justice.
-- Ronald M. McCarthy, former manager of the Center for Police
Studies, International Association of Chiefs of Police, and former
assistant commander and senior supervisor, Los Angeles Police
Department Special Weapons and Tactics Unit.
-- Dr. Ariel Merari, Department of Psychology, Tel Aviv University
(expert on terrorism and low-intensity warfare).
-- Dr. Alan A. Stone, professor of law and psychiatry, Harvard
University.
-- Dr. Lawrence Sullivan, director, Center for the Study of World
Religions, Harvard University.
-- William H, Webster, attorney, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley McCloy,
former director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and former
director of the Central Intelligence Agency.
The experts will examine three categories of concern:
-- Louden, McCarthy and Dr. Merari will consider what methods
should be used to deal with suspects who have barricaded themselves
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inside a structure with innocent persons, including potential
hostages, under their control. Do law enforcement agencies have
adequate technology and training to handle such situations with a
minimum use of lethal force?
-- Drs. Ammerman, Cancro, Stone and Sullivan will explore how law
enforcement agencies should deal with persons or groups whose thought
processes or motivations are unconventional. What assistance can be
provided by experts in such fields as psychiatry, psychology,
sociology and theology?
-- Birt, Davis, and Webster will provide advice on coordinating law
enforcement efforts in barricade situations. What decision making
should be left to the field? How wide should the circle of
decision-making be?
A Treasury Department briefing on events through Feb. 28 will be
presented to the experts on July 1. The experts will also receive the
result of FBI fact-finding and interviews, which began shortly after
the conclusion of the Waco operation. FBI data includes a
chronological account of every significant event involving Justice
Department personnel beginning on Feb. 28 and terminating with the
destruction of the Branch Davidian compound on April 19.
Each expert will develop individual conclusions for both Heymann
and Noble. Each department will issue a final report.
-0-/U.S. Newswire 202-347-2770/
* SPEED 1.30 >01 < * Andrew "bigfoot" Cummins’ average foot is t 5" long.
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WHEN NATIONAL POLITICS
MET CRIME

B

ARRY Goldwater started it. The 1964 Republican presidential candidate was
the first to put crime on the national agenda in response to soaring rates of
violence in the ~96os. It probably was inevitable that contenders for the White
House would transform what had long been regarded as primarily a local concern into a national issue. After all, political leaders respond to the public’s
worries, and crime was headed to the top of the list. So the conservative senator
from Arizona vowed during his acceptance speech at the Republican national
convention to make "enforcing law and order" a campaign issue. He railed
against "violence in the streets" and said he would "do all that I can to see that
women can go out on the streets of the country without being scared stiff.’’~
Goldwater failed miserably at the ballot box against incumbent Lyndon
Baines Johnson, but LBJ and his advisers did not fail to notice the resonance
of the Arizonan’s stinging demands for law and order. "It was understood," said
Gerald Caplan, the U.S. Justice Department’s crime-research chief in the early
~97os, "that the effect of Senator Goldwater’s lopsided defeat was not to bury
crime as an issue, but merely to transfer the official responsibility to the Democratic administration.’’~
The essential message from either major political party would be the same:
a larger role for the federal government in local crime issues. Johnson’s response
to Goldwater’s anticrime pronouncements was to appoint a blue-ribbon corn-
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mission on law enforcement and the administration of justice. At the time of
the panel’s creation, agencies around the nation that dealt with crime and criminals-police, courts, probation officers, jails, and prisons--for the most part
operated independently, with little coordination or overall crime-fighting strategy. "Practically no data on the criminal justice system existed," said Henry S.
Ruth~ Jr., deputy staff director of the LBJ panel. "Not much police data existed.
Court data were a mess."3 The last national panel to examine crime had been
the 1931 Wickersham Commission, a Herbert Hoover-era project whose calls for
reform went mostly unheeded.
On July 23, 1965, LBJ’s 19 commissioners, later joined by 63 staff members
and 175 consultants, drew up the first national blueprint to fight crime in more
than three decades.4 The president wanted his commission to "deepen our understanding of the causes of crime and of how society should respond .... " The
eventual study was pathbreaking because it would summarize the nation’s accumulated knowledge about crime and justice--along with its shortcomings-in one volume, "The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society," that would define
an issue that occupied the country for the next 30 years and beyond.
Johnson hoped that a bipartisan commission would provide the impetus for
a coordinated national attack on crime. As it evolved, however, the panel’s work
was flawed by behind-the-scenes power politics in Washington, foretelling the
course of erratic anticrime policymaking for decades to come.
In the case of the Johnson crime commission, a key obstacle was J. Edgar
Hoover. Having spent four decades building the FBI’s image as the nation’s
premier law enforcement agency, Hoover had little interest in a new commission’s taking a prominent role in crime-fighting. The FBI’s actual jurisdiction
covered a narrow sliver of offenses, not many of them common street crimes,
but the so-called G-men had become adept at handling many prominent kidnappings and bank robberies. For 40 years, Hoover was the nation’s top crime
solver--and he wanted to keep it that way.
Hoover maintained a strong public association with the ups and downs of
local violence by issuing the Uniform Crime Reports every year, thus giving the
impression that he was somehow the nation’s top cop. He took no responsibility
for the crime rate, of course, but Hoover’s annual pronouncements of gloom
contributed to the incorrect perception that the FBI was the main agency responsible for fighting violence on the street.
The White House was forced to deal with Hoover, not only because of his
immense power over federal cases and his agency’s secret files on Washington
power brokers, but also because the commission would have to rely on the FBI
for data and perhaps staff assistance.
Hoover would continue to cast a shadow over the commission’s work. Before
Johnson appointed his panel, seeds for a beefed-up federal involvement in local
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crime fighting had been planted by another prominent Democrat as well. In
1964, Attorney General Robert Kennedy--who had taken office during his
brother’s presidency but continued under LBJ--created an Office of Criminal
Justice within his Justice Department that would study crime problems and
potential solutions. Kennedy’s deputy, Nicholas Katzenbach, tapped Harvard law
professor James Vorenberg to head the new unit. Vorenberg tried but failed to
establish a relationship with Hoover, whose backstage battles with the Kennedy
family were legion. "I called every day, but was told he was busy," Vorenberg
said. When Vorenberg eventually invoked Kennedy’s name, Hoover passed word
through an aide that he would grant Vorenberg an audience "when the civilrights problems were over," a reference to the widespread and growing strife in
the South over integrating public facilities.5 Correctly foreseeing that the FBI
would be embroiled in the civil rights furor for many years, Vorenberg gave up
on seeing Hoover.
The Vorenberg-Hoover rift did not bode well when the crime commission
was created, and Vorenberg became the panel’s staff director. LBJ’s first impulse
was to try forging a bipartisan consensus on crime. "He wanted to bring everyone together--to ’reason together’ was the phrase of the times," said historian
Isidore Silver.6
In the zeal to make the study a bipartisan one, the Johnson administration
wanted a prominent Republican to help lead it. A logical choice was onetime
prosecutor, former New York governor, and 1948 presidential candidate Thomas
Dewey. "We wanted someone with a crimebuster reputation," said Katzenbach,
who was given the task of recruiting Dewey.7
Once again the problem was J. Edgar Hoover. Johnson hoped the FBI director
would talk Dewey into taking the job. Katzenbach made a pitch to Hoover, who
was noncommittal, and then visited Dewey. The Republican elder statesman
seemed interested at first; Katzenbach recalled a "warm and cordial meeting."
But in a second session in which LBJ’s men hoped to seal the deal, "not only
was he not interested, he was hostile to the idea," said Vorenberg, who also
attended. Because Dewey’s newfound skepticism reflected Hoover’s, Vorenberg
concluded that Hoover must have advised Dewey against taking the job. The
attempt to strike a bipartisan note in crime fighting had failed. (Vorenberg said
the FBI chief considered the commission a "nuisance" that "didn’t understand
anything about law enforcement.")
A reluctant Katzenbach eventually accepted the chairmanship himself. Filling
out the panel was a largely establishment group dominated by white male lawyers, with a smattering of persons with other backgrounds represented, including
civil rights leader Whitney Young and two women, Genevieve Blatt, of the Pennsylvania state pardon board, and Julia Stuart, president of the League of Women
Voters. Katzenbach, who worked with Johnson aide Joseph Califano to find
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members from varying geographical areas, defended the abundance of lawyers
as inevitable, to avoid teaching basic legal principles to panel members.
Still, many commissioners were ignorant of criminal justice issues. Members
like Yale University President Kingman Brewster, New York City Mayor Robert
Wagner, and Los Angeles newspaper publisher Otis Chandler had little relevant
experience. Those actually working in the justice system belonged to what Silver
termed the "law enforcement establishment" and were unlikely to support bold
changes. They included Boston prosecutor Garrett Byrne, San Francisco Police
Chief Thomas Cahill, and California Attorney General Thomas Lynch.
With a dearth of knowledge on its subject, the crime commission largely
depended on its staff for the hard task of research. Vorenberg recruited a cadre
of aides (most in their 30s or younger), but the full crew was not in place until
December 1965, six months after the panel had been appointed and only a year
before its report was due. That was not enough time to study a complex social
and legal problem that had not been scrutinized in the same depth for decades.
The panel and its staff divided into task forces to consider major subjects,
including police, courts, prisons, organized crime, juvenile delinquency, and
technology. Some field studies were extensive. The police unit, for example,
questioned 2,200 departments nationwide looking for promising new practices.
Similar surveys were conducted among courts, delinquency-prevention agencies,
and other areas of the justice process.
Commission researchers "rode in police cars, sat in courtrooms, visited prisons, walked the streets of city slums," said the commission’s final report. They
studied all the literature and talked to all the experts they could. "Consultants
and advisers from every relevant discipline and agency"--more than 4oo in
all--were called in to help, noted Deputy Director Henry Ruth.
The commission may have weakened the battle against crime by attempting
too much. One big diversion was debates over the legal rights of suspects,
prompted by Supreme Court rulings under Chief Justice Earl Warren to overhaul criminal procedure, like the 1966 Miranda decision on suspects’ right to
legal counsel. Traditionalists argued that the high court was tilting the justice
process too far in the direction of defendants and hamstringing police officers
at a time when they should become more aggressive. The commission finally
avoided taking a stand on the wisdom of the high court decisions; seven panel
members issued what amounted to a dissent, calling for a constitutional amendment to overturn the court rulings and "strengthen law enforcement."
The core study was ambitious enough. It was divided into seven categories:
preventing crime, attempting to rehabilitate offenders, eliminating unfairness in
the justice system, training police and other personnel better, expanding research
on crime, spending more money on the justice apparatus, and getting more
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citizens, businesses, and social service agencies involved in anticrime work. What
Deputy Staff Director Henry Ruth estimated at more than two and one-half
million words of material had to be absorbed in 18 months, with the full panel
meeting only seven times for two or three days each.
The final report included more than 2oo recommendations--explained over
more than 3oo pages--and it covered not only the central issues surrounding
the causes and spread of street crime but everything from public drunkenness
to the tenure of local judges.
Almost lost in the morass of material were some of the key issues. One central
theme that political leaders so conspicuously failed to address in later years was
the call to "keep delinquents and youthful offenders from settling into lives of
crime." Another key recommendation that gained only perfunctory recognition
until many years later was the idea of dealing with offenders in communitybased programs rather than locking them up. Still, the panel contributed to the
lack of attention given to the issue by devoting only a small part of its report
to the "corrections" system, even while complaining about the subject’s
"invisibility."
The commission’s attempt to cover the waterfront was a conscious strategy.
Echoing the catch phrase of the 196os debate over national defense priorities,
historian Silver said Johnson wanted both "guns and butter" out of the crime
commission at the same time. That helped explain the scattershot approach.
"Johnson was running for cover--he wanted no enemies on the right," said
Silver. "So he decided to get out in front, partly to help his poverty program."
The idea was that if the panel offered suggestions that would appeal to many
points on the political spectrum, conservatives who rallied around a strong anticrime agenda might pull their punches on criticizing LBJ’s liberal inner-city
repair proposals.
Still, the commission’s lengthy discussion of social problems as contributors
to the crime plague--reflecting the Johnson-era Great Society emphasis--gave
it a predominantly liberal cast. That characterization was correct, at least from
the vantage point of those who emphasize criminal justice remedies like aggressive arrests and long prison sentences rather than social solutions like education, job training, and recreation.
The group started with a conservative interpretation of its mandate, said
staffer Lloyd Ohlin, later a distinguished criminologist, on the ground that "radical attempts" to deal with crime would be "unlikely to gain wide acceptance."
Ohlin said a "progressive liberalization" occurred "from the necessity to confront the facts of crime and the relative ineffectiveness of the criminal justice
system."
In essence, a staff more liberal than its commissioners eventually persuaded
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the panel to make recommendations that Ohlin says "went far beyond incremental reform" of the justice system "and instead addressed basic inadequacies
in the allocation of the resources of American society."8
In the end, the commission watered down many recommendations and shied
away from anything that would resemble a highly aggressive attack on street
crime that conservatives might welcome. The result was an equivocating document full of "pious hopes," said Silver. One example was the debate over how
to discipline police officers whose strong-arm tactics in many cities were brutalizing suspects and increasing public mistrust as much as they were cracking
down on criminals. Staffers favored strong civilian complaint review boards, but
commissioners like San Francisco Police Chief Cahill disagreed. So the group
failed to take a bold stand.
Even if the crime commission did not succeed in focusing on high-priority
issues, it made several landmark contributions that transcended ideology.
Perhaps most prominent was its detailed dissection of the criminal-justice
system that would serve as a framework for reforms. At the time, few Americans
appreciated how criminal cases proceeded, from arrest to a final sanction. The
commission produced a flow chart that traced how a large number of crimes
reported to the police were winnowed by the legal process. The chart, often
compared to a funnel, showed graphically how only a small fraction of crimes
eventually resulted in findings of guilt, and later in prison terms. It helped to
educate the nation about how criminal procedure actually operated and to show
pressure points at which the system could operate more effectively to control
crime.
Another notable accomplishment was the commission’s focus on the wildly
varying quality of American law enforcement. Although it was widely known
that many individual police officers were ignorant, brutal, untrained, or some
combination, the crime commission laid out the problem vividly. The report
led to decades of efforts to improve police officers’ education and draw up
standards of accreditation for police forces. The report was circulated so widely
that Katzenbach said he "got a tremendous kick when a small town police chief"
praised the "bible" he had helped produce.
The commission also focused attention on victims of crime by helping to
start a massive federal survey to determine how many Americans had been
victimized in the previous year. The study established that only a small fraction
of crime besides homicide actually is reported to law enforcement agencies. The
survey evolved in an unorthodox way. In 1963, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) started a project on "social indicators." One participant was Albert Biderman, a sociologist at the private Bureau of Social Research in Washington, who had noticed for many years a perfunctory mention
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of crime victims by J. Edgar Hoover in the FBI’s annual compilation of reported
crimes.
Biderman viewed the Hoover reference as a "phony ploy" because the FBI
compilation did not reflect the true extent of crime victimization in America?
All the FBI did was to publish data supplied by thousands of local police agencies. Some of the reports at best were sloppy and at worst were manipulated by
politicians or police chiefs who wanted to hide crime increases. Many victims
did not call the police, because they feared retaliation by the assailant or lacked
confidence that the authorities would or could do anything.
As part of the NASA project, Biderman wrote a paper on the inadequacy of
the FBI report and suggested that the Census Bureau ask a representative sample
of Americans if they had been victimized by crime in the previous year, thus
taking into account the many crimes that had gone unreported. Biderman
passed on the suggestion to staffer Lloyd Ohlin at the crime commission, which
endorsed it.
(The Richard Nixon team’s fear of losing the 197z election prompted both
the Watergate scandal and the crime survey. In the proposal’s early years, resistance from the FBI and elsewhere was so sharp that Biderman felt "trampled
by the bureaucracy." It was saved during a key round of budget cuts when
Nixon’s advisers expressed fear that the FBI might report in 197z that crime was
rising. Knowing that the victimization survey was in the works, the White House
wanted to promise that the new report would give a more accurate picture of
crime trends. As it happened, a drop in reported property crimes brought the
FBI "index" of serious crime down in 1972, and the first victimization survey
was not published until after the election.)
The crime commission also focused attention on the primitive state of law
enforcement technology. "It was in a quill pen era," said technology director
Alfred Blumstein2° It was obvious that technological leaps were necessary for
the justice process to operate more like a well-coordinated system, but staff
director Vorenberg and his colleagues "were concerned that we would highlight
sexy-looking gadgets that would attract attention away from their policy concerns," Blumstein said. It was a legitimate worry that later would play a large
part in derailing the huge federal anticrime-aid program of the 197os. As a result,
the commission did not stress technical issues, a wise choice considering the
flak taken by federal anticrime officials later when money was handed out for
police helicopters and tanks (delicately called "armored personnel carriers").
But the report had a strong impact in a few key areas. Consider the 911 phone
system. Blumstein knew of the 999 emergency number used in Great Britain
and wanted the commission to push for a similar approach in the United States.
First, he had to fend off a protest from the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone
Company, which served the Washington area and had gotten wind of the com-
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mission’s plan. A phone company official feared that if a 911 system were created,
everyone else--from the FBI to Sears Roebuck--would want their own single
national number.
The company relented after it realized that it could charge the government
for its services. Blumstein was angry at the turnaround, telling the Chesapeake
and Potomac executive, "You son of a bitch--after the big fight you put up,
you’re adopting our recommendation to benefit your organization." Eventually,
911 became a standard feature of reporting crimes.
Mthough a strong believer in his mission to improve technology, Blumstein
did heed Vorenberg’s warning and restrained some colleagues, including one
who studied whether police officers could shoot suspects with a sticky substance
that would immobilize them and avoid the need for bullets. That and a few
other ideas deemed too unorthodox failed to make the final report, although in
later years, other entrepreneurs came up with items like Mace, pepper spray,
and bean bags to accomplish the same goal.
Once the commission made its final decisions, it was time to get its message
out. But the panel had become involved in so many controversial issues tangential to street crime, most prominently federal policy on wiretapping, that
delivery of its final volume in 1967 was endangered by a side controversy. When
Vorenberg advised Johnson aide Joseph Califano that the report was ready, Califano stunned the staff director by declaring that the president would not accept
it. Califano explained that Johnson had heard that the panel was recommending
that wiretapping be expanded. LBJ was adamantly opposed to such an idea.
The proposal had been toned down to avoid taking a firm position, Vorenberg reported. But Califano balked, saying that LBI believed the rumor he had
heard and wanted to avoid having anything to do with the study.
Vorenberg’s response was "I have a mandate to deliver the report by the end
of the day today. Either I will bring it over properly, or hold a press conference
and throw it over the White House fence." When Califano said, "You wouldn’t
do that," Vorenberg responded, "Joe, you know I would." A few minutes later,
Califano called and relented. (Vorenberg later was told that Johnson had been
misinformed by a commission member about the wiretapping issue and was
"quite pleased" with the report.)
The commission didn’t simply publish its report and go home. Rather, it
"made an enormous implementation effort," said Deputy Director Ruth. Staff
members prepared the first draft of legislation that, as passed by Congress in
the landmark anticrime law of 1968, required each state to set up a justicesystem planning agency. Letters were sent to every state governor explaining the
plan.
It didn’t work like clockwork. The FBI, which maintained current addresses
for local police departments, ostensibly agreed to help the commission send its
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report to the agencies. But the bureau reported at the 11th hour that it was
unable to find the address labels, a failure that commission staffers were convinced was a last-ditch Hoover attempt to thumb his nose at the panel.
The report did get wide circulation, and it was cited for years to come. Still,
its attempt to cover every subject with dozens of recommendations that were
difficult for the public and policymakers to absorb quickly limited its effectiveness. "We probably should have priorifized," chairman Katzenbach lamented
years later. Isidore Silver declared in the paperback edition of the panel’s report
that it "disappoints the impatient believer in miraculous nostrums by offering
little more than complex and confused data about the ’causes’ of crime [and]
not much more ....
Some of the blame for the commission’s muted impact can be traced to an
important 1966 personnel shift. Midway through the panel’s deliberations, its
chairman, Nicholas Katzenbach, who had succeeded Robert Kennedy as attorney
general, was persuaded by Johnson to take the number two job at the State
Department. Insiders said Katzenbach’s absence as a driving force significantly
hampered the effort to publicize and implement the commission’s findings. It
was an early example of the lack of consistent leadership that would plague the
federal anticrime program for years.
As the main federal law enforcement agency, the Justice Department was key
to the fate of the crime commission’s recommendations. The change at the top
was a blow to their success because it was not just a substitution of one LBJ
loyalist for another. Ramsey Clark, a Texan in his late 3os and son of Supreme
Court Justice Tom Clark, was a civil-rights advocate whom journalist Tom
Wicker called "the most revolutionary public voice in America today.’’11 When
it came to anticrime policy, Clark’s interests differed sharply from Katzenbach’s.
Clark stressed crime’s social causes, favored gun control, opposed capital punishment, and denounced both police brutality and Hoover’s "excessive domination" of the FBI.
As recounted by Gerald Caplan, a commission staff member and later the
Justice Department’s anticrime research chief, Clark "seemed obsessed by the
fear that the public alarm over crime might express itself in repressive laws and
vigilante actions... [he] worried that there might be a military takeover of the
government." This unorthodox view "plunged the Crime Commission’s recommendations into controversies that might otherwise have been avoided,"
Caplan said.12
Any LBJ idea of a bipartisan truce on crime was illusory. In the 1968 presidential campaign, Richard Nixon gave 17 speeches on law and order, by the
count of Richard (Pete) Velde, who helped advise the Republican nominee.
Nixon’s themes were not those expressed by the crime commission, but rather,
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in Velde’s words, focused on "painting Ramsey Clark as the bad guy for supporting the soft, liberal Warren Court."13
As flawed as the commission’s report was, it marked a significant point in
the shift to a national anticrime policy, setting a baseline for analyzing many of
the nation’s most vexing modern crime problems. But the volatile politics of
the era meant that its short-term impact fell far short of its leaders’ hopes.
Instead, an election-year struggle to put some of the panel’s conclusions into
action handed the problem off to a new bureaucracy in the Justice Department,
a part of the federal executive branch ill-suited to direct a war against local
violent crime.
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No.3 Justice Dept. Official, Clintons’ Friend,
Resigns
By John M. Broder and Ronald J. Ostrow
Los Angeles Times
WASHING TON
Webster L. Hubbell, the third-ranking Justice Department official and a close friend of President Clinton
and Hillary Rodham Clinton, resigned Monday amid allegations that he cost his former Little Rock law
firm as much as $1 million in unbilled time and improper expenses.
Hubbell said in a statement that an investigation into his billing practices by his former partners at Little
Rock’s Rose Law Firm had become a burdensome distraction and that he did not want to do further damage
to the administration by remaining in office.

The departure of Hubbell left a hole at the Justice Department, which has not yet filled the spot vacated by
the departure last month of the department’s second-ranking official, deputy Attorney General Philip B.
Heymann, who quit in a personality clash with Hubbell and Attorney General Janet Reno.
The Hubbell resignation also intensified the growing cost to the Clintons of the Whitewater banking and
real estate affair. His departure also leaves an impression of an administration in disarray.
"It could not have come at a worse time for him and for the administration," said a senior White House
adviser.
Hubbell described the matters under dispute with his former firm as "private issues" relating to
"compensation and reimbursement" that have nothing to do with the Whitewater affair or the president and
his wife.
"I am confident that at the conclusion of these discussions all outstanding matters will be resolved
satisfactorily," Hubbell said.
The Rose firm internal investigation "came to a very acute head" over the past several days, according to
knowledgeable sources. Hubbell’s former partners confronted him with how much money they believed he
owed them and said they could not settle the matter amicably, the sources said.

Hubbell decided Sunday to resign, knowing that the dispute with Rose would spill over in the public arena,
embarrass the Clintons and limit his effectiveness at Justice, a senior White House official said. "He did the
honorable thing," the aide said. "He didn’t want to ensnare the president and the first lady."
Numerous calls to attorneys at the Rose firm went unanswered Monday. The firm’s outside counsel, Walter
B. Stuart of the Houston firm Vinson & Elkins, did not return calls seeking comment.
Hubbell, Mrs. Clinton and the late deputy White House counsel Vincent W. Foster Jr., who committed
suicide last July, all were senior partners and friends at the Rose firm before coming to Washington with
the inauguration of Clinton.
Hubbell thus became the second casualty tainted by the roiling Whitewater controversy in the past 10 days,
following the resignation of White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum on March 5, who quit after
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disclosures that he had met with federal regulators looking into the Clintons’ role in the Whitewater case.
Nussbaum, too, was a close friend of the first lady’s, having worked with her 20 years ago on the House
Judiciary Committee considering the impeachment of former President Nixon.

In his letter of resignation to the president, Hubbell wrote that dealing with "public speculation about me
and my former law firm" would consume increasing amounts of his time and would limit his effectiveness
in office.
Arriving in Boston for a political appearance, Clinton told reporters that Hubbell made "the right decision."
And while he praised Hubbell as a "good personal friend" and a lawyer who is "widely esteemed" by those
who know him, Clinton left himself considerable distance in case the facts prove otherwise. "I haven’t
talked to him since this whole issue came up," Clinton said. He he repeated several times that he had "no
knowledge of the facts."
Hubbell "strongly feels that he will be vindicated but it will take some time for him to do it and that he
shouldn’t be working at a public job while he’s doing that," Clinton said. "I think he’s right."

The Rose firm has been investigating Hubbell’s billing practices since last year, when it discovered what it
considered discrepancies in the hourly billings and expense accounts of the former senior partner. The
internal review heated up last month when the monetary scale of the dispute became clear and when
Whitewater Special Counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. announced that he would investigate a broad range of
activities at the Rose firm when Hubbell, Foster and Mrs. Clinton were essentially in charge.
The matters under scrutiny internally at Rose involved the business interests of Hubbell’s father-in-law and
brother-in-law, Seth Ward Sr. and Seth Ward Jr., as well as Hubbell’s work for federal bank regulatory
agencies, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and the Resolution Trust Corp.
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Harvard Law School

Professor James Vorenberg, Ninth Dean Of Harvard Law School
Post date: April 12, 2000

Roscoe Pound Professor of Law James Vorenberg, the ninth Dean of Harvard Law School, former Watergate Associate
Special Prosecutor, and first chair of the Massachusetts State Ethics Commission, died on April 12, 2000, of cardiac arrest.
"The Law School has lost one of its greatest citizens," said HLS Dean Robert C. Clark.

"Jim Vorenberg will be remembered not only as an outstanding dean and a brilliant lawyer, but as a wonderful human being,
someone whose constant devotion to his students and colleagues has left an imprint that will last for generations. He led by
example, and all of us who knew him will miss his wisdom, his friendship, and his deep humanity," said Neil L. Rudenstine
President, Harvard University.
Vorenberg received the A.B. degree magna cum laude from Harvard College in 1948 and the J.D. from Harvard Law School
in 1951, where he received the Sears Prize for the highest grades in his first year class and served as president of the Harvard
Law Review.
Vorenberg was commissioned a second lieutenant and served from 1951 to 1953 as a lawyer in the Air Force General
Counsel’s Office. He then worked as a law clerk to United States Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter from 1953 to 1954.
Among the cased decided during his term was Brown v. Board of Education. He then joined the Boston law firm of Ropes &
Gray in 1954 and became partner in 1960.

Vorenberg joined the Law School faculty as Professor of Law in 1962, teaching courses in criminal law as well as a course
on the government lawyer and another on the legal profession. He also helped establish and later directed the Center for
Criminal Justice, a Ford Foundation-funded research center that brought police officers, prosecutor, and defense counsels to
campus and took law students to observe local police and jails.
At the request of then Attorney General Robert Kennedy, Vorenberg served as Director of the Office of Criminal Justice in
the U.S. Department of Justice from 1964 to 1965.

From 1965 to 1967, he served as the Director of the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice. Known as the Katzenbach Commission (named after then Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach), it produced a tenvolume study of criminal justice and resulted in the Federal Law Enforcement Asssistance Program, which distributed almost
a billion dollars a year to state and local criminal justice agencies.
From 1973 to 1975, Vorenberg served as Professor Archibald Cox’s principal assistant in the Watergate Special Prosecutor’s
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Office, building and organizing the office and hiring the staff.
He was the first Chairman of the Massachusetts State Ethics Commission from 1978 to 1983, enforcing the state’s conflict of
interest laws.
He served as Associate Dean from 1977 to 1981 before becoming Dean and Roscoe Pound Professor of Law in 1981.
Under Vorenberg’s leadership the number of full-time women faculty and minority faculty increased, and the student body
also became more diverse. For his efforts, Vorenberg received Harvard University’s Association of Black Faculty and
Administrators C. Clyde Ferguson Award in 1987 for his "contributions to enhancing diversity in the Harvard community."
He authorized the expansion of the School’s Low Income Protection Plan, which made it the leading program in the country
at the time for the forgiveness of loans for law graduates performing law-related, public service work.
Initiatives created or invigorated during his Deanship include the Human Rights Program and the Program on the Legal
Profession. He oversaw the expansion of the School’s Clinical Programs. He also promoted the teaching of negotiation and
mediation and played a major role in bringing criminal law studies more into the mainstream of the School’s teaching and
research programs.

"I’ve tried to encourage students to follow diverse, varied patterns out of law school," Vorenberg told The New York Times
in 1989 shortly before he stepped down as dean.
He also began the long-term planning process that led to the Campaign for Harvard Law School, which raised $183 million,
at the time the largest amount ever raised by a law school.

His deanship was also known for tumultuous faculty relations due to the popularity of critical legal studies legal theory on
campus.
After stepping down as Dean, Vorenberg spent a sabbatical year traveling through India and the Far East doing human rights
work, writing about correctional systems abroad and teaching professional responsibility at Columbia Law School. He then
returned to Harvard’s classrooms, teaching courses on criminal law, legal ethics, and criminal justice.
In October 1999, Harvard Law School renamed the Langdell Hall North classroom in his honor.
For the last 14 years Vorenberg lived with Parkinson’s disease.
He served as Chief Reporter for the American Law Institute’s Model Pre-Arraignment Code Project and as a member of the
Executive Committee of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. He was chair of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
Advisory Committee from 1990 to 1993. He was a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

His publications included Criminal Law and Procedure: Cases and Materials (West, 1995); and "3"~e War ot~ Crime: °Fl~e t:irs~
Five Years," The Atlantic Monthly. He also co-authored Dean Cuisine, Or, the Liberated Man’s Guide to Fine Cooking with
his friend Jack Greenberg of Columbia University.
He leaves his wife, Elizabeth Vorenberg of Cambridge; three daughters, Jill Alberts of New York, Amy Vorenberg of
Concord, N.H., and Eliza Vorenberg of Los Angeles; two stepchildren, Amy Troubh of Newton, and Hohn Troubh of New
York; and 10 grandchildren.
Burial was private. A service was held at Harvard University’s Memorial Church at 2 p.m. on May 10, 2000. The service
began with a welcome and opening remarks from Dean Robert C. Clark. Remembrances were offered by Archiald Cox and
Jill Vorenberg Alberts. Following a musical interlude, further remembrances were given by Margaret Marshall and Daniel
Meltzer. Anthony Lewis and Felicia Lamport Kaplan played a second musical interlude. Final remembrances were then
offered by Deval Pattrick and Reverend Deborah W. Little. The service concluded with music in celebration of Jim. A
reception following the service was held at the Harvard Faculty Club.
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Philip ~ann was confirmed by the Senate and sworn in as Deputy Attorney General
on May 28, 1993. He resigned on February 14, 1994 and returned to Harvard University
in the summer of 1994 to resume teaching at Harvard Law School and at the Kennedy
School of Government.
Philip Heymann

Mr. Heymann is the James Barr Ames Professor at Harvard Law School Director of the
Center for Criminal Justice there, and Professor at Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government where he directed the Program for Senior Managers in Government. He was
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of
Justice from 1978-1981, Associate Watergate Special Prosecutor from 1973-1975, and,
in the prior decade, held the following posts in the U.S. Department of State: Executive
Assistant to the Undersecretary of State, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
International Organizations, and head of the Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs.
After clerking for Justice John Harlan of the U.S. Supreme Court, Mr. Heymann
represented the U.S. government in the Solicitor General’s Office from 1961-1965. He
graduated from Harvard Law School magna cum laude and Yale College summa cum
laude and he attended the University of Paris as a Fulbright Scholar.
As Director of the Center for Criminal Justice at Harvard, Professor Heymann has in
recent years managed a number of projects designed to improve the criminal justice
systems of countries seeking to create or preserve democratic institutions, including
Guatemala, Columbia, South Africa, Russia, and Peru. He has written extensively on the
subjects of management in government, criminal justice, and combating corruption.
Heymann was independent counsel to the National Football League in the investigation
of allegations of sexual harassment by the New England Patriots, and he chaired the
panel of international experts proposing to the Goldstone Commission new procedures
for conducting and handling mass demonstrations in South Africa.
He is the author of Terrorism and America: A Commonsense Strategy for a Democratic
Society and Terrorism, Freedom, and Security.
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Since the Senate last confirmed a Supreme Court justice, more than half
of its seats have changed hands. Only three senators remain, all
Democrats, who took part in all of the highly charged, conservative-liberal
confirmation battles since 1968.
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To a considerable degree, the battles have all been similar, revolving
around two conflicting concepts of the courts. In the 1960s and 1970s,
conservatives complained of activist positions on political and criminal
issues such as reapportionment and criminal rights; now they dispute
efforts to set policy on social issues such as abortion and gay marriage.
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And a mythology has sprung up over how much the 1987 defeat of
conservative Robert Bork changed the role of outside interest groups in
fights once waged solely in Senate halls and chambers, a Iongtime Senate
aide says.

Editori:

¯ Best c

"All of that is history written by people who weren’t there," said James
Flug, then as now a close adviser to Democratic Sen. Ted Kennedy. He
said some of the same liberal groups have always been involved, though
he conceded the cast on the conservative side has changed and grown
since Bork’s rejection.
Rea(

But Flug acknowledged other factors have altered the nature of
confirmation fights - the Senate’s changing makeup, revisions in its rules
and a decreased emphasis on the substance of judicial issues. The result:
greater acrimony and partisanship.
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The veteran Washington attorney, who returned to the Massachusetts
Democrat’s staff two years ago after 30 years in private practice,
compared today’s Senate with the one that, in the late 1960s and early
1970s, blocked three Supreme Court nominees, a liberal and two
conservatives.
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In 1968, Republicans and conservative Democrats rebuffed President
Lyndon Johnson’s effort to install Iongtime adviser Abe Fortas as chief
justice. After Richard Nixon won the White House, Democrats led battles
that rejected judges Clement Haynsworth and G. Harrold Carswell.
Flug cited these differences:
Senate divisions, once on ideological lines that spanned both parties, now
fall mostly along party lines. Democrats have lost a majority that was
always greater numerically than ideologically.

¯ Mid-M
Comn

In November 1969, 17 Republicans joined 38 Democrats in rejecting
Judge Haynsworth, including the two top COP leaders.
Later, 13 Republicans helped 38 Democrats beat Judge Carswell. "In both
votes, the Republicans made the difference," he said.
Back then, it took 67 votes to limit debate, rather than today’s 60. "So you
needed even more for a consensus to get anything through," Flug noted.
There was less party discipline, so supporters and foes of the nominees
ran the fight, not the party leaderships. "You couldn’t count the votes in
advance," he said. "You had to make your best estimate of what was
possible."
Debate centered on the nominees’ substantive positions. "No one paid
much attention to the voting until you got to the end because there was no
party discipline," he said.
As for outside groups, Flug noted that, on the liberal side, two main
players remain the same: organized labor and the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights. But he conceded that far more conservative groups have
become active since the rejection of Bork.
"But the idea that the groups are driving the thing, at least on our side, is
not true," he said.
Though there was nothing then like the Internet and today’s cable news
networks, Flug noted there was intense media coverage.
"In Washington, you still had three local papers, and the afternoon papers
put out several editions," he said. "And the wire services were putting out
stuff all the time, and it went to the radio stations that had hourly
newscasts.
"So to some extent, I think it’s a bit exaggerated that it’s so much of a
difference," he said.
Despite today’s greater partisanship, Flug said, some senators on both
sides agree "consultation and consensus would be a lot better for
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everyone than confrontation and conflict." That was clear in the bipartisan
effort by 14 senators to head off a GOP leadership effort to change the
filibuster rule.
Flug noted that Bush faces a similar choice to one Nixon faced after the
Senate rejected Judge Haynsworth over conflict-of-interest charges.
Without consulting senators, Nixon picked an even more conservative
nominee the second time - and lost again.
Carl P. Leubsdorf is Washington bureau chief of the Dallas Morning News.
Write to him at the Dallas Morning News Washington bureau, 1325 G St.
N.W., Suite 250, Washington, D.C., 20005, or by e-mail at:
cleubsdorfdallasnews.com.

Copyright © 2005 The Columbia Daily Tribune. All Rights Reserved.
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President Names Three to Nazi War Records Working Group
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Washington -- President Clinton announced January 11 his intent to appoint Thomas H. Baer, Elizabeth
Holtzman and Richard Ben-Veniste as members of the Nazi War Criminal Records Interagency Working
Group.
"The Nazi War Criminal Records Interagency Working Group was established, with bipartisan support, to
locate, identify, inventory, recommend for declassification, and make available to the public at the National
Archives and Records Administration, all classified Nazi war criminal records of the United States. In
addition to the public members named above, the President will also appoint individuals from government
agencies, as he deems appropriate, to effectively execute the mission of the Working Group," the
announcement stated.

Following is the text of the White House announcement:

January 11, 1999

PRESIDENT CLINTON NAMES THOMAS BAER, ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN
AND RICHARD BEN-VENISTE AS MEMBERS OF THE
NAZI WAR CRIMINAL RECORDS INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP
THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
For Immediate Release
January 11, 1999
The President announced today his intent to appoint Thomas H. Baer, Elizabeth Holtzman and Richard
Ben-Veniste as members of the Nazi War Criminal Records Interagency Working Group.

Mr. Thomas H. Baer, of Los Angeles, California, is a Partner of Steinhardt Baer Pictures Company, a
motion picture and television production and finance company, and Dalrymple Productions, a producer of
Emmy and Ace Award winning TV specials. Mr. Baer became President of Kings Road Productions in
1984. Previously, he was a partner in the New York law firm ofBaer & McGoldrick from 1966 to 1983,
and an Assistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York from 1961 to 1966. Mr.
Baer received his B.A. from Tufts University and his LL.B. from Yale University.
Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman, of Brooklyn, New York, is currently Counsel with Herrick, Feinstein
LLP in New York City. Previously, she served in the U.S. House of Representatives from 1973 to 1981, as
District Attorney of Kings County (Brooklyn) from 1982 to 1990, and as Comptroller of the City of New
York from 1990 to 1993. While serving in the House of Representatives, Congresswoman Holtzman was a
member of the House Budget Committee, the House Judiciary Committee and Chair of the Subcommittee
on Immigration, Refugees and International Law. Among the legislation which she sponsored was the
Holtzman Amendment authorizing the deportation of Nazi War Criminals. Ms. Holtzman has also served
as a Member of the Helsinki Watch Committee. She received her A.B. from Radcliffe College in 1962 and
her J.D. from Harvard Law School in 1965.
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Mr. Richard Ben-Veniste, of Washington, DC, is a Member of the Washington law firm of Weil, Gotshal
& Manges. Previously, he was Assistant U.S. Attorney, Southern District, New York from 1968 to 1973,
which included service as Chief of the Special Prosecution Section from 1971 to 1973. Mr. Ben-Veniste
was Chief of the Watergate Task Force, U.S. Department of Justice from 1973 to 1975 and Special Outside
Counsel, Senate Committee on Government Operations from 1976 to 1977. He again returned to
government service as Special Counsel (Minority), Senate Whitewater Committee, from May 1995 to June
1996. Mr. Ben-Veniste received an A.B. from Muhlenberg College in 1964, an LL.B. from Columbia
University in 1967, and an LL.M. from Northwestern University in 1968.

The Nazi War Criminal Records Interagency Working Group was established, with bipartisan support, to
locate, identify, inventory, recommend for declassification, and make available to the public at the National
Archives and Records Administration, all classified Nazi war criminal records of the United States. In
addition to the public members named above, the President will also appoint individuals from government
agencies, as he deems appropriate, to effectively execute the mission of the Working Group.
30-30-30
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Shadows of Nixon, Watergate still cross our national life
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Ben-Veniste, a Washington attorney in the firm of Weil Gotshal
& Manges, was chief of the Watergate Task Force of the
Watergate Special Prosecutor’s office.

Shadows of Nixon, Watergate still cross

our national life
~By RICHARD BEN-VENISTE
This week is the 25th anniversary of the Watergate burglary, but
this inglorious moment is hardly ancient history. We are living
Today’s editorials
There are no stories in this section ~ daily with the legacy of Richard Nixon and the men who
constituted his inner circle.
Submit letters to Viewpoints
(with name, address, phone no.)

Their gross misuse of power spawned a virus that lingers on, and
its mutant strains have infected the ways in which the Congress,
the press, the courts and the White House now process allegations
!i of wrongdoing.
i Today’s politicians and the press toss around terms made famous
by Watergate ("stonewall" and "cover-up" and "smoking gun," to
name just a few) so easily that they have almost lost their original
!meaning. Examine any of our current "scandals" (whether the

Whitewater case, now in its fourth year with no end in sight, or
this month’s scandal du jour at the Pentagon, where adultery has
become the death ray of the moment) and you wonder whether
anyone is at the controls of this runaway train.
Of course, the most important and enduring lesson of Watergate
is that our system was strong enough to purge itself of a president
iwho had so abused the public trust. But underneath that shining
reaffirmation of our constitutional democracy is Watergate’s scar
tissue, principally the diminution of the credibility of the office of
the presidency.
I see the past and present circumstances from the vantage point
having served as a senior member of the Watergate Special
Prosecutor’s team that investigated and prosecuted the Watergate
cover-up case against Nixon’s aides and, more recently, as the
chief minority counsel to the Senate Whitewater Committee.
In my view, there can be no legitimate comparison between
Watergate and Whitewater. For those who may have forgotten the
details, and for younger readers who weren’t alive during
Watergate, a brief review of the facts might be helpful.
The break-in and burglary of the Democratic National
Committee’s headquarters at the Watergate office building on
June 17, 1972, was not the isolated and loopy "third-rate
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burglary" portrayed by the Nixon administration. It was a
significant violation of law authorized by Nixon insiders at the
highest level -- if not the president himself-- to continue illegal
electronic eavesdropping and photographing of confidential
records.
Indeed, it is a tribute to the skill ofNixon spinmeisters that their
"third-rate-burglary" tag -- coined to deflect attention from the
higher-ups involved -- endures. The Watergate break-in was just
one link in a chain of abuses that Nixon Attorney General John
Mitchell aptly dubbed the "White House horrors."
These included the break-in at a psychiatrist’s office looking for
information that could be used to smear Daniel Ellsberg, who had
exposed the secret government history of the Vietnam War
known as the Pentagon Papers; the misuse of the Internal
Revenue Service and other federal agencies to punish those on the
president’s "enemies list"; the illegal wiretapping of journalists
and members of Nixon’s own administration; the deliberate
falsification of government documents to enhance Nixon’s
political agenda; the proposed fire-bombing of the Brookings
Institution as a diversion for the theft of records; the surreptitious
surveillance of political opponents; and the willingness to use
thugs to brutalize political protesters.

The subsequent cover-up was not an irrational response to an
insignificant, stupid break-in. Rather, it became necessary to
counter the threat that the administration’s widespread abuses of
governmental authority would be exposed once investigators
began asking questions.
The American people watched in amazement as the Nixon
administration’s explanation for Watergate changed from "we
didn’t do it" to "the CIA set us up" to "they all (past presidents)
did it" to "John Dean (the White House counsel) did it" to, finally,
Nixon’s memorable statement, "I am not a crook."

Nixon’s imperial view of the presidency encouraged a
competition among his advisers. They catered to his "dark side,"
disregarding legal boundaries to strike at, and punish, his
adversaries and critics.
As the cover-up unraveled, facts emerged about the extent of
Nixon’s willingness to abuse his power to prevent the truth from
coming out. Nixon directed the deputy director of the CIA to tell
the FBI, falsely, that the country’s national security would be
jeopardized by a full investigation of the money trail left by the
five Watergate burglars.

Acting on the president’s instructions to lie under oath, several top t
advisers committed perjury, including Mitchell, who had been the
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nation’s chief legal officer, and Nixon’s chief of staff, H.R.
I Haldeman.
i There was more. Offers of presidential clemency were extended
to certain members of the burglary team, and all were paid
significant sums from a secret slush fund -- financed by campaign
contributions, controlled by the president and Haldeman and
delivered by the president’s personal attorney.
Transcripts and summaries of illegally tape-recorded
conversations at Democratic National Committee headquarters, as
well as other incriminating evidence, were burned and shredded.
And, of course, there was the erasure of 18 and a half minutes of a
subpoenaed tape recording of a conversation between Nixon and
Haldeman three days after the break-in.
Finally, Nixon s mendacity was dramatically exposed by his own
words on the White House tape recordings, which provided
I irrefutable proof that Nixon had lied repeatedly to the American
people about his involvement in Watergate. No amount of spin
control could save Nixon from the web of deception that
entangled him.

Today a number of factors combine to produce a political climate
I skewed by a lack of proportionality. Despite the absence of any
]credible allegation of misuse of presidential power in any way
i remotely resembling that of Watergate, we have a Congress prone
to making blunderbuss demands for whole categories of White
House documents, relevant or not.
Nixon’s explicit tape-recorded order to "stonewall" has helped
create an environment in which there is always a suspicion that
the president is not being forthcoming -- no matter how onerous,
i i lnvaslve or novel the demand for information. This dragnet
i approach, now routinely applied, was never attempted in
i i Watergate, nor would it have been countenanced by the courts.
!This lack of proportionality seems to infuse the press, too.
i Whether it is the creeping tabloidization of America, or changes
i in the economics of the news business, or simply an instinct for
pack journalism, there appears to be a decline in critical judgment
used to evaluate the importance of a story.
Rather than seeing the media as pro-conservative or pro-liberal,
pro-Republican or pro-Democrat, I see today’s journalists as
profoundly and uncritically pro-scandal.
The use of congressional committees and independent counsels to
conduct investigations of the executive branch has its
evolutionary basis in Watergate, but with a crucial difference. The
Watergate wannabes and political revisionists who labor to equate
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Whitewater with Watergate miss the fundamental point of both
affairs.
The abuse of presidential power so central to the Watergate
scandal, and which truly threatened our civil liberties, is nowhere
to be found after four years of investigating the Clintons.
Watergate was about what Nixon did to the presidency;
Whitewater is about a failed land venture that went south before
Clinton was even elected.
There is, however, one enduring strain of political virus whose
recent outbreak is reminiscent of Watergate: the corrosive effect
of raising ever-increasing amounts of money to fund political
campaigns.

The post-Watergate laws reforming campaign financing were
long ago evaded by creative minds seeking loopholes and
competitive advantage. Clearly, there have been abuses of the
system by both political parties. But unless there is a genuine
legislative agenda to reduce the demand for raising these
enormous sums of money, the public may regard the upcoming
hearings on campaign finance as just another round of partisan
mudslinging, rather than a true effort at reform.
At least after Watergate, the parties were motivated to find a
remedy, however short-lived, for the problems that existed. Let us
use the memory of Watergate to roll up our sleeves and do the
work necessary to fix what is so clearly broken.
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Updated 10/23/98 3:35PM
THE CASE AGAINST BEN-VENISTE
I had hoped to start my weekend without having to write about Clinton stuff today. But
Richard Ben-Veniste taunts me, he goads me. In today’s New York Times Mr. Ben-Veniste
displays once again his gift for duplicity, distraction, and dubious reasoning. There is a
certain tone to some New York Times op-ed pieces that I’m sure is richly cultivated by the
editors. It is one of subdued outrage and sober urgency. When the tone is affected for
truly grave issues -- implications of the Gulf of Tonkin resolution, "Who lost China," etc.
-- it is worthwhile. But when it is employed in a deliberately dramatic manner to evoke
dread and gloom where none is warranted, the tone would be comical if it were not so
disingenuous. Mr Ben-Veniste mimics this timbre like Rich Little doing Henry Kissinger.
Ben-Veniste lays out his J’accuse entitled "The Case Against Ken Starr." The real title
should be "The Case Against Ben-Veniste’s Researcher at the DNC." Ben-Veniste
displays a Blumethalian penchant for connecting dots that either cannot be connected or
for which evidence of their connection is woefully lacking. He runs through a
concatenation of ominous dates and alleged "contacts." Whether all of these contacts
actually took place, I don’t know (but I can tell you very little reporting on the Vast
Right Wing Conspiracy has been very accurate). As to whether these contacts between
various lawyers were as nefarious as Mr Ben-Veniste’s perfervid assumptions, I am sure
the answer is no. But so what?
Ben-Veniste’s central allegation is twofold. First, Starr allegedly might have had a "heads
up" about Clinton’s affair with Lewinsky. This vital advanced warning, as the defense
people might say, could have been -- gasp -- as long as ten days or two weeks! Therefore
Ben-Veniste and the Clintonites contend, Starr and his deputies could devise the
fiendishly clever strategy of looking for "patterns of obstruction."
"Thank Heavens" the Starr Warriors must have declared! Obviously having worked in
federal offices for so long, inhaling lead-paint fumes, they were far too stupid to think of
looking for something that they’d been knee-deep in for "four years and forty million
dollars." According to the Clintonites, if they had only a day or two to come up with this
insight after getting Tripp’s story, they would have been like the apes in 2001 clucking
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around an alien obelisk. "Hoo hoo, pat-terns of obstruct-shun? What that? Let’s get some
bananas." This is a serious point. Nobody has explained to me why, if true, such a
heads-up would be so dastardly. Does anybody in Christendom doubt that looking for
patterns of obstruction in the Clinton White House is about as obvious as looking for
rings in, well, the rings of a tree?
This patterns-of-obstruction argument was powerful enough to persuade Janet Reno to
expand Starr’s investigation. This in turn, according to Ben-Veniste, set up the
circumstances for the much-vaunted "perjury trap" that President Clinton was
"ambushed" by. I must be the dumbest guy in Washington but I don’t get this, never
have, and I fear I never will. According to his grand jury testimony, Mr. Clinton knew,
on December 6, 1997, that the Paula Jones lawyers were investigating Monica Lewinsky.
Remember: the affair had taken place the previous year. On December 11, Vernon
Jordan started making calls for Monica to get a job. Remember: the affair had taken place
the previous year. On January 6 and 7 there was a flurry of phone calls between Jordan,
the White House, and Frank Carter, Monica Lewinsky’s attorney. The false affidavit was
signed. On January 8, Vernon Jordan secured a job for Lewinsky, called the President
and declared, "mission accomplished." Remember: the affair had taken place the
previous year. Nine days after Jordan accomplished his mission, the President was
deposed and asked about Lewinsky and, according to Ben-Veniste, "ambushed." "THE
PERJURY TRAP WAS SPRUNG!" wail Clintonistas everywhere.
Usually when people say "sprung" there is a connotation of, well, surprise. Indeed the
word is almost onomatopoeic for surprise. Where is the surprise? The affair, if you
haven’t caught on yet, took place during the previous year. Clinton had about six weeks
to contemplate the fact that Lewinsky would come up. And, by the way, he had eight
months of wrenching national political turmoil before his grand jury appearance. There
was no "sprung." He was about as forced to lie about what he knew was the truth as he
was forced to receive oral sex from an intern while on the phone with a congressman
talking about the slaughter in Bosnia. (This is an important point. The Clintonites
constantly imply this whole thing was a set up by, among others, Lucianne Goldberg.
My mom’s a smart and capable lady. But if someone could explain how she got Monica
past the Secret Service to do the things in the Starr report, let me know. I mean if you
were going to send a paid seductress into the White House, would you pick Monica
Lewinsky?)
The second part of Ben-Veniste’s allegation is that Starr might have "deceived" Janet
Reno, when he got the probe expanded. I haven’t really heard any clear evidence of this,
and I sincerely doubt it. If we must investigate Starr for these insinuations, so be it. But
remember, even if Starr were guilty of every single accusation against him, every one, it
would not change the case against Clinton at all.
I have no overwhelming brief for Ken Starr. His office is a black box to me (and rightly
so). Sometimes the OIC has taken actions that I have not welcomed. But, my God, has
there been a public official more mistreated in recent history? Obviously, some people
say yes, Bill Clinton. That is a different argument and my position is well known. But,
regardless of what one thinks about the case against Clinton, it seems beyond dispute
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that the White House cynically decided to destroy Ken Starr, an honorable man, in an
effort to save itself. If the accusations about Starr’s zeal are true, how can they be
attributable to anything but the Clinton campaign of abuse and distortion? In sports, this
is called forcing an error. But this is no game, and Ken Starr does not get his good name
back when the buzzer goes off.
MUST READ OF THE WEEK
I have been disheartened and torn about the arrest of General Augusto Pinochet. No
man has more clearly exemplified the Kirkpatrick doctrine about authoritarian versus
totalitarian dictatorships. Charles Krauthammer in today’s Washington Post lays out the
argument against arresting Pinochet like a surgeon.
TWO STEPS FORWARD, ONE BACK AT THE NEW YORK TIMES
The New York Times today stepped back from the brink. Last Sunday, the Times
published a balanced piece in the "Week in Review" section about the revised view of
McCarthy. They couldn’t make it a whole week without pulling back a bit. Today’s lead
editorial is against "Revisionist McCarthyism." They revisit the real crimes of McCarthy.
And they bemoan the atmosphere of McCarthyism that ensued: "The venomous
Washington witch-hunt soon spread across American society, poisoning the universities,
the arts, the press, and many other professions." True enough. But let us not forget the
cloying and oppressive atmosphere created by the backlash against McCarthyism. For
decades conservatives have been dismissed as fascists for addressing the very real threat
of Communism. McCarthy may have followed his cause badly, but new scholarship
clearly shows that his cause was not bad.
Jonah Goldberg can be reached at !onahEmail@aol.com
If you would like to receive the Goldberg File via e-mail, please send an e-mail message
to majordomo@us.net. The first line in the body of the message should read: "subscribe
goldbergfile". In order to ensure that you are not accidentally subscribed, you will
receive a reply message with a confirmation number, to which you must reply to
complete the subscription process.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

WHO IS
RICHARD BEN-VENISTE?

did my part by launching Barry Seal into the arms of Vice
I President
Bush, who embraced him as an undercover operative," Ben-Veniste said to reporters who questioned his ethics in
sitting as Democratic co-counsel on the Whitewater Commission
after being a lawyer-participant in matters being investigated. BenVeniste said he’d "’read’ of the Seal-Lasater link," intimating he
knew nothing more. But the attorney defending Barry Seal, a key
figure in the drug angle of the Whitewater probe, surely knew far
more than that.
So, just who is Richard BenoVeniste? Richard Ben-Veniste has
made a career of defending political crooks, specializing in cases
that involve drugs and politics.
The gray-haired lawyer who defended Bill Clinton on the
Whitewater Committee first entered the limelight as a Watergate
prosecutor in 1973. He was the point man in prosecutions of
Nixon aides Mitchell, Haldeman and Erlichman; displaying total recall of the facts. He led the successful fight to secure the
secret Nixon White House tapes. "Watergate will probably al-
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ways be the most important thing in my career in terms of its
national scope and impact," he has said.
In the wrangling over Nixon’s tapes he worked with Hillary
Rodham and Bernard Nussbaum. The three would later find themselves working together again, though this time on the defense
side, in the Whitewater scandal, where, during Ben-Veniste’s tour
of duty as minority special counsel to the Senate Whitewater committee, he served up enough disdain, contempt, and indignation
to fortify the Democratic contention that the whole investigation
was an overblown load of partisan mud-slinging.
But we also discovered this curious fact: Ben-Veniste has regularly been referred to
in print as "a Mob lawyer," and even as a "Mob figure," as well
as "a very close associate of the notorious Mobster Alvin Malnik..."
Curious, indeed, for someone defending the President of the United
States. But when Ben-Veniste defended Clinton on the Whitewater
panel the media ignored his Mob connections.
In the early 1980’s he represented both Barry Seal and Bill
Clinton at the very time when, after Clinton was elected for a
second term as Governor of Arkansas, Mob money reportedly
really started pouring into Arkansas. "That was the election when
the Mob really came into Arkansas politics, the dog-track and
racetrack boys, the payoff people who saw a good thing," a former
U.S. attorney told Roger Morris and Sally Denton. "It wasn’t
just Bill Clinton, and it went beyond our old Dixie Mafia, which
was penny-ante by comparison. This was Eastern and West Coast
crime money that noticed the possibilities...just like the legitimate corporations did."
When Whitewater hovered into view Ben-Veniste responded
with his trademark humor, claiming that it was a flare-up of his
"hydrotropic" affliction. "Every couple of decades I get involved
in something with the word ’water’ in it. It’s a condition only
seen in fungi."
Ben-Veniste, the quintessential Washington lawyer, has the huge
house, the million-dollar partnership bonuses, the Rolodex with
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everyone’s private number, and the ego to go with it all. He even
played a "commentator’s" role in the Iran Contra Scandal. "My
feeling is that the American people, within the next six months or
so, will have a pretty good idea of what’s occurred," he said, when
he was hired by NBC News to do commentary. When two former
national security officials asserted their Fifth Amendment rights
during the hearings he defended their refusal to talk, saying, "In
common parlance you would say things might be bad enough without getting hit with your own bat."
During the ABSCAM trials into Congressional bribes, where
he acted as a defense attorney, he asked the jury to believe that
what was shown on videotapes secretly made during the investigation was not what really happened, that his clients were play-acting and had intended to provide no service in return for a $50,000
payoff. He had explained, "No matter how thin you make a pancake.., it still has two sides."
When House Speaker Jim Wright (D-Tex.) was caught accepting bribes camouflaged as book sales, he turned to fixers Clark
Clifford... and Richard Ben-Veniste. Clifford himself was later
caught up in the BCCI scandal but "mysteriously" escaped prosecution by the Bush Justice Department.
Richard Ben-Veniste has done more than his share of duN we
learned, defending people accused of financial scams, a Mob specialty. He represented Thomas Quinn, for one, the central figure
in Europe’s biggest investment scandal of its time. Quinn, a former
lawyer and president of a New York brokerage firm, was disbarred
for involvement in a scheme to promote shares in a company whose
assets were all but non-existent; later he was charged with pocketing at least $500 million selling worthless stock to thousands of
small investors in various European countries.
Then too, Ben-Veniste defended Charles Gladson, a high-ranking official of the Agency for International Development, often
used as a CIA front, and the chief-of-staff to Virginia Governor
Doug Wilder in a case that involved the planting of a micro-transmitter listening device, a CIA specialty. He belonged to the pow-
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erful New York firm Weil, Gotshal and Manges, where he also
specialized in representing targets of congressional investigations,
even while serving as special counsel to a subcommittee inquiry
into the Army’s meat-procurement practices. Only low-level bribery was unearthed. Hey; isn’t the Mob big in the meat business?
Could Ben-Veniste have been a Trojan horse, his presence as an
investigative lawyer having the effect of stifling the investigation?
Another client was Truman Arnold, chief money man at the
Democratic National Committee for a critical five-month period
in 1995 when the DNC was deeply in debt and reeling from its
historic 1994 defeat at the polls. Arnold was also one of the select
group of people who put Webster Hubbell on the payroll between
Hubbell’s resignation as the Clintons’ man at the Justice Department and his subsequent guilty plea to charges that he had defrauded clients and law partners.
Ben-Veniste found himself once more directly at the red-hot
center of political controversy, at the point at which the Whitewater
investigation of independent counsel Kenneth Starr and the unfolding Democratic fund-raising scandal converged.
Ben-Veniste’s curiosity about the facts of Whitewater was, as
might be expected, highly selective. He went into overdrive to shut
down the most potentially damaging line of inquiry Republican
investigators were pursuing, the foreign money angle to the Clinton
campaign-finance scandal.
On February 7, 1996, Republican counsel Michael Chertoff
posed a series ofeerily prescient questions to Webster Hubbell in a
televised hearing before the Senate Whitewater committee. "Are
you familiar with a group called the Lippo Group?" Chertoffasked.
Rising to this challenge, Ben-Veniste put on an extraordinary show
during a deposition of Bruce Lindse)~ acting more like defense counsel
than an investigator and doing everything he could to shut down
this line ofinquir~ Said a Democratic staffer who professes admiration for Ben-Veniste’s performance in general, "When the administration was on the ropes, he’d throw them a life raft."
But despite being called "the ultimate Democratic loyalist" not
all of Ben-Veniste’s clients belong to the party of Franklin Roosevelt.
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If the CIA has its nose under the tent, Ben-Veniste will park his
camel there, too... He has been counsel to one Wendy Joy
Helander, for example, a disciple of the Unification Church of
Rev. Moon, often referred to as a CIA asset. And he helped acquit
Republican campaign strategist Lyn Nofziger’s business partner
Mark Bragg, too, though he admitted to not feeling too good about
the result. "It felt better than a poke in the eye," says Ben-Veniste,
"but we all felt bad for Nofziger."
Recently he defended Terry McAuliffe, the wheeler-dealer who
slapped down $1.35 million to let the Clintons buy their New
York dream house, which some wit dubbed "Dis-Graceland," called
as a witness in a Teamsters corruption trial. McAuliffe, a Washington lawyer, fixer, and "the top money man for the Democratic
Party," was an unnamed player in the indictment of Teamsters
political director Bill Hamilton, who prosecutors say illegally
schemed with McAuliffe to swap union money for Democratic
cash in a money-laundering scheme involving the DNC, the Teamsters, several White House aides and the 1996 Clinton-Gore reelection campaign.
Where you find casinos, you find, of course, the Mob, the CIA,
and anyone else needing a convenient money laundry. So when
the chief promoter of a controversial proposal to open an Indian
gambling casino in Hudson, Wisconsin told a House committee
that Terence McAuliffe, President Clinton’s top fund-raiser, had
bragged of using political influence to have the project killed by
the Interior Department, people took notice.
It was Fred Havenick, head of a Miami company operating dog
tracks in Florida, Texas and Wisconsin, who made the assertion to
the House Government Reform Committee in public hearings on
the campaign financing abuses of the 1996 election.
Through his attorney, Richard Ben-Veniste, McAuliffe denied
everything. Ben-Veniste said. "He is acquainted with Mr. Havenick,
who apparently was a contributor, but he never had such a conversation with him."
How do Dogtrack guys get "acquainted" with the leader of the
Free World’s top fund-raiser?
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But all this seemed like very small potatoes when we learned
more about Ben-Veniste’s "close association" with Meyer Lansky’s
heir as head of the Mob, Alvin Malnik.
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Former Clinton aides now lobbyists
Monday, March 31, 2003 Posted: 12:59 AM EST (0559 GMT)

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) -- Many
top officials of the Clinton
administration still are in
Washington, trying to influence
actions of their successors in
government.
A study being released Monday by the
Center for Public Integrity, a nonpartisan
watchdog group, ranked the top 100
officials serving when President Clinton left
office two years ago and found 51 now
lobby the government or work for
companies that do.
The center said the number is about the
same as in previous administrations.

Online
Former Secretary of Transportation Slater, left,
is now a lobbyist. Former Secretary of State
Albright runs an international business
consulting firm.
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"This shows systematically what happens
to an administration when they’re tossed
out on the street," said Charles Lewis, the
center’s director. "Where do they go? They
basically go to the bank."
Clinton administration officials working for
lobbying firms include three Cabinet
secretaries -- Bruce Babbitt of In terior, Dan
Glickman of Agriculture and Rodney Slater
of Transportation. Two others, former
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and
former Defense Secretary William Cohen,
have formed international business
consulting groups. Others work for
companies regulated by the government or
serve on their boards.
Herbert Alexander, professor emeritus of political science at the University of Southern
California, said the Clinton administration officials are following a well-worn path. "Public
officials find it much more lucrative to continue their careers after government service
through representation of special interests," Alexander said.
Glickman, a former House member, said his experience and connections are attractive to
clients.
"There’s no question I know a lot of people," he said. "If somebody says, "What’s this guy
like on the Hill,’ I can tell about my experience with him."
Clinton administration veterans also went into academia. Glickman spends most of his
time running the politics institute at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University. Former Housing Secretary Andrew Cuomo, who failed in an effort to become
governor of New York like his father, Mario, is a senior fellow the school.
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Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence
Summers is president of Harvard, and
ex-Health and Human Services Secretary
Donna Shalala is president of the University
of Miami.
The majority, however, traveled the
well-worn path from government worker to
government lobbyist.
Steve Ricchetti, Clinton’s deputy chief of
staff, opened a lobbying firm and landed
such clients as AT&T, General Motors Corp.
and Eli Lilly and Co. Former Deputy Defense
Secretary Rudy deLeon became the chief
lobbyist for Boeing Co., a major defense
contractor.
Former Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman
runs the politics institute at the Kennedy
School of Govemment.

Most government officials must wait one
year before lobbying their former agencies.
Likewise, members of Congress can’t lobby
their former colleagues for a year.

Shortly after taking office, Clinton issued an
executive order that required officials in his administration to wait five years after leaving
office before lobbying government agencies. He revoked the order in late December
2000, weeks before leaving office.
"It just means the revolving door is alive and well in Washington," Lewis said. "It doesn’t
matter what party you’re in, the color of money is green. When you’re one of the top
officials in an administration, you’re valuable because of your connections and your
perceived clout and your perceived access."

Copyright 2003 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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At the same time Wally Hilliard’s Venice flight school was
training dozens of terrorists to fly--including both pilots
crashing into the World Trade Center--the owner of Huffman
Aviation in Venice Florida was also involved in a murky
aviation transaction with a multi-millionaire Texas oil-man
who played a prominent role in the Whitewater Scandal.
Truman Arnold, chief fund-raiser for the Democratic Party in
1995 when the scandal broke, was investigated for a variety
of dubious money-raising schemes ranging from renting out
the White House’s Lincoln Bedroom to selling tickets on Air
Force One. He was also fingered for procuring cash (read
hush money) for convicted Clinton friend Web Hubbell.

Arnold, who played golf with Clinton regularly, coordinated
payments to Webster Hubbell from businesses controlled by
old friends of President Clinton and campaign donors that
an explosive included the Lippo Group, organizers of a multibillion-dollar
development in China that received the endorsement of the
Clinton administration.
Now Truman Arnold’s name has surfaced in connection with
the investigation into the Venice FL flight schools made
infamous by the September 11 terrorist attack.
In a curious aircraft transaction discovered while probing the
tangled business affairs of Wallace J. Hilliard, 70, of Naples,
FL, Truman Arnold appears to have ’loaned’ Hilliard--for only
a dollar--a Beechcraft King Air 200 worth over $2 million.
Moreover, it wasn’t until almost a year later that Hilliard finally
got around to arranging financing to pay for the plane,
according to documents obtained from the FAA by the
MadCowMorningNews.
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"Being connected means never having to say you’re
sorry."
Read a book
you’re not On December 10, 2000, Truman Arnold engaged in his act of
9osed to munificence with Wally Hilliard, owner of two flight schools
which beginning in 1999 induced hundreds of Arab men to
leave their desert kingdoms and come to American shores to
learn to fly...
Wally Hilliard’s newly-discovered association with a
benefactor at the heart of the American political process
raises anew questions about whether the appearance of
Mohamed Atta and his terrorist buddies in Venice, FL.
was--as
the official story has it--just a matter of mere
visit the
happenstance.
’Barry & the
website

Home_

Delive~
Available

Wallace Hilliard, it is clear, has ties extending well into the
upper reaches of American political circles, ties which may
hold the answers to questions about how sophisticated
operators like Hilliard and Dekkers were taken in by foreign
student pilots demonstrating none of ’the right stuff.’
In another bizarre twist, Truman Arnold’s lawyer during the
Whitewater Investigation turns out to have been Democratic
power-broker Richard Ben-Veniste, just nominated to serve
on the 9/11 probe.
If Ben-Veniste client Truman Arnold’s business dealings with
terror flight school owner Wally Hilliard come under scrutiny
in the 9/11 probe, the slick Washington lawyer may find
himself involved in a major national scandal from two different
sides.

The MadCow
Morning
If he does, for Ben-Veniste, it won’t even be for the first time.
News
He served as Majority Counsel to the Congressional

Whitewater probe investigating the actions of Truman Arnold,
and then went on to defend Arnold before Ken Starr’s
Whitewater grand jury, an action for which he was roundly
criticized.
"Six Degrees of Richard Ben-Veniste"
Published reports at the time tarred the Democratic
superlawyer for alleged misbehavior during the Whitewater
investigation, claiming Ben-Veniste, while he was the
Democratic counsel to the Whitewater Committee, had
blocked inquiries about Webster Hubbell’s hiring by the Lippo
Group, and then turned around and defended a man he had
just been (supposedly) investigating.
an early hint Addressing his critics Ben-Veniste wrote, "Truman Arnold’s
of somethin~ name never came up during the Whitewater investigation...
because of the entirely collateral nature of the inquiry about
wrong
Hubbell and Lippo... and given Arnold’s total lack of
involvement in any aspect of the matters before the
Whitewater Committee, no honest argument can be made
that my representation of Arnold transgresses professional
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Richard Ben-Veniste has been a ’utility player’ in major
American scandals in roles that are often not clearly-defined.
Now Ben-Veniste, about to serve on his third major national
investigative panel (Watergate, Whitewater, and 9/11), may
be about to face the same criticism all over again.
But Ben-Veniste once again turning up at the ’scene of the
crime,’ is by no means the oddest thing about Truman Arnold
and Wallace Hilliard’s aviation transaction...
the return of
a free press
to America...
if onl~
for a visit

That distinction would have to go to the aircraft bill of sale
which conveyed the plane from Arnold to Hilliard.
Although it is dated December 10,2000, the
MadCowMomingNews has learned exclusively that it was
not submitted to the FAA until almost a year later, on January
31,2002.
Bread crumbs along the paper trail
While the purpose of this arrangement is unclear, one
possible reason, aviation sources indicate, is that had the
plane come under law enforcement scrutiny during this time,
the person coming under suspicion would have been--not
Wally Hilliard, the man using the plane--but Truman Arnold,
who was still the owner of record.
This is no small benefit, considering that the December 10,
2000 transfer date for the twin-engine King Air came right
after Hilliard had lost his bid to retain possession of a Lear jet
he owned which the DEA confiscated on the runway at
Orlando Executive Airport in July of 2000 with 45 pounds of
Columbian heroin aboard.
When that happened, Mr. Hilliard’s name was ’mud,’ at least
with certain federal authorities.

see a clip
NOW!

Nonetheless, Hilliard continued putting together a company,
Florida Air Holdings, which planned to offer commuter air
service, after briefly flying in the Spring of 2000, when it was
touted by Florida political luminary Katherine Harris.

When it offered commuter service again, under the name
Discover Air, it went out of business again after not one ticket
was sold on its inaugural route. Notwithstanding this dismal
record, another Florida political luminary, Gov. Jeb Bush,
video clips stepped forward to tour its facilities and praise its seemingly
from
un-praiseworthy management.
’Mohamed
Atta
Against this backdrop of inexplicable aviation activity by
& the
Hilliard in Florida the State Dept announced a change of
Venice Flying policy in January, after President Bush’s swearing-in,
Circus!’
instructing the U.S. Ambassador to Columbia, Anne Hamilton
(from DEA chief Asa Hutchinson’s home of Fort Smith,
Arkansas, just minutes by air from infamous Mena, home of
the biggest narcotics trafficking operation in history during the
1980’s) to urge Columbia to "stop its opium eradication
activities in favor of eliminating coca."
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When he found out, Republican Dan Burton was livid, and
brought the matter before his House Govt. Reform
Committee.
"In 2000 we saw initial success with the heroin strategy,"
Burton stated in the hearing. "Our allies and the Colombian
National Police eradicated 9,200 hectares of opium poppy
plants in Colombia’s high Andes Mountains. This put a
serious dent into the supply of heroin coming into the United
States."
"It was then that the State Department chose to stop opium
eradication," Burton fumed, "to, as Ambassador Patterson put
it, ’take advantage of a historic opportunity to eradicate
coca.’"

During hearings, Burton said that "Eradication of opium with
the new Black Hawks that we gave them last year was
stopped -- stopped while the coca eradication in the south
took a priority. And the only problem is Colombia’s cocaine is
now increasingly headed in another direction: to Europe. And
the opium poppy used to make more deadly Colombian
heroin is almost exclusively headed to the United States of
American and our East Coast."

"It’s a small world after all."
What makes this digression into the politics of heroin of
especial interest are two related facts:
1 .Richard Ben-Veniste represented notorious Contra-era
drug smuggler and CIA pilot Barry Seal, covered (read the
chapter here) in Barry & the ’boys.’" And
2.The King Air 200 which passed from Truman Arnold into
Wally Hilliard’s hands was originally one of a number of
special "mil-spec" planes produced in 1981 for use in the
Contra adventure in Central America.
Barry Seal ’owned’ one, which later became the favorite
plane of then-Texas Governor George W. Bush.
Now Wally Hilliard ’owns’ another.
Also of note is the fact that Barry Seal had attempted to plea
bargain himself out of trouble through the simple expedient of
offering to ’roll’ on his own attorney, Richard Ben-Veniste.
This novel approach caused a nervous Ben-Veniste to write a
letter to Seal (reprinted in Barry & the boys from Seal’s own
archive) in which he says, "1 have mentioned several times
that I would appreciate your returning my two briefcases of
legal materials which you have been holding as soon as
possible."
Some observers detected a whiff of blackmail.
When we originally learned of this maneuver while writing
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"Barry & ’the boys,’" we thought, how odd.
Offering to roll on your attorney is odd. But rolling on
someone else, slightly higher up in your particular criminal
organization, like your boss...
That happens all the time.
Years later, well after Seal’s assassination, the Wall Street
Journal called him "the ghost haunting the Whitewater
probe."
Richard Ben-Veniste may one day be known as "the ghost
haunting the 9/11 investigation."
Today the Truman Arnold Company tops the Arkansas
Business list of that state’s largest private companies, after
unseating Jackson Stephens Inc. of Little Rock, long
unchallenged as the state’s largest private company.
Jackson Stephens was often referred to by drug smuggler
Barry Seal of the Mena drug smuggling operation as the "Old
Man"
No doubt all of this is mere coincidence, without the slightest
relevance to an understanding of what happened in America
on September 1 lth, 2001.
According to the FBI, which should know, the 19 hijackers
had no help from any outside organization while in this
country.
They were a Lone Cadre.
Nothing to see here, folks.
Move along.

Daniel Hopsicker
is the author of
Barry & ’the boys:
The CIA, the Mob
and America’s
Secret History.
email the author
Say "A Free Press Would Be A Good Idea"
out loud with a donation to the ..........
MadCowMorningNews.
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Legends in the Law
Philip Allen Lacovara
Interview by Tim Wells
p Allen Lacovara is currently
i senior counsel with the law firm of
Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP in
i New York. A 1966 graduate of
Columbia Law School, Lacovara has
served in numerous capacities in
government, private practice, and
private business, including law
clerk to Judge Harold Leventhal of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit, deputy
solicitor general, counsel to
Watergate special prosecutors
Archibald Cox and Leon ]aworski,
vice president and senior counsel
of the General Electric Company, and partner at two law firms.
He has argued more than a dozen cases in the U.S. Supreme
Court, including United States v. Nixon in 1974.
Lacovara was president of the District of Columbia Bar for the
1988-89 term and was general counsel to the Bar from 1985
to 1987.

Where did you grow up?
New York. My father was a trusts and estates lawyer in the
city, and our family lived in the suburbs, where ! went to a
Jesuit high school.
When did you first come to Washington?
Nineteen sixty. At my high school it was frowned upon for
anyone to even consider going to a non-Catholic college, so I
only applied to two colleges: Georgetown and Holy Cross. I
chose Georgetown because I was interested in studying
political science. It seemed to me that if you’re interested in
politics, Washington is where the action is. I arrived on campus
in the final year of the Eisenhower administration, when the
Nixon-Kennedy campaign was taking place. That was an
exciting time to come to town.

Did you enjoy Georgetown?
Yes, I liked it a lot. My situation was a bit complicated because
my wife, Madeline, and I got married during my second year at
Georgetown. By the time I graduated we already had one child,
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with a second child on the way. So it was not your normal
college experience. ! had to juggle the responsibilities of
studying with the responsibilities of being a new husband and a
new father.

Why did you start so young?
Madeline and I were high school sweethearts. My father had
waited until after he graduated from law school to marry my
mother, who had been his high school sweetheart as well. They
were engaged for five years. Madeline and X decided we
weren’t going to wait that long. I remember hearing people say
that young marriages never work, and I suppose there are long
odds against young marriages. But we’ve been blessed. We
have seven children and 12 grandchildren now, and we’ve had
a very happy life together.
Did being in Washington during the Kennedy years have
an impact on your subsequent career?
Yes, I think so. Our first child was born on October 10, 1962,
right as the Cuban missile crisis was beginning to unfold.
During the 13 days of the missile crisis, there was a genuine
concern that you might go to bed at night and not wake up in
the morning because a nuclear attack had been launched from
the Soviet Union or Cuba. That was a defining event that
deepened my interest in public affairs, x had always assumed
that Z would follow in my father’s footsteps and go to law
school, but after that ! began to think about getting a
doctorate in political science rather than going to law school.
Ultimately, I decided on law school and came back to New York
to attend Columbia, but the idea of public service was kept in
mind.

You didn’t want to be a trusts and estates lawyer like
your dad?
When I was growing up, that had always seemed like a logical
progression. In fact, during the summer between my second
and third years of law school, I worked for the law finn of
Hughes, Hubbard & Reed with a partner who was a prominent
leader in the trusts and estates bar. One day he asked me if I
wanted to do trusts and estates work. "If you do," he said,
~you’ll be exposed to the worst aspects of human nature: the
vindictiveness, the meanness, the pettiness of intrafamily
disputes. Youll see parents disinheriting children and children
contesting wills because their siblings got something they think
they deserve." Now that wasn’t the sort of impression I’d
gleaned from my father, and it gave me the awareness that
trusts and estates could have an occasional sordid element to
it. Then, that same summer, I got my first taste of litigation,
which I found to be fascinating. I helped prepare a brief in case
that ultimately went to the Supreme Court. It was at that point
that I began to lean toward litigation.
It would seem the same sort of observation could be
made about litigation, because you are always dealing
with disputes that can be mean and nasty.
Yes, that’s true. In litigation the disputes can be contentious.
But the difference is that in most cases the people who are
suing one another are strangers, or businesses, so you don’t
have the same element of breach of family relationships that
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trusts and estates practice can sometimes involve. In most
litigation it’s just about the money.
Did law school meet your expectations? Did you feel like
you had made the right choice?
Yes. One of the hallmarks of my professional life has been the
opportunity to work with truly extraordinary leaders in the
profession. At Columbia ! had the chance to work as a research
assistant for Professor Herbert Wechsler, who was the director
of the American Law Institute. Wechsler was working on
revisions to the Model Penal Code, which eventually became
the principal basis for criminal law reform throughout the
United States. That work was heavily dosed with public policy
questions and discussions: What are the right kinds of
definitions for criminal misbehavior? What are the appropriate
standards for criminal culpability? Issues of that sort. Wechsler
was a great teacher and a great mentor, and working with him
kept my interest in public law very much alive.
Wechsler’s influence was also felt when I graduated. He was a
friend of,~udge Hi’old ~ of the D.C. Circuit, and when I
applied for a clerkship, he gave me a very generous
recommendation.
So you returned to Washington?
That’s right. I came back to Washington to clerk for 3udge
Leventhal, which was one of the milestones of my professional
Jife. Leventhal was one of the great jurists of the 20th century.
My clerkship was well before the Court Reorganization Act of
1970 that established a local court system in the District of
Columbia. In that era the U.S. Court of Appeals had jurisdiction
over regular criminal cases and common law disputes as well
as over federal claims. So ! worked on an array of cases that
ranged from murder and rape all the way to complicated
administrative agency cases. It was an intriguing, broadening
experience.

What was Leventhal like as a person?
He was an extraordinarily bright, complicated man. A
polymath. He could be very acerbic, but he was also a
wonderful teacher. He had his law clerks sit at his elbow when
he was going over their drafts to show them the value of clarity
of expression and subtlety of expression, of making sure that
what was said was meant, and what was meant was said.
Working with 3udge Leventhal was not only a wonderful
exercise in legal analysis, it was a great training program in the
art of advocacy, which is what writing a judicial opinion is all
about. The circulation of a draft opinion is an attempt to
convince your colleagues on the bench to join in the opinion,
which, if you’re successful, then becomes an attempt to
convince the bar and the rest of the bench that the opinion is a
sound explication of the law.
After your clerkships what did you do?
I went to the solicitor general’s ofl~e, where I wasa
assistimt to-Thtmjood lqamhalL As I was finishing up my
clerkship, Marshall was nominated to the Supreme Court, but
did have the opportunity to work with him for three or four
months. He was one of those larger-than-life characters who
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taught me a great deal about the human side of the law..ludge
Leventhal was extremely cerebral and analytical. Marshall
knew the law at a gut level. He saw a human dimension to the
law that was always animating.

Of course, prior to becoming solicitor general, Marshall
worked on the segregation cases of the 1950s, where he
would risk his life by going into the Deep South and
taking on those cases in an era when racial violence was
not uncommon. Did you sense that he was a man of
extraordinary physical courage?
He was an imposing presence, a big bear of a man. When you
stood next to Thurgood Harshall, you felt the power emanating
from him. Of course, in the solicitor general’s office you didn’t
have to worry about physical courage, but we were all aware of
his exploits and were familiar with the struggle he had pursued
for all of those years.
Did you sense that Marshall liked being a lawyer?
He liked what the law could accomplish. I think he would rather
have been dropped down a well than to have been a law
professor sitting around writing law review articles. He loved
the law, but not as an academic exercise. He loved the law
because of what it meant to people, because of what it could
accomplish for people. He relished the confrontation, and he
took pride in being a zealous advocate. I remember after he
became an associate justice on the Court, I had to appear
before him in an application in chambers in a terrorism case,
and he put me through my paces, even though just a few
months earlier ] had been his special assistant.
During your time in the solicitor general’s office, did you
have the opportunity to actually argue cases before the
Court?
Yes, I did. When I arrived in the SG’s office, I was not yet
eligible to be admitted to the Supreme Court Bar, because you
had to be admitted to practice for three years, and ~ took the
job right after I was admitted to the New York Bar. When
Marshall went on to the Court, President Johnson appointed
Erwin Griswold to be solicitor general. Griswold didn’t realize
how junior I was. I guess he thought that all six assistants in
the office were undifferentiated. ~ was just a year and a half
out of law school, and he began assigning me Supreme Court
arguments. I was able to get a special leave of court, and Z did
argue three Supreme Court cases before ! decided it was time
to get on with my life as a mainstream lawyer.

So you entered private practice?
Right. I joined the firm of Hughes, Hubbard & Reed and began
practicing corporate law on Wall Street. To tell you the truth, !
found it to be pretty dreadful. ! think I was a little too vain.
After having argued Supreme Court cases, I didn’t find drafting
class action interrogatories all that challenging. So I began
casting about. At that time, Hayor.lohn Lindsay was recruiting
what his administration called "a talent bank" of young lawyers
interested in serving in city government. ! was offered the
opportunity to work as special counsel to the New York City
police commissioner, and I took a leave of absence from my
firm and went to work for the New York City Police
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Department. That was the most fun job of my career, because
I had my own radio car, my own gun, and a badge. It was
during a time of racial unrest and police corruption, and the
commissioner was investigating some very hot issues.

Then, in 1972, Solicitor General Griswold asked me if I’d be
interested in returning to Washington as deputy solicitor
general in charge of all criminal and internal security cases.
That was a difficult decision, because I was having so much fun
working with the police commissioner, but after talking it over
with my wife, we decided that the deputy solicitor general’s job
was just too good to pass up. As fate would have it, accepting
that job led to my appointment with the Watergate special
prosecutor’s office.
How so?
The Watergate break-in had occurred shortly before I returned
to the SG’s office, and an investigation into the alleged coverup
had been opened in the Justice Department. In the spring of
1973 Archibald Cox was named special prosecutor. I had never
met Cox, but he had been the solicitor general in the Kennedy
administration and he thought the SG’s office might provide
him with a good talent pool for staffing the Watergate special
prosecutor’s office. Helping Cox organize the office was :lim
Vorenberg, who was a Harvard law professor who had headed
the appointments committee when I was offered an assistant
professorship a couple of years eadier. After I met with them,
Cox appointed me as counsel to the special prosecutor.
n the summer of 1973 we learned from the testimony of
lexander Butterfield that President Nixon had installed a
ping system in the Oval Office and that the president’s
onversations had been recorded. Needless to say, that got our
ttention. Cox and I discussed at great length whether we
hould try to obtain the tapes as evidence. What would be the
onsequences for the country of going after the tapes? What
ould be the consequences of not doing so? What would the
ourts say? After working through the issues, we decided that
e should demand the evidence.
So I sat down and drew up a subpoena, then walked the
subpoena over to the White House. Inside I served it on the
president’s counsel, Fred Buzhardt. Of course, President Nixon
refused to turn over the tapes, and his refusal precipitated the
litigation that eventually led to what became known as the
~Saturday Night Massacre." In October 1973 President Nixon
ordered Cox to desist from trying to obtain the tapes. Cox
refused. The president ordered the attorney general, Elliot
Richardson, to fire Cox for insubordination. Richardson refused.
He resigned rather than comply with the president’s order, as
did the deputy attorney general, Bill Ruckelshaus, who was
fired. By this time Robert Bork had become solicitor general,
and it was Bork who issued the order to fire Cox.
Did you talk with Bork yourself?.
Oh yes. My stint at the solicitor general’s office had briefly
overlapped with Bork’s tenure. I was the only person in the
Watergate office who knew Bork, so I called him that Saturday
night. In our conversation Bork explained that he had not been
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given any orders to close down the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force or to dismiss any of the prosecutors other
than Cox. As far as he knew, we were supposed to continue
working.
Did you sense that Bork was reluctant to carry out the
order to fire CoX?
He was plainly anguished. His explanation was that the
president had the constitutional right to do what he was doing.
I remember he said, "If I don’t carry out the president’s order
after Richardson and Ruckelshaus have refused to do so, no
other official in the Justice Department will carry out the order
either. That can’t be good for the country." Bork’s point was
that the entire leadership of the Justice Department would
have been sacked. I disagreed with his judgment, but I
understood that he had a valid point.
What did you do after talking with Bork?
We had a meeting at our offices at which I reported to the staff
that Cox had indeed been fired. That was a very emotional
meeting. The initial reaction was that we needed to show
solidarity. Our leader had been taken from us, and we needed
to resign in protest. Henry Ruth, who was the deputy special
prosecutor, said, "A mass resignation may make for a grand
gesture, but if we have the opportunity to continue the work
that Cox hired us to do, our primary responsibility is to carry
on." I agreed with Ruth and joined him in making that
argument. ! also met with Cox at a farm out in Virginia, and he
urged us to stay the course. That was the view that carried the
day. We kept the office intact.
The following Monday morning we went to Judge Sirica and got
an order protecting our files so that the FB! wouldn’t seize
anything. In essence, we were asking Sirica to protect us from
the president, and he was willing to do it. Then, during the
next few days, what General Haig called "the firestorm of
public outrage" forced Nixon to appoint a new special
prosecutor. That was when Leon Jaworsid came in to take over
the investigation.
Was Jaworsld able to pick up right where Cox left off?
The first thing Jaworski did was announce that he wanted to
keep the entire staff. So that provided for some continuity. But
it’s also true that Jaworski was a very different man. Cox was
an analytical law professor who wanted to set up a model
prosecutor’s office. Cox anguished and deliberated over the
constitutional issues that were so visible and controversial.
That wasn’t Jaworski’s style. Jaworski was a tough Texas trial
lawyer who wanted to push the investigation forward. He
brought a new attitude. He came in and said, ~Hey, let’s get
this job done."
L
~
The question of whether or not the president had to turn
over the tapes was decided by the Supreme Court. How
was it that you were designated to argue the case
before the Court?
Since I had been in the solicitor general’s office, I was
regarded as the Supreme Court lawyer. I was the only person
in the special prosecutor’s office who had any Supreme Court
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experience. Initially, 3aworski wanted me to argue the case in
its entirety, but I didn’t think that was wise. Jaworski was the
special prosecutor, and I told him that the public expected the
special prosecutor to argue the case. 3aworski thought that
over and said he would compromise: he would take 45 minutes
to do the opening, then I would have 45 minutes to do the
rebuttal. So that’s what we did.
Prior to appearing before the Court, we crafted the logistics of
the case to convey that we were speaking for the United States
of America and that the president was simply a recalcitrant
witness. We styled the case United States v. Nixon, which was
not its caption in the lower court. We printed our briefs on the
same color of paper that the solicitor general uses, and we sat
on the same side of the lectern where the solicitor general sits.
I remember telling Jaworski, "Leon, the final hallmark of
governmental authority is that the solicitor general and his
staff always wear formal dress cutaways in the Court."
3aworski shot me a rather dubious look, and said, "You’re lucky
1i’m not going to wear cowboy boots." So that was where he
drew the line. We wore dark business suits.
When you stand before the justices in the Supreme
Court in a case where it is obvious that history is being
made, does it feel any different from making an
argument in any other case? Do you get a little dry in
the throat?
It may sound vain, but I’ve always felt at home at the
Supreme Court. ! try to prepare well enough so that I’m not
too worried that Ill be asked a question that I haven’t
anticipated, and ! operate on the principle that a lawyer should
never lose his or her credibility. If I don’t know the answer to
something, I’m perfectly willing to say "I don’t know" rather
than to try to make up something on the spot. Although I was
aware of the historic nature of the case, I don’t think I was
unusually nervous.
When you were done, did you feel like you had hit a
home run? Did you anticipate an 8-0 decision?
I did feel optimistic that we would win, but 1 did not think we
were going to get a unanimous Court. I thought we had the
better arguments and that the day had gone well for our side.
But I did not think a unanimous decision was likely. So when
the Court handed down it’s 8-O decision, I was pleasantly
surprised.
Once the administraUon was forced to hand over the
tapes, did you listen to them yourself?
Yes, I did. That was one of the most demoralizing experiences
of my life. I was a Republican and had been a Nixon supporter.
I suppose I was also a little naive. ~ had an almost mythic
sense of the presidency. When I heard the content of those
conversations, I was stunned. Here the president of the United
States was sitting with his senior officials plainly discussing
ways to obstruct justice and suborn per-jury. By this time we
had John Dean’s testimony and we all thought that Dean was
credible, so [ can’t say i[ was entirely surprised by the criminal
conduct. We had sought the tapes in large part to determine
whether or not Dean was telling the truth--as he was. But ~
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was shocked by the bald coarseness of those conversations, by
the crude locker room language, the mean-spirited vulgarity.
Listening to those tapes was very disconcerting, very
disheartening.
Did you think Nixon should have been indicted along
with the other Watergate defendants?
Yes, I felt very strongly that Nixon should have been indicted.
That was a source of strain between ]aworski and me. After
Nixon resigned, one of the disputes lr had with 3aworski
concerned his decision not to prosecute Nixon, but simply to
name him as an ~unindicted coconspirator." 3aworski explained
that he had been persuaded by General Haig that Nixon was at
death’s door due to the phlebitis in his leg..laworski thought
Nixon had suffered enough, and that since he probably didn’t
have much time left on earth, throwing him in the dock with
his confederates would not be a humane thing to do. I felt that,
unless there was the clarity of a criminal prosecution and
conviction, the door would be open to historical revisionists to
say, "This was a political witch hunt. President Nixon was not
guilty of anything." If we know anything from history, it is that
revisionism will always be popular. I felt a criminal prosecution
was vital so that the historical record would be unambiguous.
And when President Ford pardoned Nixon, I resigned in
protes_s_~t.t.
In the ensuing years Richard Nixon was rehabilitated. He
became an elder statesman, he wrote a number of best-selling
books, and he was regularly consulted by presidents of both
parties for his sage advice.
Yes, but he will always be remembered primarily as the
president who was forced to resign in disgrace.
Yes, I think that’s true. To the extent that it is true, my fears
that the historical record would be muddied by a failure to
prosecute were probably unfounded. Perhaps ]aworski was
right to be more humane, to insist that there were other values
at stake rather than extracting the last ounce of justice from
the principal misfeasor.
As you look back on the Nixon presidency, what do you
fee] now?
In retrospect, I’d say the Nixon presidency was a great
opportunity squandered. On my office wall I have a picture of
myself shaking hands with President Nixon. That picture was
taken in 1992. That was 18 years after he had resigned the
presidency as a result of the Watergate scandal. It came about
when Nixon gave a private briefing to Republican contributors
that I was eligible to attend because the investment banking
firm for which I was working then had contributed handsomely
to both political parties. In his late seventies at the time, Nixon
spoke brilliantly on domestic issues, economic policy, and
international affairs, z remember sitting there thinking to
myself, ~What a shame. This man is the best qualified person
to be president of anyone I’ve encountered in the last 30
years.~ lie understood policy issues and was able to make
judgments with a clarity of thought and purpose that is rare.
Afterwards we were all given a photo op. I went up to shake
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hands, and when he heard my name I saw a light of
recognition flash in his eyes. I said, ~Hello, Mr. President, it’s
nice to see you again." It was hard to tell what was going
through his mind, but I’ll bet it was a bit of bemusement. In
the picture there is a vague half-smile on his face. We hadn’t
seen each other since Watergate, and here I was going up with
a lot of other acolytes to shake his hand. So, in a sense, I
suppose he had won the day.
What did you do after you resigned from the Watergate
special prosec.l~r’s office?
I rejoined my old firm of Hughes, Hubbard 8~ Reed, this time as
a partner. I was told by one of my closest friends at the firm
that during the discussion whether to take me back there was
some controversy. In reflecting on my first stint it was noted
that I had a rather lackluster commitment to private practice,
and had sought every opportunity I could to get out of private
practice. On my behalf the comment was made, "He may have
been a lousy associate, but he’ll make a great partner."
In any event, I did become a partner. I helped open a
Washington office and spent the next 14 years doing litigation
in Washington. I also got back into a couple of other
governmental matters. I was retained as special counsel by the
House Ethics Committee to head up an investigation into
whether or not a Korean businessman had bribed several U.S.
congressmen in what became known as the "Koreagate"
scandal. I had a flap with the committee chairman, who, in my
view, was obstructing the investigation, and I resigned after a
couple of months. But before I did so, I put together a staff
and retained 3ohn Nields to head the staff. He took over from
me. He was absolutely the right man for the job, and he later
became president of the D.C. Bar.
After dealing with a case like Watergate, where history
is being made, is it hard to go back into private practice
and represent individual clients?
Yes and no. There’s something refreshing about dealing with
matters on a smaller scale that aren’t being written about in
the newspapers. You often get a compensating understanding
that the problems you’re dealing with are very important to the
individuals you’re representing. Even in the cases where the
client is a corporation, the people who are the corporation have
a lot at stake. That’s also true, of course, in the pro bono
matters I’ve handled over the years. It’s not going to get
written up in the newspaper if a little old lady is about to be
evicted from her apartment, but to the little old lady who is
worried about being thrown out on the street it’s vitally
important.
When you’re dealing with a client for whom a great deal
is riding on the outcome of a case, can you remain
dispassionate:. Or do you find that sometimes you get a
little too close to the client?
Yes, I get emotionally involved. I remember one of the first
matters I worked on after Watergate was a white-collar
criminal case in which a client of a friend of mine had been
convicted. I~ly friend came to me and said, "I’m devastated. I
believe this man is innocent. He’s been sentenced to prison.
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Will you help me with the appeal?" I did go to work on the
appeal, and I came to share my colleague’s assessment of the
case. We were not able to get the courts to set aside the
conviction, but we kept working, and eventually we were able
to get President Carter to issue a presidential pardon. So this
man got his life back. In cases like that, where you have a real
human being faring very serious consequences, there is a
degree of anxiety that comes into play. You do become close to
the client, and you do understand that the stakes are very
high. Getting the right result is a very powerful concern.
Was it while you were with Hughes, Hubbard & Reed
that you ran for president of the D.C. Bar?
Yes. I had been involved in D.C. Bar activities for a number of
years. ! served on the D.C. Bar Board of Governors and was
general counsel for the Bar. In 1987 I ran for president-elect,
and to my pleasant surprise was elected. While ][ was serving
my one-year term as president-elect, I was contacted about
joining the General Electric Company in Connecticut as vice
president and senior counsel in charge of litigation. I had never
thought of doing anything like that, but GE was one of the
largest industrial companies in the world, and it just seemed
too fascinating an opportunity to pass up. The one constraint
was that 1 was about to begin my term as D.C. Bar president. [
gave considerable thought to whether I should resign, and
decided that I could, in fact, perform my responsibilities as Bar
president effectively through the use of technology and
transportation. Actually, it worked out very well. Even though I
was living and working more than 250 miles away, I never
missed a board meeting, and I attended a lot of committee
meetings. Fortunately, the chairman of the company, .lack
Welsh, was supportive of my desire to serve my term and he
never objected when I’d take a day or two to fly down to
Washington to tend to D.C. Bar business. I spent a lot of time
on the shuttle that year, flying back and forth between
Washington and New York. I think I served as effectively as t
otherwise would have even if I’d been residing in Washington.
But the experience certainly made me unique in one respect:
I’m the only Bar president to serve while not being a
Washington practitioner.
Was the experience with GE rewarding?
Yes, it was stimulating. One of the factors that led me to try
the corporate environment was that after 15 years of being at
the beck and call of sometimes unreasonable clients and
unreasonable judges, I thought it would be nice to go work
from the inside where I’d be the person making the
unreasonable demands! But what ! discovered is that in a large
corporation the 800-pound gorilla is the CEO. At GE that was
.lack Welsh, and he was certainly not shy about making
demands on his senior executives.
3ack Welsh is a legendary figure in the business world.
What was he like to work with?
He’s a fascinating man. One thing about him that I came to
admire and respect is that, unlike a number of CEOs that I’ve
encountered, Welsh relished a good fight. One of my
colleagues referred to our boardroom discussions as ~food
fights." While Welsh wasn’t afraid to push, and to make his
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views kJaown, he was self-confident enough to back off a
position and say, "All right, you’ve persuaded me." He was
willing to listen and to be flexible. He did not surround himself
with a bunch of fawning yes men.
Of course, running an enterprise the size of GE is an enormous
challenge, and 1[ learned a great deal watching him do so. The
experience taught me a great deal about the strategic thinking
that takes place within corporations, so that when ! came back
to private practice to counsel corporate clients, I had more
insight into their long-term strategic needs.

Xn discussing your early career you made mention of the
mentors who helped you along the way: Herbert
Wechsler, Harold Leventhal, Thurgood 14arshall,
Archibald Cox. As a partner here at klayer, Brown, Rowe
& Iqaw LLP, have you tried to mentor some of the
associates?
Yes, 1[ try consciously to be a mentor. I can’t pretend to be in
the same category as a Herbert Wechsler or a Harold Leventhal
or a Thurgood Marshall or an Archibald Cox. But to the extent
that I can be of help in training young lawyers, I cherish the
opportunity to do so. I’m always elated when I get a telephone
call from an associate 1i’ve worked with who has gotten an
exciting opportunity. I take pride in watching the careers of my
former associates blossom, whether it’s in private practice,
government service, or business. When I told the firm that I
wanted to take early retirement, I was asked to remain as
senior counsel in order to continue with two major
responsibilities: running the pro bono program and training
young lawyers. That was very attractive to me, so I’ve
remained as senior counsel.
You have mentioned pro bono a couple of times, and
now you are heading the pro bono program at Hayer,
Brown, Rowe & Haw. Why is pro Ix)no so important to
you?
I take seriously the notion that being a lawyer involves a
special public responsibility. We have tools and abilities that
enable us to accomplish things for people who otherwise
cannot protect themselves and their rights. 1[ believe that we
have a public responsibility to use those talents to benefit
people who cannot afford to pay us. ! beat this drum
persistently with the young lawyers here at the firm. The law
should not function solely for the benefit of those who can
afford to pay. As lawyers, we occupy a privileged place in
society, and 1[ believe that with that privilege comes
responsibility.
Do you find that the young lawyers coming o.t of law
school today are as idealistic as they were in the 1960s,
when you entered the profession?
Sadly, I would have to say no. There are exceptions, of course,
but I worn/that young lawyers today are not as idealistic. 1
think there are a lot of reasons for that. In the sixties a lot of
people went to law school because they saw the law as an
affirmative instrument of justice. They saw something
ennobling in the law, rather than simply a way to go out and
make big bucks. There are still a lot of young lawyers who are
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committed to doing pro bone today, and I don’t mean to imply
that the idealism has evaporated. That would be an
exaggeration. But there’s a different orientation today.
Meanwhile the number of people who need legal representation
but cannot afford it has continued to grow. As a consequence,
there are larger and larger unmet needs.

:f one of your grandchildren were to come to you and
say he or she was thinking of becoming a lawyer, would
you encourage that grandchild to enter the profession?
It’s interesting that you ask that. A year or two ago my son
Michael gained a fair bit of renown for his work in the I~licrosoft
antitrust case while he was at Sullivan & Cromwell. He was
selected by a magazine as one of the best 45 lawyers in the
country under 45 years of age. The article began along the
following lines: "Michael Lacovara says that when he told his
father that he was thinking of becoming a lawyer, his father
advised him not to do it." As I recall, my advice was not quite
that blunt, but I did signal that lawyers had less fun than they
used to because the nature of the practice of law has changed.
Over the years that I’ve been practicing, I’ve seen the
profession become more contentious, less civil, and more
income driven. To some extent, the profession has fallen victim
to the tyranny of the billable hour. I think that’s certainly true
at the large law firms. The billable hour requirements limit the
ability of partners to nurture young lawyers and to give them
the kind of training that I received from my mentors. Clients
simply won’t pay for training time; therefore the associates
don’t get it. Ultimately, I think clients and lawyers are both
poorer for it.
As you look back on your career, are there one or two
things that you are most proud of?
1 would have to say that Watergate was the most defining
experience of my career because of the high political stakes. I
found it satisfying to work with such an extraordinary group of
lawyers. But I’ve been extraordinarily lucky throughout my
career, working with Cox and Jaworski in Watergate, and with
Thurgood I~larshall and Erwin Griswold in the solicitor general’s
office, and the partners at my law firms. It’s been a terrific
ride. If I had it to do all over again, I don’t think I’d change a
thing.

Periodically Washington Lawyer features a conversation with a
senior member of the District of Columbia Bar reflecting on his
or her career as a lawyer. The "Legends in the Law" are
selected by the District of Columbia Bar’s Publications
Committee on the basis of their prominence in their profession
and their individual impact on the law and the legal profession
in the District of Columbia. For past interviews, visit
www~lcbar ~rg/legends.
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Now that the Democrats have lost on Alito, the long knives are out. The Ne~
York Times has a story looking at what the Democrats did wrong in their
tactics to try to stop the Alito nomination.
As the last obstacles to confirmation faded away Monday, Democratic aides said
their party had initially expected Judge Alito to live up to his reputation as
"Scalito," suggesting a conservative firebrand in the mold of Justice Antonin
Scalia. Failing to adjust to his meekness, Democratic aides admit they searched
too hard for scandal in Judge Alito’s past.

The White House, meanwhile, sought to take advantage of Judge Alito’s low-key,
almost shy demeanor to build sympathy for him. They say they succeeded
beyond all expectations when Judge Alito’s wife, Martha-Ann, walked out in tears
from his confirmation hearings.
"Any time they are yelling, preaching, lecturing, and you are cool and calm and
breathing deep, you are winning," the administration official said the White
House team told Judge Alito. "What that means on television sets where the
American people are watching this is, you look good and they look bad. It was
the central operating premise."
Jim Manley, a spokesman for Senator Harry Reid of Nevada, the Democratic
leader, agreed. "It was a classic rope-a-dope," Mr. Manley said, referring to the
boxing tactic of leaning against the ropes to let an opponent exhaust himself
punching.
The blame seems to be centering on Senator Kennedy’s aides, particularly a man
with the Dickensian name of James Flug.
Among other things, several Democratic aides said, Mr. Flug drove the
investigation into Judge Alito’s failure to recuse himself, as he had pledged to do
during his court of appeals confirmation hearing, from cases involving his mutual
fund company, Vanguard. But Mr. Flug met with polite skepticism from many of
his colleagues.

"You are going to ask more questions about that oversight where Alito made no
money?" a staff member for another Democratic senator said he asked Mr. Flug.
"It became clear to us early on," the staff member added, "that the guy may be
way too far right for our tastes, but we think the guy is a man of honor."
Mr. Flug also led the investigation into the background of Judge Alito’s
membership in Concerned Alumni of Princeton, a conservative group that had
opposed the university’s affirmative action policies and its admission of women.
For weeks, he even tried to persuade the staff of Republican senators that the
matter could be a serious concern, said Republican Judiciary Committee aides,
until in December the Republicans sent a researcher to review the group’s
records and found no mention of Judge Alito.

Still, Mr. Kennedy made Concerned Alumni a major focus of his questioning at

the confirmation hearings, even threatening to interrupt the proceedings unless
the committee issued a subpoena for another set of the group’s records. But the
move backfired when the records turned out to be readily available and also did
not include any reference to Judge Alito.
And I guess Kennedy is not sharp enough to know when his friend and aide has
gone over the top in his attacks. But Kennedy wouldn’t recognize over-the-top
attacks if they bit him on his derriere,
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Teddy’s man Flug
By Robert Novak
Aug 25,2005
WASHINGTON -- An alert this week from backers of Judge John Roberts cautions not to take
seriously Democratic complaints that they cannot stop his confirmation. A three-page memo sent to
thousands of conservatives across the country warns that the assault on President Bush’s first
Supreme Court nominee is yet to come. A major reason cited for this belief is the man back at Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy’s side on the Senate Judiciary Committee: James Flug.
"It is hard to fathom Mr. Flug coming back to Capitol Hill after 30 years of private practice for
anything other than a bitterly tough confirmation fight," says the memo, signed by three prominent
Roberts backers. That argument is based on Flug’s 38-year intermittent history as Teddy Kennedy’s
gunslinger. Not contained in the memo is Flug’s clandestine activity since his return investigating at
least one Bush judicial nominee, Appellate Judge William Pryor.
The Kennedy-Flug partnership blocking confirmation of Republican judges dates back to the
defeat of President Richard Nixon’s Supreme Court nominees G. Harrold Carswell and Clement F.
Haynsworth. As Kennedy’s rhetoric intensifies, the atmosphere leading up to next month’s Roberts
hearings feels like the eve of battle.
I had known Flug while he was a Kennedy aide in the late 1960s and in Kennedy’s 1980 campaign
for president. He returned my call last week, and I asked why Flug, now aged 66, would return to a
job normally filled by somebody 30 years younger. When he learned what I was after, Flug broke
off the conversation and said he would resume the next day if he could. He never did.
I did not even get a chance to ask him about the Pryor nomination, but I talked to several other
sources. When Flug returned to Kennedy’s stafftwo years ago, he was immersed in the Kennedyled attempt to reject Bush judicial nominees. Alabama Attorney General Pryor, nominated to the
1 lth Circuit Court of Appeals, was a principal target.
Documents concerning Pryor’s fund-raising as founder of the Republican Attorneys General
Association (RAGA) were leaked to Kennedy’s office by a former RAGA secretary who took the
documents without permission. Three sources, including one Senate aide, told me that Flug was the
Kennedy staffer receiving the purloined material. The attempt to ambush Pryor was ruined when
the plan was disclosed in a July 16, 2003, column in the Mobile Register by Quin Hillyer. Kennedy
then accused Republicans of leaking confidential information. However, Pryor was one of three
appellate nominees who this year was finally confirmed in the "Group of 14" agreement.
After my brief conversation with Flug, Kennedy’s press office said the aide was too busy to talk to
me. Over five days of repeated questions about his role in the Pryor confirmation fight, I received
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no answer. As to why he returned to Kennedy’s staff, the senator’s press aide referred me to a
flattering profile of Flug in the Aug. 19, 2003, edition of The Hill newspaper. "It was an
extraordinary opportunity to maybe repeat history," Flug was quoted as saying.
The Hill interview did not indicate Flug’s repetition of history when he returned earlier to help
Kennedy battle a stiff 1994 re-election challenge by current Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney. Flug
hired private investigator Terry Lenzner to research Romney, an arrangement that was kept off
official campaign reports.
That record is why Flug is mentioned prominently in the memo sent out this week by Leonard Leo
(Federalist Society), Jay Sekulow (American Center for Law and Justice) and Edwin Meese
(Heritage Foundation). It cites the bitter Clarence Thomas confirmation when Democrats said they
had no chance to win before beginning the real assault, warning the same can happen with Roberts.

Kennedy began stepping up his assault on Roberts in an Aug. 19 Washington Post op-ed,
questioning whether Roberts "will adopt a cramped and contorted view of our Constitution that will
turn back the clock." That sounds like a toned down version of Kennedy’s description of "Robert
Bork’s America" as a country of"back-alley abortions" and "segregated lunch counters." Based on
the past, has Jim Flug returned to provide ammunition for the senator’s attack machine?
Robert Novak is a television personality and columnist. Novak is also editor of the Evans-Novak
Political Report available through a free offer from Human Events Online.
Copyright © 2005 Townhall.com

Find this story at: http://www.townhall.com/opinion/columns/robertnovak/2005/08/25/155248.html
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:

INTERESTED PARTIES
Leonard Leo, Ed Meese and Jay Sekulow
Thursday, August 25, 2005

RE:

THE COMING FIGHT OVER JUDGE ROBERTS

"Roberts Unlikely To Face Big Fight; Many Democrats See Battle As Futile. "- Washington
Post headline, August 16, 2005.
"Thomas Gaining Momentum as Week Ends; Senators’ Gentle Questioning on Fourth Day of
Hearings Suggests Doubts May Be Put Aside." - Washington Post headline, September 14,
1991.
In the aftermath of the NARAL television ad disaster, some Democrats are evidently spinning
that the jig is up, they cannot defeat Judge John Roberts and he will be easily confirmed. For
those who can remember back to the time when virtually the same comments were being uttered
about Clarence Thomas, they can be forgiven if they feel an eerie sense of d6j~ vu setting in.
It was just such comments that betrayed an uneasy calm before the storm that overtook Judge
Thomas’s confirmation hearings, and there is no reason to believe a similar storm is not on the
horizon. There is far, far too much at stake for our left wing friends to sit on the sidelines during
Judge Roberts’ confirmation battle, and there are far too many forces at work to keep them there.
The 2006 Elections ... Democrats cannot afford to have their base demoralized going into the
2006 elections by an easy Roberts confirmation. Especially when several cases coming before
the Supreme Court this fall touch on hot-button issues such as partial-birth abortion and parental
notification. If Roberts were to be confirmed by a large majority and then were to vote against
the wishes of the liberal special interest groups in these and other cases, Democrats will find it
exceedingly difficult to motivate their base in an off-year election when the base matters.
Already in the minority in both houses of Congress, the Democrats cannot afford to have a
demoralized base in the congressional elections.
A Unifying Cause ... The Democratic Party (and its liberal base) is badly in need of a unifying
cause to rally around. The "anti-Bush" theme of last year’s Democratic election campaign
produced a re-elected president and minorities in Congress. Perhaps the strongest pillar of the
Democratic Party, organized labor, is fracturing. The Roberts hearings provide an opportunity
for Democratic and liberal constituencies to come together in the common cause of defeating this
nomination. To do this, the Democrats will try to turn the confirmation hearings - and the
prelude to those hearings - into a political campaign. They will try to force Roberts to take
positions on typical campaign issues, everything from civil rights to workers’ rights to the
environment to retirement and pension issues. They will try to construct a "voter guide" of sorts,
in order to unify and energize the base constituencies of the party.

Leo, Meese and Sekulow
August 25, 2005
Page 2
Such a strategy was actually telegraphed in a recent New York Times story by Sheryl Gay
Stolberg:
"... Democrats and the liberal advocacy groups who support them say the party must frame the
debate more broadly, in terms of legal precedents affecting the environment, workers’ rights and
civil rights that could be overturned if the court tilts in a more conservative direction.
"’ ’That’s what needs to be articulated’ said Ralph Neas, president of the advocacy group People
for the American Way. "That’s what’s at stake, and no one is doing that effectively.’"
Whorls James Fl~g? ... If the Democrats were not going to bitterly fight the Roberts nomination
then What is one to make of the curious hiring of James Flug by Senator Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.)
to head up his Judiciary Committee staff:
"Perhaps the grand old staff member of judicial confirmation hearings is Jim Flug, who worked
for Mr. Kennedy more than 30 years ago as a principal adviser in the defeat of two of Richard
M. Nixon’s nominees -- G. Harrold Carswell and Clement F. Haynsworth -- and returned two
years ago as Mr. Kennedy’s counsel on the committee. "- Todd S. Purdum, New York Times,
July 18, 2005.
People may remember Mr. Flug from his work with notorious private investigator Terry Lenzner
(and his company IGI), the man hired by supporters of President Clinton to intimidate potential
witnesses against him in various investigations. Flug and Lenzner go back at least as far as Sen.
Kennedy’s 1994 re-election campaign against now Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney as the
Washington Post reported back in March 1998:
"Equally troubling to some has been the cloudy identity of some of lGI’s employers. When IGI
investigators were discovered researching Sen. Edward Kennedy’s opponent in 1994, the
Kennedy campaign first denied employing Lengner, then admitted it when confronted by the
Boston Globe. When no record of payments to or donations by IGI turned up on Kennedy’s
campaign finance reports, it was finally discovered that Washington lawyer James Flug had
hired IGI and been reimbursed by the campaign. "- Ken Ringle, Washington Post, March 2,
1998 (emphasis added).

It is hard to fathom Mr. Flug coming back to Capitol Hill after 30 years of private practice for
anything other than a bitterly tough confirmation fight.
So while the media may be buying the line spun by Democrats and their liberal allies that no
fight is looming, the evidence to the contrary is overwhelming. The battle to confirm Judge
Roberts hasn’t even begun, NARAL notwithstanding. We should expect more vicious and
dishonest attacks against Judge Roberts and more attempts to apply litmus tests.

Leo, Meese and Sekulow
August 25, 2005
Page 3
We have already seen a religious litmus test applied Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) and abortion
litmus tests applied by Senators Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) and Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.). Democrats
and liberal interest groups will continue to try to define Judge Roberts in the context of their
laundry list of litmus test issues, and there is no reason to believe they will not bitterly contest his
nomination to the Supreme Court.

The Left will likely continue to make the following charges and we have provided some
reference points with a view toward helping us think about how to prepare adequate responses.
ALLEGATION: Roberts will vote to overturn Roe v. Wade.
v As Ken Starr’s principal deputy in the Solicitor General’s office, Roberts wrote and
signed briefs arguing that Roe should be overturned. He also successfully argued that the
Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871 could not properly be applied to pro-life protesters who
blockaded abortion clinics.
v As a special assistant to Attorney General William French Smith, Roberts repeatedly and
specifically criticized Roe and the broader due process/fundamental rights/privacy
jurisprudence on which Roe rests.
ALLEGATION: Roberts has a narrow view of the judicial role that fails to appreciate fully
the importance of the courts in protecting individual rights.
v Roberts has rejected the prevailing liberal myth (which is central to the role the Supreme
Court has seized) that the Constitution makes the Supreme Court "the ultimate arbiter of
constitutional questions": "The Constitution .. does not accord such a role to the Court."
v As discussed more fully in point 1, Roberts has been a longstanding proponent of judicial
restraint.
ALLEGATION: Roberts was a ring-leader for the more strident conservative vision in the
Reagan Justice Department.
v A Los Angeles Times story titled "With Starr, Roberts Pushed Reagan Agenda" (8/5/05)
recounts Roberts’s work as Kenneth Starr’s principal deputy solicitor general and states:
"Together, Starr and Roberts pressed a strongly conservative legal agenda for 3_ years."
In a similar fashion, an Associated Press story recently made the case, using language
from Roberts’s own resume description of his job, that controversial litigating decisions
about abortion and school prayer were an important part of his work, suggesting that he
was the architect of the Bush Solicitor General’s Office’s decision to defend a number of
conservative social policy positions in cases such as Rust v. Sullivan, Bray v. Alexandria
Women’s Health Clinic, and Lee v. Weisman.
v As a young special assistant to the Attorney General, Roberts pressed a number of more
senior Justice Department officials - including Theodore Olson, Brad Reynolds, and Rex
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Lee - to take more conservative positions. In reviewing one of Olson’s memos, for
example, he chastised the suggestion that it would show courage for the Attorney General
to oppose legislation curtailing federal court jurisdiction, stating that "real courage would
be to read the Constitution as it should be read and not kowtow to the [Larry] Tribes."
Roberts also accused Education Secretary Bell of bowing to pressure by feminist groups
in the Title IX area.

ALLEGATION: Roberts has been hostile to civil rights for minorities and women.
v

Roberts has advocated the "bedrock principle of treating people on the basis of merit
without regard to race or sex." He has pronounced "race and sex conscious preferences"
as well as "strict quotas" to be "objectionable."
v Roberts fought against a revision to the Voting Rights Act of 1965 that created an
"effects" test under which voting practices that were not intended to be discriminatory
but that have a disparate racial impact are invalid. Roberts complained that this "effects"
test would create a sort of racial quota for electoral politics.
v Roberts fought against expansive readings of the sex-discrimination provisions of Title
IX.
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Democrats Divided On Filibuster
By BRIAN McGUIRE - Staff Reporter of the Sun
January 16, 2006

WASHINGTON - A small
contingent of partisan
Democrats is committed to
delaying a vote on Supreme
Court nominee Samuel Alito,
but a growing sense of
inevitability about the
nomination among others in
the party is making the stalling
strategy a tough sell.

ADVERTISEMENT

Mic
Judge Alito, President Bush’s
choice to replace Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor,
survived three days of
questioning last week without
suffering a single serious
blow. Frustrated Democrats,
reluctant to cede Justice O’Connor’s seat without a fight, indicated Friday they will
look to delay a committee vote on the nominee that was scheduled for tomorrow.
Since then, however, several prominent Democrats have downplayed talk of a
filibuster. Senator Feinstein, a Democrat of California who sits on the Judiciary
Committee that reviews nominations, said yesterday on "Face the Nation" that
Judge Alito said nothing at the hearing to justify stalling a vote in the Senate. With
top Democrats such as Ms. Feinstein ruling out a filibuster, the reasons for delaying
a vote in committee are increasingly unclear.
"It’s looking more and more pointless every day," a spokesman for Senator Cornyn,
a Republican from Texas who sits on the Judiciary Committee, Donald Stewart,
said. "They’ve got a senior member of their own party saying they shouldn’t have a
filibuster and that they should have a vote. It’s kind of hard to overcome that."
But other Democrats, including Senator Schumer, of New York, said yesterday that
they are not yet ready to consent to a committee vote tomorrow or to ruling out a
filibuster. In an interview on "Fox News Sunday," Mr. Schumer said he does not yet
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have all the answers he needs from the nominee and that an indefinite delay by
way of a filibuster is still on the table.
"The bottom line is we’re still finishing the process," Mr. Schumer said. "Written
questions have to be answered. I submitted a whole bunch. So it’s premature to say
anything until we fully assess the record."
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By BRIAN McGUIRE - Staff Reporter of the Sun
January 16, 2006

Nev,

[Continued from page 1 of 2]

ADVERTISEMENT

Republicans said yesterday
that some Democrats, led by
Senator Kennedy, a Democrat
of Massachusetts, are
privately confident that they
can still build opposition to
Judge Alito. They said that a
veteran judicial aide to Mr.
Kennedy, James Flug,
boasted to a group of younger
aides late last week that he
has torpedoed previous
nominees under even tighter
time constraints.
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"Flug is convinced he is going to block this nomination," a top Republican aide told
The New York Sun yesterday. "He was telling people he has been through nine of
these confirmation fights and defeated two, and both of them the momentum didn’t
start until after the hearing."
Mr. Flug helped orchestrate the defeat of two Supreme Court nominees of
President Nixon, G. Harrold Carswell and Clement Haynsworth, and he helped
block a Supreme Court nominee of President Reagan, Robert Bork, in 1987. Mr.
Flug also nearly blocked the confirmation of another Republican nominee, Clarence
Thomas, in 1991.
By requesting that a committee vote be held over for a week, Democrats hope to
delay a vote in the full Senate until after President Bush delivers his State of the
Union speech at the end of the month. Republicans are not scheduled to be in
session next week and are scheduled to have a policy retreat beginning Thursday,
January 26. The majority leader of the Senate, Senator Frist, of Tennessee,
suggested he would cancel the retreat in order to have a vote on the confirmation
late next week.
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With Republicans saying they are committed to conducting a vote before the end of
the month, some Democrats have lost the stomach for further delays. Several
Democratic members of the so-called "Gang of 14," a group of senators who
worked out a compromise on judicial nominees last spring, have come out against a
filibuster of Judge Alito. With Republicans holding a solid 55 to 45 majority in the
Senate, a filibuster is seen as the only possible obstacle to confirmation.
BUILDING

Another possible reason for delay at this point, Republicans said, is an effort to
convince Democrats to vote against the nominee. If Judge Alito earns 60 or more
votes in the Senate, some have argued that Mr. Bush will be in a position to
nominate another conservative in the event of another opening on the Supreme
Court. Said another top Republican strategist:
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"A holdover in Committee by Senator Kennedy and other extreme liberal Democrats
is unreasonable and unnecessary. Judge Alito answered hundreds of questions
and has thousands of pages of published opinions. The only reason to delay is to
throw the desperate liberal special interests a bone and give them time to trump up
more attempts at character assassination."
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By Ken Ringle
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, March 2, 1998; Page C01

Terry Lenzner is not Philip Marlowe.
But is he Dirty Harry?

The private investigator who testified
last week before special prosecutor
Kenneth Starr’s grand jury and has
been likened to President Clinton’s
private CIA, is a man of enormous
extremes and contradictions, according
to friend and foe alike.

Terry Lenzner testifies before the
Senate committee investigating
campaign financing in 1997.

He’s an Exeter-and-Harvard-trained lawyer who tossed over
corporate law for corporate and political gumshoeing; a devoted and
protective father who’s left a trail of enemies in his professional life;
a cardiac bypass veteran who pops nitroglycerine pills before
marathon tennis games that he treats like holy wars.
He has fought organized crime as a U.S. attorney in New York and
defended antiwar activist Philip Berrigan on charges of plotting to
kidnap Henry Kissinger. He’s been a zoning attorney for Conrad
Cafritz and documented rumors of a sexual assault on a teenage
babysitter that then loomed large in a U.S. Senate campaign in
Maine.
"Terry is a very, very complex man," says a Cleveland Park neighbor
who claims long friendship. "He’s a perfect Type A personality:
smart, aggressive, obsessive and more than a little paranoid. He’s got
a sense of humor and unlike so many people in Washington he’s not
consumed by self-importance. But God help you -- and I really mean
that -- if you’re on the other side. He’s got a dark side that’s pretty
scary."

Lenzner himself declined to be interviewed for this story. But
Monroe Price, a professor at Cardozo Law School in New York who
has known Lenzner since the 1960s, says, "My image of Terry is the
boyish charm of the guy who was captain of the Harvard football
http://media.washingt~np~st.c~m/wp-srv/p~litics/special/clint~n/st~ries/lenzner~3~298.htm 5/18/2006
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team and always saw that in a larger context.., sort of the last real
citizen-athlete. Maybe he just always needs to be captain."
In a Washington legal community that often appears overfed and
stultifying, Terry Falk Lenzner, 58, moves with the black-hat
swagger of the maverick hired gun. His friends say it’s an overdrawn
image, sharply at odds with his past as a Justice Department civil
rights attorney in the 1960s, a onetime member of Harvard’s board of
overseers, and the president of a modest family foundation that last
year scattered $42,500 among 36 schools and charities ranging from
Bennington College to the House of Ruth.
Yet Investigative Group Inc. (IGI), the firm he founded 14 years ago
after a fractious decade in corporate law, ranks as a major strike force
among the nation’s swelling legions of button-down dirt diggers.
Claiming cyber-savvy expertise and access to 140,000 databases as
well as near global reach on behalf of its clients, IGI has been
retained for everything from checking out potential business partners
in the former Soviet Union (he’s hired former KGB agents to help
with that) to helping would-be professors unlock the tightly held
secrets of earning academic tenure at Harvard. According to the Wall
Street Journal, he was even hired by Ivana Trump to investigate her
rival, Maria Maples.
Though his investigations regularly turn up material not available in
the public record -- such as phone records and credit card receipts -Lenzner contends he never does anything illegal or unethical on
behalf of his clients.
And though corporate clients pay most of the IGI bills, former
employees say, Lenzner’s repeated and covert sleuthing on behalf of
Clinton and other Democratic figures may loom largest in Lenzner’s
life.
Having headed the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity’s legal
services program at age 29, and been a high-profile deputy counsel
for the Senate Watergate Committee a few years later, Lenzner still
looks wistfully toward some high-visibility government post, his
friends say, particularly the directorship of the FBI.
"But he’s never been able to nourish and maintain the necessary
network of personal and political alliances long enough to make that
happen," says one longtime colleague, who like almost everyone
interviewed about Lenzner declined to speak on the record. "He’s a
natural leader and he’s smart as hell and he knows a lot of people.
But his confrontational nature and scorched-earth tactics eventually
turn people against him."
Ordinarily it might be difficult to evaluate such statements from
people who refuse to speak for the record. But what may be unique
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about Lenzner is that his fans and detractors say almost exactly the
same things.
Even his professional rivals and former employees embittered by his
management style concede that Lenzner is never less than a brilliant
investigator who invariably gives clients exactly what they want.
Even his best friends contend that his volcanic intensity and deeprooted insecurity repeatedly cause him problems.
The question that troubles both groups is whether, where and when
those lifelines intersect. In the age of computer snooping and instant
access, private investigators -- like the journalists who often join
their staffs -- can focus their skills either to enlighten or to bully.
Which mission these days, those who know him wonder, claims
more of the considerable passions of Terry Lenzner?
Exhibit A in the minds of Lenzner critics is the case of Jeffrey
Wigand, the former Brown & Williamson tobacco executive who
turned against his former employers five years ago with explosive
allegations of corporate wrongdoing. With the help of IGI, B&W
attorneys compiled a massive 500-page file titled "The Misconduct
of Jeffrey S. Wigand Available in the Public Record" that amounted
to the gleanings of phone records, medical records, typographical
errors and police blotter effluvia purporting to portray Wigand as a
liar, shoplifter, plagiarist, wife-beater and expense-account cheater,
among other categories of malfeasance.
The compilation, which Wigand’s lawyer labled "a smear campaign,"
was remarkable enough that, when B&W representatives leaked it to
the Wall Street Journal two years ago, the Journal made the
investigation itself the story, noting that many of the serious
allegations "are backed by scant or contradictory evidence" and some
"are demonstrably untrue."
Lenzner told Fortune magazine last April that he was proud of IGI’s
contribution to the Wigand case but conceded that facts in the report
"were not completely developed."
"Any investigator I respect would have walked out rather than take
that kind of case," said one of Lenzner’s ex-employees, who says he
left in part because of incidents like the Wigand case. Increasingly,
he contends, Lenzner has appeared willing to indulge a "viciousness"
that has left onetime admirers "horrified by the transformation."
Equally troubling to some has been the cloudy identity of some of
IGI’s employers. When IGI investigators were discovered
researching Sen. Edward Kennedy’s opponent in 1994, the Kennedy
campaign first denied employing Lenzner, then admitted it when
confronted by the Boston Globe. When no record of payments to or
donations by IGI turned up on Kennedy’s campaign finance reports,
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it was finally discovered that Washington lawyer James Flug had
hired IGI and been reimbursed by the campaign. Likewise, IGI
investigators materialized in the 1994 gubernatorial race in
Tennessee asking questions about Nashville Mayor Philip Bredesen,
but refused to say whom they were working for.
The exact relationship between Lenzner and the Clinton White
House has been similarly unclear, although Lenzner has been
working at least since 1994 for Clinton lawyers in the Whitewater
and Paula Jones cases, did work for the Democratic Party in 1997,
and received a no-bid grant worth hundreds of thousands of dollars
from the State Department in 1994 and 1995 to train police officers
in Haiti, according to the Associated Press.
Among former IGI investigators is Brooke Shearer, a longtime
Clinton friend and wife of Deputy Secretary of State (and Clinton’s
former Oxford University housemate) Strobe Talbott. Shearer
traveled with Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 1992 campaign as a
press aide and later worked in the Clinton White House.
The Associated Press reported last week that Secret Service entry
logs show Lenzner himself visiting the White House a half-dozen
times in recent years, including a 1996 meeting with ex-deputy chief
of staff Harold Ickes to discuss potential investigative work.
For some of those who remember Lenzner as the aggressive deputy
counsel of the Watergate Committee a generation ago -- the scourge
of Richard Nixon’s dirty tricksters -- what Lenzner appears to be
doing now, in and out of politics, has begun to smell suspiciously
like what he was once fighting against.
On one hand, the "opposition research" performed by private
detectives like Lenzner, despite the tut-tutting with which it’s
recently been greeted in some corners of the press, is at least as old
as Machiavelli and as American as apple pie. The great political
novel of American literature, Robert Penn Warren’s "All the King’s
Men," details the gradual inch-by-inch corruption of a failed idealist
whose talent for "opposition research" eventually results in the
loathsome political blackmail of a much-loved family friend.
But today’s political snoops aren’t the same, says one Lenzner
admirer. Hill & Knowlton’s Frank Mankiewicz, who served as
Robert F. Kennedy’s press secretary, hired Lenzner six years ago
after H&K was retained by the United Way to handle inquiries into
the lavish lifestyle of United Way President William Aramony.
Lenzner was told by the United Way to beat reporters to any problem
areas so the charity could deal with them internally. But what he
found was so damaging that Aramony eventually had to resign.
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"I thought he did a great job and I’d recommend him to anybody,"
Mankiewicz said recently. But he says professional sleuths like
Lenzner are a whole different animal than the "opposition
researchers" of politics past.
"In the old days a congressman would have some old pol back in the
home district with his ear to the ground for gossip about any
potential candidates," Mankiewicz said. But however effective -- and
brutal -- those investigators may have been, "they didn’t have the
background and the training, much less the technology, to go after
things like phone records and the like."
The emergence of firms like IGI in politics "puts things on a whole
new level," he says.
What concerns other friends of Lenzner, and former associates who
describe themselves as disillusioned, is what they see as the dangers
inherent in wedding the abusive potentialities of modem high-tech
investigation methods with Lenzner’s take-no-prisoners attitude.
"He’s certainly not characterized by restraint," says one longtime
acquaintance. Says another: "He’s like a guy walking around with
gasoline poured over him, just looking for a match."
Some see Lenzner’s extraordinary drive, obsession with details and
explosive temperament as defenses born of an excessively
demanding father -- a wealthy Manhattan dentist and onetime college
football star who bullied his sons into toughness.
Noting with genuine admiration Lenzner’s 30-year marriage to his
wife, Margaret, their million-dollar home in Cleveland Park and
much-loved summer house in Nantucket, and Lenzner’s devotion to
his daughter and two sons, one friend says: "I’ve always believed he
struggled to build for his own kids the kind of family life he wishes
he’d had."
But equally important to his formative years, others say, was a
childhood bout of rheumatic fever that immobilized the athletic
youngster for nine months and left him nagged by fears of a
permanently weakened heart. "Something happened to me lying
there," Lenzner told an interviewer six years ago. "I guess it made me
realize that I had to get things done quickly, that I needed to move."
He played football at Exeter, as at Harvard, and is famous in
Washington for his morning workouts and relentless tennis matches.
"I don’t want to overdraw this, but he seems to brood on his own
mortality," says one of his regular partners. "He takes these
nitroglycerine pills before every tennis match. He’s fanatical about
what he eats .... It’s like something’s chasing him."
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Lenzner was hired out of Harvard Law School by the Justice
Department’s civil rights chief John Doar, who was impressed by his
drive and dedication. But his confrontational style produced frequent
blow-ups with his immediate supervisor, Bob Owen. When Lenzner
moved on to head the legal services office at OEO, he was fired after
18 months by Director Donald Rurnsfeld, in part for such highprofile irritants as having OEO lawyers defend the Black Panthers in
their armed confrontations with the New Orleans police.
When he was deputy counsel of the Senate Watergate Committee his
aggressive tactics produced stormy scenes with another deputy
counsel, James Hamilton, who believed civility in the course of
investigation need not be a sign of weakness.
When Lenzner moved into private practice after Watergate, he
stumbled onto a case tailor-made for his passions. An inquiry into
disputed native Alaskan land claims snowballed into 10 years of
litigation over corruption in the building of the Alaskan pipeline.
According to Legal Times, Lenzner, whose painstaking investigation
documented evidence of contractors bilking the state of Alaska,
earned some $12 million with the case. But it also propelled him into
merging his small firm with Wald, Harkrader & Ross, then abruptly
quitting that firm in 1981 to become a name partner at Rogovin,
Huge & Lenzner, taking his hugely profitable litigation with him.
Wald and Harkrader folded three years later.
In 1984 Lenzner branched off from his law partners to form IGI as a
separate investigative unit. "Lawyers," he would later tell an
interviewer, "are not well trained in obtaining facts." But his habit of
spending time on IGI matters, but not sharing the profits with his law
partners, led to an eventual departure from Rogovin, Huge in 1987,
according to a 1992 profile in Washingtonian magazine.
In the years since then, IGI’s triumphs have been accompanied by
employee turnover, including the exit of two investigators, Jim Mintz
and John Hanrahan, with whom Lenzner founded the firm. Former
law partners and associates who have witnessed the various
departures over the years blame the infamous Lenzner style.
Last week as Lenzner was in the news, New York Times columnist
(and former Nixon staffer) William Satire took to his keyboard to
remember Lenzner as a "bully" who pursued his work on the
Watergate Committee with a "gleeful savagery" reminiscent of the
McCarthy era. Two days later fellow columnist Frank Rich chastised
him as a "creep" and "one of the most ruthless mercenaries of the
tobacco industry" for his investigation of Wigand.
Monroe Price, while saying he can’t speak to Lenzner’s activities at
IGI, protests that such portraits mischaracterize a complex man who
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"has never done things as an ideologue but because he genuinely
believes they’re good for the country."
Another Lenzner friend yesterday agreed: "None of that [in the
Times columns] is really fair. Terry’s so much more than that -- -so
smart, so charismatic, so genuinely able, so tenacious in pursuit of
what he thinks is right. It’s just that.., in the process he’s often his
own worst enemy."
© Copyright 1998 The Washington Post Company
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Reno Orders 90-Day
Investigation of Gore
By Roberto Suro and Michael Grunwald
Washington Post Staff Writers
Thursday, August 27, 1998; Page A01

Attorney General Janet Reno yesterday
ordered a preliminary investigation into
whether Vice President Gore lied to Justice
Department officials looking into the
campaagn finance scandal, according to
sources familiar with the probe.

Vice Presider~t Gore (Reuters
file #hoto}

Related Links

¯ Gore Has Tough
The inquiry, which could lead to the
Balancing Act
appointment of an independent counsel,
(Washington Post, Aug.
represents a new and potentially more
22)
damaging round of legal problems for Gore.
The vice president was cleared by Reno last¯ Justice Dgpt. Looks
December after an investigation of highly Again at Gore
technical fund-raising matters but now faces(Washington Post, Aug.
additional questions about his truthfulness. 21)
¯ Key Stories About Gore

The new investigation will focus on
Fund-Raising Allegations
whether Gore misled Justice Department ......
prosecutors and FBI agents during an
interview last Nov. 12, when he said he had believed that a massive
Democratic media effort during the 1996 campaign was going to be
financed entirely by "soft money" funds, which are not fully
regulated under federal law. Reno cited that interview when she
decided there was no reason for further review of Gore’s fund-raising
telephone calls.
The current inquiry began a month ago, after Gore’s office turned
over a Democratic National Committee memo bearing handwritten
notations from a top aide. The notes, scribbled by Gore’s former
deputy chief of staff, David Strauss, suggested that a decision to
finance the media campaign with both soft money and fully regulated
"hard money" may have been discussed at a White House meeting
attended by Gore on Nov. 21, 1995, sources said.
Gore was interviewed by Justice Department officials about the
newly uncovered document before he left on vacation in Hawaii two
http://www.washingt~np~st.c~m/wp-srv/p~litics/special/camp~n/st~ries/g~re~82798.htm
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weeks ago. Reno’s decision to seek a preliminary investigation
reflected a conclusion by Justice officials that this interview and
other inquiries had failed to clear up questions about Gore’s earlier
statements, sources said.
Gore has denied any wrongdoing. His attorney, James F. Neal, issued
a statement last night: "I am totally satisfied that Vice President Gore
has fully, completely and honestly answered every question asked of
him, and I am confident that when this investigation is completed,
the Department of Justice will reach the same conclusion."
The department is conducting a separate review of fund-raising
activities by former White House deputy chief of staff Harold M.
Ickes, and sources said an independent counsel remains a possibility
in that case as well. Reno is under tremendous pressure from
congressional Republicans and some of her own underlings to use
the Ickes case to seek a wide-ranging independent counsel probe of
President Clinton’s 1996 reelection campaign. In the Gore case,
though, she appears to be limiting her preliminary investigation to
narrower questions.
The vice president has been dogged by questions about his
aggressive 1996 fund-raising role ever since he appeared at a
controversial campaign event at a Buddhist temple outside Los
Angeles. The questions became more pointed after he held a news
conference on March 3, 1997, readily admitting that he had solicited
political money from his White House office, but repeatedly insisting
that there was "no controlling legal authority" to warrant an
investigation.
Reno began the first investigation of Gore on Sept. 3, 1997, after The
Washington Post reported that some of the funds he had raised from
the White House had been placed in "hard money" accounts, in
apparent violation of a 19th century law prohibiting campaign fundraising on federal property. At the time, much of the debate centered
on Reno’s decision that the prohibition applies to hard money, which
can be used to support individual campaigns, but not to soft money,
which can only be used for general party activities such as issue
advertising or voter registration drives.
In his interviews with investigators, Gore insisted that he only asked
for soft money during more than 45 fund-raising calls from the White
House and said he had no idea that some of the donations he solicited
ended up in hard money accounts. Reno found that the evidence
supported his claims and decided last December that no independent
counsel was necessary to investigate his calls. "The allegation that
the vice president may have been soliciting hard money is
insubstantial and depends so heavily on conjecture and speculation
that I conclude it does not provide reasonable grounds for further
investigation," she said in court papers.
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At the time, Reno noted that even if Gore had solicited hard money,
she would not have sought an independent counsel, because the
Justice Department never prosecutes that particular law without
evidence of "aggravating circumstances." Still, she emphasized in her
brief that Gore’s statements in his own defense were an important
aspect of her finding.
"The vice president provided a reasonable explanation for his
conduct," Reno wrote. "He stated that he understood the media
campaign to be funded entirely by soft money, and that he was
soliciting large soft money contributions specifically for that
campaign. While his understanding of how the media campaign was
funded was not correct, nothing developed in the course of the
preliminary investigation contradicts that this was his
understanding."
The new inquiry, department sources said, could present more of a
problem for Gore, because it raises a more serious allegation: making
false statements to investigators.
During last year’s investigation, Gore and other participants in the
Nov. 21, 1995, DNC finance meeting, which also was attended by
Clinton, Ickes and several DNC officials, said they had no
recollection of any discussion about whether they would pay for it
with hard or soft money. But the notes Strauss took at the meeting
could cast doubt on those statements, particularly his inscription
below an agenda item about the financing of the DNC media
campaign: "65% soft/35% hard." Those figures refer to a formula,
sanctioned by federal guidelines, for the financing of advertising
with both forms of campaign contributions. Gore had insisted he
knew nothing about the use of hard money when he was interviewed
last year.
Yesterday, Reno took the first step of the complex process that could
lead to an independent counsel, informing a special panel of three
federal judges that an initial 30-day inquiry had failed to resolve
questions raised by the new information regarding Gore.
Reno now has 90 days to conduct an investigation and can request a
60-day extension. If those deadlines expire, she will have to seek an
independent counsel unless she can determine "that there are no
reasonable grounds to believe that further investigation is
warranted."
The campaign finance saga has dragged on for two years now, but
the pressure on Reno to seek an independent counsel has increased in
recent months. She has received forceful memos urging an outside
probe from FBI Director Louis J. Freeh and Charles G. LaBella, the
former head of her campaign finance task force. The House
Government Reform and Oversight Committee voted Aug. 6 to hold
her in contempt for refusing to turn over those memos.
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Last night, the committee chairman, Rep. Dan Burton (R-Ind.),
complained that a 90-day preliminary investigation is an unnecessary
"delaying tactic" and repeated his call for an independent counsel to
investigate the entire Clinton-Gore fund-raising operation.
"A 90-day pause is what the White House and DNC desperately need
to get a distressful decision conveniently past this fall’s election, and
that’s what the attorney general rewarded them with today," Burton
said in a statement.
Sen. Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah), the chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, agreed that Reno’s action "could be perceived as a
delaying tactic," but added, "I feel it would be prudent.., to defer
any conclusive comments on this matter."
Gore spokesman Christopher S. Lehane predicted that the evidence
will vindicate his boss. "At whatever stage this review process ends,
we are confident it will once again conclude that everything the vice
president did was legal and proper."
© Copyright 1998 The Washington Post Company
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James F. Neal, the former Watergate prosecutor, threaded his way from the House hearing room
through the Capitol subways to his new Senate offices, talking almost as quickly as he was moving.
"Nobody," he said, "wants the F.B.I. to go back to the days of J. Edgar Hoover," who, at times, seemed a
law unto himself. But Mr. Neal said that undercover investigations by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, of which Mr. Hoover was the first Director, were burgeoning and using "very intrusive
techniques that have the potential for great risks or great rewards." Mr. Neal, who has been in private
law practice since 1975, has returned to public life to work part time as counsel to the special Senate
Abscam Committee, a bipartisan group that will take a hard look at undercover investigations in general
and Abscam in particular. He said he would help the committee publicly lay out the whole story of
Abscam, the controversial F.B.I. inquiry in which one Senator and six House members were convicted
of criminal activity after agents in disguise offered them money in return for legislative favors.
June 14, 1982 U.S. News
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Honorary Fellow, American Bar Foundation, Fellow, American College of Trial
Lawyers, International Academy of Trial Lawyers, and the International Society of
Barristers. He is a former president of the Alabama State Bar Association and former
president, National Conference of Chief Justices. He has received both the Justice
Award and Harley Award from the American Judicature Society. He is a former
faculty member of William and Mary College, University of Alabama, and the
University of North Alabama.

Professor Philip B. Heymann
James Barr Ames Professor of Law
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, MA
Philip Heymann served as Deputy Attorney General from 1993 to 1994, when he
returned to Harvard University to resume teaching at Harvard Law School and at the
Kennedy School of Government.
He is the James Barr Ames Professor at Harvard Law School, Director of its Center
for Criminal Justice, and Professor at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government,
where he directs the Program for Senior Managers in Government. He was Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division from 1978-1981; Associate
Watergate Special Prosecutor from 1973-1975; and, in the prior decade, held the
following posts in the U.S. Department of State: Executive Assistant to the
Undersecretary of State, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International
Organizations, and head of the Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs. After
clerking for Justice John Harlan of the U.S. Supreme Court, Professor Heymann served
in the Solicitor General’s Office from 1961-1965.

Victor S. Johnson III
District Attorney General
Nashville, TN
Victor S. (Torry) Johnson III received a J.D. from Vanderbilt University in 1974, and
served as a Law Clerk for the late William E. Miller, Judge of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Cincinnati, Ohio. From 1975-81 he was Assistant
District Attorney and Director of Special Prosecution Unit. He was in private practice
with Farris, Warfield and Kanaday in Nashville, TN from 1981-84. During 1984-87
he served again as an Assistant District Attorney. In 1987 he was appointed District
Attorney General of Metropolitan Nashville-Davison County, TN, by the Governor to
fill an unexpired term. In August 1988 and 1990 he ran unopposed and was elected
District Attorney General of Nashville-Davidson County, TN. He was elected again
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Vice President
For Immediate Release August 26, 1998
STATEMENT
JAMES F. NEAL
The Vice President volunteered to be interviewed, and he has been interviewed twice. In addition, he
instructed me to respond fully and completely to every request from the Department of Justice. This has
been done. I am totally satisfied that Vice President Gore has fully, completely, and honestly answered
every question asked of him, and I am confident that when this investigation is completed, the Department
of Justice will reach the same conclusion.
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Investigators
Grill Clinton, Gore
President Sits Through Four-Hour
Interview

~
A team of five
investigators questioned
President Clinton for four
hours at the White House,
regarding fund-raising
irregularities. (Pablo
Martinez Monsivais/AP
Photo)

Brian .Hartman and Josh Gerstein

WAS H I N G T O N, April 21 --The
White House revealed tonight that
Justice Department investigators have
interviewed President Clinton and Vice
President AI Gore about their
involvement in Democratic Party
fund-raising irregularities during the
1996 presidential campaign.

W~ch the Webca~t

George W.
Bush likes to
say he’ll do
for the rest of
the country
what he has
done in
Texas. But
will he be able
to bring
Congress
together they
way he says
he has united
the Texas
Legislature?

A team of five investigators, four FBI agents and one prosecutor,
grilled Clinton today for four hours at the White House. Gore was
interviewed separately on Tuesday as part of the investigation.
Sitting in on the president’s session, the White House says, were
several of the president’s lawyers, including Nicole Seligman and
KEYEVEN
David Kendall, private attorneys who represented Clinton during his T__~S
impeachment trial, and deputy White House counsel Bruce Lindsey.
"The President and the Vice President cooperated fully with the
Your
task force and voluntarily agreed to be interviewed this week," White
political
House press secretary Joe Lockhart said in a prepared statement.
events
"Consistent with past practice, no further statement about the content
of the interviews will be made at this time."
calendar. ~
A White House spokesman did say that neither Clinton nor Gore
are targets of the investigation. (Target is a term criminal investigators
use for someone who is actively being considered for indictment.)
The spokesman also added that both Clinton and Gore answered
everything they were asked and did not claim any legal privileges to
iHERE’S
dodge questions.
THE
:POINT
Gore Says He Cooperated ’Fully’
Former Bush
Gore talked to reporters briefly on Air Force 2 tonight about the
......................
White House
investigation but refused to discuss details.
spokeswoman
"Consistent with past practice, I can’t go into any of the substance
Torie Clarke.
of what they’re looking at," Gore said. ’Tm not going to do that. But I
volunteered to cooperate fully as I have from the beginning of their
2000 VTDE
investigation." Gore’s meeting, also four hours, took place in the
dining room at his residence and was attended by Nashville attorney
James F. Neal, a Iongtime friend of Gore, and Elizabeth Brown, the
vice president’s government counsel. Two FBI agents and Justice
Department prosecutor Robert Conrad, who also attended the Clinton
session, interviewed Gore.
Among the matters under investigation in the wide-ranging probe
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~s [~ores attendance at an event that ~ega~y raised about ~lUU,UUU ~.~
trail.
at a Buddhist temple. Gore has also been interviewed several times
by the FBI about fund-raising phone calls he placed from his White
House office.
The Justice Department task force has also confirmed that it is
investigating the White House for failing to turnover subpoenaed
M0NEYWAT
e-mail records.
Clinton and Gore voluntarily agreed to participate in the interviews, (:: H
which were recorded by court reporters but not videotaped, under
oath.
Search
Arkansas Bar Deadl{ne
The president faced another legal deadline today, his last chance to
respond to a complaint seeking to have him disbarred for providing
false testimony about his relationship with Monica Lewinsky during
the Paula Jones’ sexual harassment suit against him.
An official with the Southeastern Legal Foundation, which filed the
complaint, said the group had not yet received a copy of any
response that Clinton may have filed. Under Arkansas court rules,
any response from the president would be kept confidential unless he
decided to make it public.
But White House spokesman Jim Kennedy said, "All deadlines
have been met."
James Neal, an official with Arkansas’ bar discipline committee
who has no relation to the aforementioned Gore lawyer of the same
name, said he was legally unable to discuss the matter, i

the
campaign
donor
database.

Dana Hill contributed to this report from Washington.
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Script of "Waco: The Rules of Engagement"
Part 2
The Museum holds that this video is a hoax designed to mislead the public, and that the public has an
overriding interest in having the full text available for examination and review, outside the bewildering
soup pot of imagery presented in the video.
-- Page 11 -Dick DeGuerin, attorney for David Koresh:
Yes, they did. I saw them...

Charles E. Schumer, US Congress, New York (D):
They were flash packs.
Dick DeGuerin, attorney for David Koresh:
Have you ever seen what a flash bang can do to somebody?

It is a grenade. It has an explosive charge in it. It’s very dangerous. It can blow your hand off. It can blow
your face off. It can kill. I would have brought out some of the unexpended grenades that the ATF threw in,
but I was worried about bringing out a live grenade, so I left them there. There were a number of grenades.
Charles E. Schumer, US Congress, New York (D):
OK, Mr. DeGuerin, I think that would hamper your credibility because you’re the first person who would
say they were grenades.
¯.. 6 1/2 hours of defense lawyers.., their ways of sliding over the truth was very unfortunate.., this
idea of the FBI having hand grenades not flash bangs, but hand grenades... And finally, coup de grace,
Mr. DeGuerin said that flash bangers can kill, injure, maim. Anyone who knows anything about these
things knows that they can’t.
Bob Barr, US Congress, Georgia (R):
Uh. Mr. Cavanaugh, I have in my hand an amount of Play Dough. Mr. Bush, if you could, just standard
Play Dough. If that were a flash bang grenade or a stun grenade, same thing, which was live, which the pin
had been pulled, would you feel comfortable just holding that in your hand?
Jim Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
My answer is No! I would not hold it!

Bob Barr, US Congress, Georgia (R):
Those are classified as destructive devices under 26 USC Section 5845 F, aren’t they?
Jim Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
Yes, sir.

Bob Barr, US Congress, Georgia (R):
That they can kill people, is that true?
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Jim Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
Certainly. Yes, sir.
Bob Barr, US Congress, Georgia (R):
Well, a gentleman by the name of Warren L. Parker, an explosives enforcement officer, Bureau of ATF, on
May 11, 1994 in court, said under oath they are designed to help kill the suspect while not endangering the
law enforcement officer when they’re used for those purposes.
Steven Schiff, US Congress, New Mexico (R):
I’d like to focus on the search warrant. First, it was put together, as a number of witnesses have testified, in
a prejudicial and inflammatory manner. And second.., it clearly mistates the US Code statute number for
the offense charged, and, I think makes other technical mistakes in the law. Which means to me it was put
together in a sloppy fashion, Now you put together inflammatory with sloppy, that means to me that ATF
was in a hurry to make a big splash with something.

Stuart H. Wright, Editor, Armageddon at Waco:
Why was a warrant sought in the first place since David Koresh, on learning that he was being investigated
by the ATF, invited the agents on July 30th, 1992, through his gun dealer, Henry McMahon, to come to his
residence and inspect his firearms?
-- Page 12 --

John B. Shadegg, US Congress, Arizona (R):
They never once followed up on that offer. Never even tried to follow up on that offer...
Robert Sanders, former ATF Deputy Director:
I can’t imagine any circumstances when I would not take up such an offer. It indicates a mind-set. Perhaps
it was non willful. Perhaps what the ATF thought were violations of the law were really things that Mr.
Koresh thought were legal.
John B. Shadegg, US Congress, Arizona (R):
It suggests that what they really wanted to do was conduct a raid, not make an arrest or conduct a search.
Robert Sanders:
In the opinion of the agents, you know, the planning for Waco and the manner in which it was done was
done for the purpose of publicity.
Bill Brewster, US Congress, Oklahoma (D):
Mr. Hartnett, there’s a rumor, surely it’s unfounded, that the publicity person or public relations person for
ATF had released some kind of a press communication the night before to media around the country that
something big was going to come down in Texas?
Bill Hartnett, former ATF Deputy Director:
Yes, and we heard that and.. she called.., called the reporter to ask if he was going to be in.
Bill Brewster, US Congress, Oklahoma (D):
Why did she do that?

Bill Hartnett, former ATF Deputy Director:
She wanted to be able to get a hold of them in case we recovered these arms.
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Bill Brewster, US Congress, Oklahoma (D):
Wouldn’t there be ample time after they were recovered?
Bill Hartnett, former ATF Deputy Director:
Oh, Yes, I mean...
Sharon Wheeler, ATF Public Relations:
I just said we might have something going on here in Dallas this weekend and I’d like to have a weekend
contact number and that’s what I was given.

Bill Brewster, US Congress, Oklahoma (D):
What was the purpose for contacting them? Were you actually seeking publicity for the agency?
Sharon Wheeler, ATF public Relations:
Absolutely not!
Bill Brewster, US Congress, Oklahoma (D):
OK. Then I guess I don’t understand the reason for your call.
Narration:
The ATF needed good publicity. With its appropriations hearings a week away, a successful raid this size
would produce major positive headlines to counter the ATF’s reputation as a rogue agency whose debacles
blackened the reputations of other agencies. And it would scare the public enough about fringe groups to
create political pressure on Congress to increase its budget. Henry Ruth was one of three independent
reviewers of the Treasury Department’s report on Waco.

-- Page 13 -Henry S. Ruth, Jr., Independent Reviewer, US Treasury Report on Waco:
At least part of the ATF motivation, even if it never rose to the surface of discussion, was to, enforce the
morals of our society. To enforce the psyche of right thinking by retaliating against these odd people.
Narration:
Almost 100 agents spent three days in dress rehearsals at Ft. Hood, Texas, all at US Army expense.
Steven Schiff, US Congress, New Mexico (R):
So in other words, in order for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to have obtained the military
assistance they did receive, not because of the Posse Comitatus Act, but because of existing military
policy, they misrepresented to the military that this was an anti-drug raid when it was never an anti-drug
raid.

Dick DeGuerin, Attorney for David Koresh:
As practicing lawyers, we know that usually judges rubber stamp the applications for search warrants.
Melvin Watt, US Congress, N. Carolina (D):
I think it was House Bill 666, uh, I invite you to give me your comments on whether that helps us in
protecting individual rights or whether we have done a disservice to the rights of American citizens.

Dick DeGuerin, Attorney for David Koresh:
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Ah, one thing I can beg that you not do is do away with the exclusionary rule. I think that’s the only thing
that’s been shown to be effective in enforcing the Fourth Amendment.
Orrin Hatch, US Senate, Utah (R):
The Fourth Amendment guarantees the fight of people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and
effects. Ironically, a charred copy of that very Amendment was found in the debris at Waco.There’s the
charred copy that was found right there at Waco.
Alan A. Stone, Harvard University:
Unfortunately, there are many people who still, when they speak to me about Waco, say, "well those
people were involved in drugs." And there’s no evidence that Koresh was or that any of these people were.

Narration:
The morning of February 28th, ATF and Texas Department of Public Safety officers blocked the roads
leading to Mt. Carmel Center. Several miles away, the raid team was busy suiting up, fully expecting to
surprise the Davidians. Sharon Wheeler had ample video tape for the many cameras that agency officials
thought would record a major publicity coup.
Jack Harwell, Sheriff, McLennan County:
The news people were out there thirty minutes before the raid. They knew, they were out there, that’s how
supposedly they were tipped off, by a newsperson.
Narration:
Most of the one hundred and thirty men, women and children inside of Mt. Carmel learned about the raid
only minutes before it happened.

Clive Doyle, Branch Davidian Survivor:
’Bout the time I got there David came in from the other side, different side of the room. And came in said
that they heard that someone was coming and he wanted everybody to remain calm and collected in the
room. Stay cool; he would go down to the front door and talk to them.
Robert L. Ehlich, Jr., US Congress, Maryland (R):
You were with Koresh, correct? Did you request that the raid be called off because the element of surprise
had been lost?
Robert Rodriguez, ATF Undercover Agent:
Yes, sir. I arrived at the command post and the first thing, the first thing I asked was "Where’s Chuck?
Where’s Chuck?" and they advised me that he had left. At that time I started yelling and I said "Why?
Why? They know we’re coming, they know we’re coming."

Chuck Sarabyn, ATF Raid Team Commander:
I did not feel he knew we were coming at that time. When I talked with Robert like I testified before, I took
notes while we were talking over the thing. And I have read all of Robert’s statements. Robert did a great
job, but I think everything that you heard as far as testimony was not passed on to me.
-- Page 14 -Robert Rodriguez, ATF Special Agent:
Those two men know what I told them, and they knew exactly what I meant. And instead of coming up and
admitting to the American people right after the raid that they had made a mistake, that the element of
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surprise had been lost, that the agent had advised them that they knew they were coming. Instead of doing
that, they lied to the public and in so doing, they just about destroyed a very great agency.
Narration:
The helicopters were to arrive first at the rear of Mt. Carmel and divert the Davidians attention from the
ATF agents moving in on the ground from the front. Morale was high on board as they approached.
Dan Maloney, KWTX-TV, Waco:
Approximately 9:15 we saw three helicopters: 2 small ones and a large one and we sat there and watched
them. They were making big loops behind the compound. They were just sort of circling, not the
compound, but behind it.

We were getting back in the truck.., and we look up and a cattle trailer goes by; it’s chuck full of ATF
agents. And we were sitting there, and then about 2, 3, 4 seconds later, another cattle trailer goes by.
Sheila Martin, Branch Davidian Survivor:
I saw the truck come in... And the second truck stopped and barely stopped and then a man jumped out
and all kind of whatever kind of gear it was he had on, and had a gun in his hand and says, "Okay boys."
Then I heard a voice to the right of me, downstairs, I could tell it was at the door, then I heard a voice on
the outside and then I heard another voice, inside, and then I heard shots outside.
Davidian home video:
Judy Schneider Koresh:
My name is Judy Schneider Koresh. This is my daughter Mayanah. And as you can see, I was wounded
when the ATF came in and assaulted us. I was quite surprised to see our government act the way it did.
And David went to the door with his hands out and said don’t shoot, there’s women and children in here.
And yet they opened fire and fired at everyone here.
James Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
And when we drove up the Davidians opened fire, and I am sickened by any other assertion. I sat there and
I watched it. And the gunfire came from those double white doors. I watched it. It’s unbelievable, but that’s
what happened. And anybody else who says anything different; they shot first. And ifI thought that an
ATF agent would drive up in front of a structure and shoot, I’d throw my badge in the garbage. It didn’t
happen.
Robert Ehrlich, Jr., US Congress, Maryland (R):
What is your opinion on the basis of the evidence that you’ve seen with respect to the issue of who shot
first?
Jack Zimmerman, attorney for Steve Schneider:
If the Branch Davidians had intended to ambush those people with forty-eight machine guns and fifty
caliber machine guns and they came up in unprotected cattle cars with nothing but tarps on ’em, they would
have blown them away! So that convinced us that the Davidians did not fire first.

Dick DeGuerin, attorney for David Koresh:
I sat by that door for several hours. I went in and out of that door ten times. And I saw the bullet holes on
the door on the fight side. Almost every bullet hole was an incoming round. And what I mean by that, it’s a
metal door, you could easily tell that the bullets were incoming rounds, they were punched in. I’m not the
Marine expert Jack Zimmerman is, but I’ve been hunting since I was ten years old and I know a bullet hole
when I see one. And those holes were punched in...
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What you need to find is the video tape that was made of the raid. It disappeared, What you need to get is
the photographs of the front that are similar to the one that is being displayed fight now... Now you have
the power to get that evidence, and you ought to get it.
Make sure that you get the correct door. The door that survived for the trial was the door on the left. And
the door on the fight disappeared. It has to be the door on the right. That’s where I saw the bullet holes.
Charles E. Schumer, US Congress, New York (D):
That is not fair. That is not a proceeding that is fight. If we want to go over the issue of who fired first, then
we should, wait a second, I’d like to finish my point.

William H. Zeliff, Jr., US Congress, New Hampshire (R):
It’s not a point of order.
-- Page 15 --

Charles E. Schumer, US Congress, New York (D):
It is a point of order.
William H. Zeliff, Jr., US Congress, New Hampshire (R):
I will just make one comment to the witnesses relative to the video and the front door. We have
consistently asked as a committee to get a copy of the video tape which they now say is blank. We have
asked for the door, and the door is missing.
Dan Maloney, KWTX-TV, Waco:
The first cattle trailer had already pulled up; the second one was pulling up, and we got about halfway
down the driveway and all hell broke lose.
Davidian home video
Marjorie, a Davidian:
We saw three helicopters and the next thing they’re firing, you’re on the floor with bullet shells flying all
over your head, it’s frightening...
David Koresh:
If there’s any question whatsoever that kids or women are involved, damn you, I tell you what, you keep
your damn gun in the holster...
David Thibodeau, Branch Davidian Survivor:
All this is happening while they’re supposed to serve a knock-search warrant. You know, they knock on the
door and serve the warrant. And you have one of your ATF agents who goes up to the front of the building
where there’s a very large pent-up area that we had for Fawn, an Alaskan malamute and four pups that were
living there. And they shot them in cold blood, first thing.

Dick DeGuerin, attorney for David Koresh:
This was an unreasonable search done in an unreasonable manner with excessive force. And the law is
clear: Even an arrest by lawfully constituted officers can be resisted if before anything else happens, those
officers used excessive force...
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Victor Oboyski, President, Law Enforcement Officer’s Association:
The day of a couple of agents or a couple of detectives walking up to somebody’s front door and knocking
on a door in three piece suits to execute a warrant of any kind is over.., we have to protect the public.
And that’s where we stand. We stand between the Koresh’s of the world and everybody here. We stand
there.

John Carroll, Davidian Defense Attorney:
Wayne Martin, one of the people inside the compound, almost immediately after the raid began, called
911. He called for a cop. And was complaining that they were being assaulted and he wanted the ATF
called off.
911 Operator:
Hello?
Wayne Martin:
Yeah, there’s 75 men around our building and they’re shootin’ at us at Mt. Carmel.
911 Operator:
Mt. Carmel?
Wayne Martin:
Yeah, tell ’em there’re women and children in here and to call ’em off.

911 Operator:
I hear gunfire.
-- Page 16 --

Wayne Martin:
It’s Wayne!
911 Operator:
Wayne... Tell me what’s happening, Wayne.
Wayne Martin:
We got women and children in danger!
911 Operator:
Wayne?
Wayne Martin:
I’m under fire.., tell ’em to call it off.

911 Operator:
What?
Wayne Martin:
Tell ’em to pullback... I have the right to defend myself. They started firing first.
Dan Maloney, KWTX-TV, Waco:
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The first 15, 20 minutes, it was get the job done, shoot the video. And then when you see people getting
shot, and hear people screaming, and the bullets hitting... You could start heating people being hit and
screaming and yelling. You could see people getting hit... I have 2 daughters, I started thinking about my
daughters. I started wondering how the heck am I gonna get outa here?
Clive Doyle, Branch Davidian Survivor:
Somebody said to me, "Winston Blake is dead." I said, "Where’s he at?". They said, "he’s up in his room"
and as I turned into his doorway, Winston’s lying on the floor beside his bed in a pool of blood and water.
Water was pouring into the room from just dozens of bullet holes in the water tank, which was just outside
his window. And the window was all shattered and everything. And I figured that judging from the angle
of the bullets coming down from the outside coming down into the room that it had to be from a helicopter.
There’s no buildings, tall buildings out in back. Anybody from the ground couldn’t have shot at that angle
into the water tanks.

Narration:
The Davidians shot back. The helicopter landing in the foreground has been forced down by multiple hits.
Seventeen year old Peter Gent was inside the silo scraping rust when the raid began. Gent is barely visible
in this news video as he climbed to the top to see what was going on. The video apparently shows him
being shot from this passing helicopter. Gent falters, and then drops back onto the silo’s roof Federal
officials didn’t let the Davidians remove his body for five days.
Steve Schneider:
(There’s) a chopper with more of’em, 911
Operator:
What?
Steve Schneider:
Another chopper with more people and more guns goin’ off... Here they come!
911 Operator:
Alright, Wayne.
Steve Schneider:
(WE) aren’t firin!! That’s not us, that’s them!

911 Operator:
OK... The... alright...
Lorraine Sylvia, Killed April 19, 1993:
I don’t know how the American people can stand by and watch the things they planned. We have people
out here; we have all these people: women, children, tiny babies. These men in came here and they started
firing on us. The bullets came through the walls and people were killed, people were injured. And this is
America?
Rachael Koresh, Killed April 19, 1993:
My dad’s name was Perry Jones. He was an unarmed man. And you guys just shot through the door and
killed him. Thanks a lot.
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Davidian home video
Steve Schneider:
What happened there with your finger? You were just sitting there, I was told you were nursing the baby?
Judy Schneider Koresh, Killed April 19, 1993:
¯.. I was sitting here kind of like his--I’m not exactly sure it happened so fast--but at any rate it went up
this finger into my hand and out of my shoulder.
Gunbattle
ATF:
Cameraman! Camera! Hey!

Dan Maloney:
Ambulance. Got it!
Dan Maloney, KWTX-TV, Waco:
We were sittin’ there and ATF agent said "Newsman, newsman, call an ambulance, we need an
ambulance." John got back into the car and just as he was reaching the car.., a bullet came through the
door jam. He dove into the car and made the phone call... And we had to physically make the phone call.
And this is to my understanding that this is first time an ambulance had been called. This was well into the
gun battle. For some reason they didn’t have any communications, why would we have to call an
ambulance?
James Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
Nobody was going to get us out. The McLennan County Sheriffs office, who always did a good job, in this
case, could not get us out of this. We couldn’t call 91 1; I mean we couldn’t call anybody.

Bill McCollum, US Congress, Florida (R):
Well it just seems interesting to me that they didn’t even have telephones or communications to get that
911 communication back and forth that Wayne Martin had from inside the compound for 20 minutes to try
and stop the shooting. But at the same time they had fax machines, telephones and computers and were
ready for whatever PR they had that that was a mighty strange operation to say the least, it certainly a fatal
law, not to pun a word.
Fred tteineman, US Congress, North Carolina (R):
Mr. Hartnett, was there a raid plan?
Bill Hartnett, Former ATF Deputy Director:
We had pieces of it; if you know what I mean; that they hadn’t brought it together; it was right in the
middle of an order going out to the field, giving them specific instructions on how to... written raid plan;
how to bring it together and forward it forward. It was out for written coordination at the time; what I
received was written, but very, very abbreviated.

Stephen E. Buyer, US Congress, Indiana (R):
In your review, did ATF, and they’re participating in this close combat support, did they have go-no go
procedures?
Wade Ishimoto, Sandia National Laboratories:
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Yes sir, but of a very, I’m looking for the appropriate words. I’ll just call them an unsophisticated variety.
-- Page 18 --

Stephen E. Buyer, US Congress, Indiana (R):
An unsophisticated variety. That’s very tactful; you’re being very tactful today¯ In your report you didn’t...
you weren’t as tactful because you said their lack of contingency plan basically was quote an "oh shit" plan.
Isn’t that basically what you.., run from the building, take cover, oh shit, it’s coming¯
James Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
They were throwing everything at us. Their guns sounded like cannons. And our guns were pop guns. We
had 9 millimeters; they were hitting us with 223s, AK-47’s, 50 millimeters. It was more than you can
imagine.

Wayne Martin:
We’re under fir!!
911 Operator:
OK, stand by while I make contact with the forces, OK?
911 Operator to dispatcher:
We need to get.., try the ah... ah, radio band one more time on our frequency. Did you call DPS?
91 1 Operator:
¯.. Hold on just a minute, Wayne.
911 Operator on other phone:
Hello... no I have not.., and, and ah... nobody’s responding to the damn radio. They’re wantin’
everybody to back off and talk. I’m tryin’ to get.., uh... What radio frequency, they told me the radio
van. We’re not getting a response. (hangs up phone) I can’t believe this.
Dan Maloney, KWTX-TV, Waco:
After about approximately 2 hours we heard that there was a truce. We heard ATF agents say "don’t shoot,
don’t shoot."

Narrator:
The agents were out of ammunition.
David Koresh:
You got an argument with me... You come and argue with me. You come pointing guns in the direction
of my wives and kids, dammit, I’ll meet you at the door anytime. And I’m sorry some of you guys got shot.
But a, hey, God’I1 have to sort that out won’t be?
Jack Harwell, Sheriff, McLennan County:
They could’ve killed every ATF agent out there the day of the raid, had they kept shooting. But when they
said they would leave their property, they quit shooting. They were highly protective of their property.

Bill H. Zellif, US Congress, New Hampshire (R):
¯.. the chair recognizes Mr. Taylor from Mississippi for five minutes.
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Gene Taylor, US Congress, Mississippi (D) Do you have any combat experience?
Jack Zimmermarm:
Twenty six months, sir. Commanded two artillery batteries in Viet Nam.
Gene Taylor, US Congress, Mississippi (D):
Have you seen anything or heard anything.., that justifies the murder of those 4 ATF agents and 20 more
were wounded by Branch Davidians, by David Koresh and his followers... ?
-- Page 19 -Jack Zimmermann and Dick DeGuerin:
Yes sir. Yes.
Gene Taylor, US Congress, Mississippi (D) All fight, tell me what it is sir.

Zimmermann and DeGuerin:
(DeGuerin) The jury in San Antonio found that the killings of the four agents were in self defense.
(Zimmerman) They were acquitted of murder, sir, did you know that? (Zimmerman) They were acquitted
of murder and conspiracy to commit murder. Every single defendant, all eleven were acquitted of murder.
Gene Taylor, US Congress, Mississippi (D):
Are you going tell me that every murderer in this country who walked was really innocent.
Zimmermann and DeGuerin:
Well you asked me did we know of anything that would say they weren’t guilty of murder, and the answer
is yes... If the ATF accidentally or however opened fire on people in their home and all they did was
defend themselves in their home, then under the law that’s justifiable homicide, it’s not murder.
Charles E. Schumer, US Congress, New York (D):
¯.. is there any way that somebody could believe that justifiable homicide.., could be used as a defense
here?

James Cavanaugh, ATF Special Agent:
No, Mr. Schumer... Assertions that we had helicopters, or men from Mars shooting at them is nonsense.
Our agents were laying on the ground shooting at a tower three stories high. Should we be surprised there
are bullets on the root’?.
Charles E. Schumer, US Congress, New York (D):
Of course, I agree with you, Mr. Cavanaugh.
Tim Evans, Davidian Defense Attomey:
You must understand that not one agent who was at the raid on the scene of the 28’ made a written report of
it. That’s highly irregular.., on March the 8th, the ATF initiates a shooting review Johnston, the Assistant
United States Attomey advised Hartnett to stop the ATF shooting review because ATF was creating Brady
material. Brady material, ladies and gentlemen, is information that might tend to show that someone
accused is innocent.
Narration:
In this case, the Branch Davidians now in federal prison for possessing weapons at a federal crime scene.
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Tim Evans, Branch Davidian Attorney:
Now, they tried to explain this to say that, well.., that just meant that we don’t--what-want to compromise
the prosecution. You don’t want to compromise the prosecution by revealing evidence that might tend to
show that somebody is not guilty of the charges? Well, that’s not where we are in this country, I hope.
Bob Barr, US Congress, Georgia (R):
Is it your experience these memos came out every time that a shooting review took place?
Michael Langan, Former Acting Deputy Assistant Treasury Secretary, Clinton Administration:
(Pause) No.
Lorraine Sylvia, Killed April 19, 1993:
¯.. watching the lies the federal agents have told it’s astounding day after day how far they go. 1, that’s just
one agency. All of the other agencies back there are going to back them up. That’s including our federal
government. We, the people, don’t run this government anymore. They do. And they tell all the lies they
want. (Do you think all of these men are like that? Don’t, do you not see that there might be some sincere
that are trying to do the best from their vantage point?) Those that are trying to do their best are trying to
do their best. They have a family back home too. But they don’t understand what this is going to do to
them. If they did, they would speak out.
David Koresh:
(cough) Ahh ohh ahhh Oh God uhh
FBI negotiator:
Are you OK?
-- Page 20 --

David Koresh:
Ahh I’m bleedin’ again I coughed wait a minute Ohh..ah
Koresh showing bullet wound

David Koresh, Killed April 19, 1993:
Want to see one of the holes, here? Here’s one of’em... This one went out right here... Can you see it
Steve. (You’ll have to turn more.)
Jim Cavanaugh:
If you die.., you tell me... if you die from that wound, I want you to tell me what’s going to happen.
David Koresh:
Well, I’m not going to be around any more then I to influence anybody, fight?
Jim Cavanaugh:
David listen...

David Koresh:
No Jim, listen...
Jim Cavanaugh:
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This has been painful for us...
David Koresh:
Jim listen.., listen, Jim... There’s nothing that hurts me more than bein’ called a Cult Leader, alright? If
I’m wrong, people like me don’t deserve to live, OK?
Jim Cavanaugh:
... listen.., listen...
David Koresh:
Do you understand me, Jim? If you let the people, think, cause you know, they’re all scared around here
now. You know, don’t burn our building down.
Jim Cavanaugh:
Ah we won’t do that.
David Koresh:
Don’t shoot us all up... They’ve got to have that time.
Jim Cavanaugh:
But David if you die, you’re leavin’ your people helpless.
David Koresh:
Look, they’re God’s people... I’m just an instrument, OK? I show them out of a book what God teaches.
Then it’s for them to decide.
Next: WTROE Script Part 3
Back: Waco "Documentary_" is a Hoax
Back: Burial Gallery Entrance
Home: Museum Entrance

Many people who distrust the mainstream media have turned to alternate news sources, some of which are
Internet based. Unfortunately, many of these alternate sources of news simply promote an alternate series
of lies. These alternate lies are of course dressed up as "exposes." But you can easily tell the phonies from
the real thing. The information in the Waco Holocaust Electronic Museum is an acid test.
Does your news source promote Mike McNulty’s video, Waco: The Rules of Engagement or wring its
hands because the Davidian law suit against the government failed? (See Waeo Documentary Is A Hoax!
and Waeo Suits for Waco Suckers.) Does your alternate news source carry promotional pieces about
rebuilding the Davidian church in Waco and mouth nice words about "healing"? (See The Cover-up
Church.)

Remember, since ancient times, inquiries into questionable deaths have started with the bodies of the
victims. If your news source won’t give you an honest and full account of the forensic information on
Waco, or if it does not have a link to the Waco Holocaust Electronic Museum ... your alternate news has
failed a fundamental acid test.
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Charles Ruff
Swarthmore College, Columbia Law School (1963)

Joined WSPF in July, 1973; assigned to Campaign Finance TF, became the fourth Special
Prosecutor in October, 1975, on a part-time basis, wrapping up the office in June of 1977.
Ruff was counsel to Teamsters (probably while at Covington & Burling); he also was counsel
to Anita I-Fill during Clarance Thomas confirmation hearings. Later became Counsel to the
President (following resignation of Bernard Nussbaum) and was lead defense counsel during
House and Senate impeachment proceedings.
Here is a desposition of Harold Ickes by Judicial Watch, which discusses union cash, as well
as extensive use of private investigators on Clinton’s behalf.
Harold Ickes Depositon section 3
5 Q What information, if any, do you 6 have with regard to reports in this
article 7 that Mr. Charles Ruff relayed $152883 to 8 Jack Palladino? ...
www.judicialwatch.org/archive/ois/cases/filegate/ickes3.htm - 58k - Cached Similar pa.qes
Dredge Report:
A June 19, 1977 WASHINGTON POST story by Bob Woodward may have revealed The
Real Ruff.

Woodward’s story ["The Last Prosecutor: Special Watergate Force Is Going Out of
Business"] interviewed the last Watergate special prosecutor, Charles Ruff.
Ruff said he expected his work on Watergate to be questioned someday, saying "there are
judgment calls that were made that people can legitimately question."
Ruff told Woodward how it may all look different to future congressional investigators,
and if called to testify someday at such an inquiry, Ruff said he knows just what to do.
"I’d say, ’Gee, I just don’t remember what happened back then’, and they won’t be able to
indict me for perjury and that, maybe, that’s the principal thing that I’ve learned in four
years .... I just intend to rely on that failure of memory."

5/5/2000
The highest-ranking official yet to testify before the House Government Reform
Committee on the missing White House e-mail appeared Thursday, but only FNC cared
Thursday night about what former White House counsel Charles Ruff had to say. Not a
word was uttered about the hearing on the ABC, CBS or NBC evening shows, nor on
CNN’s Inside Politics or The World Today. (Surprisingly, Friday morning ABC’s Good
Morning America did run a piece by John Cochran. More on that in the next CyberAlert.)

FNC’s Special Report with Brit Hume on May 4 led with Brian Wilson’s story
showing how Ruff said he could not recall certain key facts, an "1 don’t
remember" answer that Wilson recalled matched what Ruff once told Bob
Woodward he’d say if ever caught up in a Watergate-like scandal. The 7pm ET
Fox Report ran a one-minute item on the hearing.
Brian Wilson began his Special Report with Brit Hume story, as transcribed by
the MRC’s Brad Wilmouth, by reporting how Ruff told the committee "he is
ultimately responsible for White House legal decisions made back then."
After a matching soundbite, Wilson explained: "Documents show he was
notified in June of 1998 that a large number of White House e-mails were not
being properly saved, and he clearly understood at the time that this computer
glitch might have larger ramifications."
Committee Chairman Dan Burton: "Were you concerned that the problem
might have affected the White House’s ability to comply with outstanding
subpoenas?"
Ruff: "1 was, yes."
Wilson: "In order to find out if the search for Monica Lewinsky documents had
been affected by the glitch, he ordered up a test search. Ruff seems not to know
much about how that test was conducted or even who conducted it."
Burton: "You don’t remember who you asked to do the search?"
Ruff: "1 do not nor whether indeed I did any somebody to do the search."
Burton: "You don’t remember, she doesn’t remember who ordered the search
or how broad the search was, you know, I hope whoever’s paying attention to this
realizes that we have a lot of people in the White House that simply don’t
remember anything."
Wilson the re-capped testimony from the previous day when the committee
learned that reference to how the White House knew of the problem in 1998 was
deleted by Ruff’s successor from a report to Congress filed this March.
Wilson wrapped up by recalling: "By the way, many years ago, Chuck Ruff
was a young lawyer working on the Watergate investigation of Richard Nixon. He
was later interview by Bob Woodward about his experiences and what he would
do if he was ever called before a committee and asked tough questions. He said
he would say, ’Gee, I just don’t remember what happened back then, and they
won’t be able to indict me for perjury. I intend to rely on that failure of memory.’
Brit, we assume that was said in jest."
Sounds more like an accurate preview.
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Charles Ruff
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
(Redirected from Charles F.C. Ruff)

Chuck Ruff redirects here. For the rock drummer, see Chuck Ruff(musician).
Charles F.C. "Chuck" Ruff (1939-2000) was an American prominent Washington, D.C. lawyer, and
White House Counsel, who defended President Bill Clinton during his impeachment trial in 1999.

Ruff was a graduate of Swarthmore College and Columbia Law School (1963). During his career he
worked in the United States Department of Justice, the Watergate special prosecutors office - where he
served as special prosecutor who investigated President Richard Nixon during the Watergate scandal -,
was the district attorney for the District of Columbia, and was legal counsel to Bill Clinton. He and
defended Anita Hill during Clarence Thomas’s Supreme Court confirmation hearings.
When Ruff died at 61 was a partner at the law firm of Covington & Burling.

References
¯ Legends in the Law (http://www.dcbar.org/for_lawyers/resources/legends in the law/ruff.cfm),
District of Columbia Bar
¯ New York Times obituary (http://select.nytimes.com!search/restricted/article?
res=F60613F63D5EOC728EDDA80994D8404482)
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Charles Ruff
Charles Frederick Carson Ruff
/awyer
Born: 8/1/1939
Birthplace: Cleveland, Ohio
influential Washington lawyer who defended President Clinton during his impeachment trial in 1999.
He served as special prosecutor who investigated President Nixon during the Watergate scandal and
defended Anita Hill during Clarence Thomas’s Supreme Court confirmation hearings.
Died: Washington, D.C., 11/19/2000
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McBride was Watergate prosecutor
BY LISA TREI
Thomas F. McBride, a former Stanford administrator
who served as a Watergate prosecutor and an
inspector general of the Agriculture and Labor
departments, died Oct. 31 of a cerebral hemorrhage in
Portland, Ore. He was 74.

Thomas F. McBride

McBride served as associate dean for administration in
the Law School from 1982 to 1989. After the Loma
Prieta earthquake in 1989, he was asked to head the
Department of Environmental Health and Safety
(EHS), which had been at the center of controversy for
several years concerning its handling of environmental
and safety matters on campus.
"He gave the department a lot of leadership and vision
in a time of trouble," said Harvey Chock, former EHS
associate director. "He really helped calm things down.
He was definitely a consensus builder."
At the Law School, McBride implemented a loan
repayment assistance program for public interest law
students, said Associate Dean Frank Brucato. "Tom
was really devoted to public service," he said. "He was
a good problem solver and a great mentor."
In 1992, McBride left campus to join his wife,
Catherine Milton, founder and director of Stanford’s
Haas Center for Public Service, who was on leave in
Washington, D.C., to head the Commission on National
and Community Service. McBride spent a quarter
teaching in the Stanford in Washington program before
leaving the university. During his years on campus,
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Milton said her husband particularly enjoyed teaching
undergraduates in the Human Biology program. "He
loved the students," she said.
In the 1990s, McBride worked as a special counselor at
the Department of Energy, working on the cleanup and
closing of nuclear weapons sites. In 1997, he became
special assistant to the president of Save the Children
and was responsible for improving systems related to
child sponsorships worldwide. He also helped resettle
Kosovo refugees through the Saugatuck
Congregational Church in Westport, Conn. Last year,
McBride and Milton moved to Portland, Ore., where he
planned to teach a course in constitutional law and
current events at Portland State University.
Milton said McBride died, following a fall, just a day
before he was to attend an event in Washington, D.C.,
marking the 30th anniversary of the "Saturday Night
Massacre." On that date, President Richard M. Nixon
fired Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox and
abolished the prosecutor’s office after Cox refused to
obey the president’s instructions on the handling of the
Watergate tapes. Milton said she and her husband
were eating dinner when they heard the news bulletin
about Nixon’s decision. McBride raced to his office in
10 minutes to make sure important files were removed
and not destroyed.
As associate Watergate prosecutor, McBride led a task
force investigating campaign contributions and the
selling of ambassadorships. Milton said he was
responsible for accepting guilty pleas from powerful
officials, including New York Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner and Maurice Stans, the chief fundraiser
for Nixon’s reelection campaign.
McBride was born in 1929 in Elgin, Ill. He earned a
bachelor’s degree from New York University in 1952
and a law degree from Columbia in 1956. After
graduation, McBride served as a prosecutor in the
Manhattan District Attorney’s Office before moving to
Washington, D.C., to become a trial lawyer for the
Organized Crime Task Force established by U.S.
Attorney General Robert Kennedy.
During the mid-1960s, McBride advised the
government of India on an anti-corruption program
and worked for the Peace Corps as deputy director for
Latin America. In Washington, D.C., he helped direct
the Urban Coalition and the Police Foundation. After
Watergate, McBride headed the Bureau of Enforcement
for the Civil Aeronautics Board and became the first
inspector general of the Department of Agriculture. In
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the mid-1970s, he taught criminal justice management
and public administration reform at George
Washington University.
In March 1982, shortly before McBride moved to
Stanford, President Ronald Reagan personally cited
him as one of three outstanding managers in
government during a talk to a national association.
While McBride worked on campus, he served on the
President’s Commission on Organized Crime and the
California Council on Mental Health.
Milton said her husband also was an active supporter
of the university’s Public Service Center (later named
after the Haas family), established in 1985. "He
supported the work of the center by getting to know
the students and serving as host to countless dinners
and meetings in the [family’s] home where he did all
the cooking," she said.
Pat Devaney, former associate dean of research,
described McBride as a renaissance man. "He
recreated himself with great aplomb," she said. "He
did things that were of interest to him he didn’t worry
about money."
Devaney recalled working with McBride after he took
charge of EHS. At the time, the department had
experienced two recent changes in directors and was
faced with implementing increasingly stringent
regulatory requirements from state and federal
agencies. "When Tom came, EHS was at odds with the
faculty," she said. "Tom helped to turn around that
attitude." Working with representatives from each
school, McBride implemented the lab safety partners
program. "He created a sense of partnership,"
Devaney said. "He was a nice guy."
McBride is survived by Milton, his wife of 28 years; a
brother, Donald McBride of Independence, Mo.; a
sister, Nancy Langley of Olathe, Kan.; and four
children, Elizabeth Joyce of Nedrow, N.Y.; John
McBride of Gaithersburg, Md.; Raphael McBride of San
Francisco; and Luke McBride of Lenox, Mass. His first
marriage to Margaret OIney McBride ended in divorce.
A memorial service was held in Portland. A second
service will be held at 2 p.m. Dec. 6 at Saugatuck
Congregational Church in Westport, Conn. In lieu of
flowers, the family requests that contributions in
McBride’s memory be made to the Dean’s Fund at
Portland State University, Friends of the Children or
the Mercy Corps.
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Roger M. Witten
Partner I roger.witten@wilmerhale.com
Co-Chair, International Litigation Group
Roger Witten co-chaired the firm’s Litigation Department from 1994 until 1999 and
has served on the firm’s Management Committee since 1998. His practice
emphasizes complex international and domestic litigation, internal corporate
investigations, law enforcement matters and Foreign Corrupt Practices Act matters.
In January 2003, Mr. Witten became the senior litigation partner in the firm’s New
York office.
399 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022
tel: +1 212 230 8850
fax: +1 212 230 8888

Practice

Mr. Witten has led teams of lawyers in several of the firm’s largest and most
noteworthy litigation cases. He has led major matters for Titan, InVision, the Audit
Committee of Royal Ahold, N.V., the German Economy Foundation
Initiative, General Electric, UBS AG, Credit Suisse Group, Credit Suisse First Boston,
Senators McCain and Feingold, DaimlerChrysler, Commerzbank, The Federal
Republic of Germany, KarstadtQuelle, Citibank and US citrus growers. These cases
involve matters of unique importance to the clients, have broad public dimensions
and often involve international issues. Mr. Witten has conducted complex internal
Education
- J.D., cum laude, Harvard Law investigations and has represented companies and individuals in criminal,
School, 1972
administrative, congressional and private litigation that arise out of such
- A.B., magna cure laude,
investigations. Mr. Witten is an experienced trial and appellate lawyer.
Dartmouth College, 1968, Phi
Beta Kappa
Recent Highlights
Practice
Litigation
International
Investigations and Criminal
Litigation
For~ig0 ~orrupt Practices
Act

Bar Admissions
New York
District of Columbia
Martindale Rating: AV

Clerkships
- The Hon. Harrison L. Winter,
US Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit, 1972 - 1973

Illustrative of Mr. Witten’s litigation practice are:
His involvement in recent major FCPA cases including Titan, Invision and ABB
His conduct of an internal investigation on behalf of Royal Ahold’s Audit
Committee into alleged accounting and related issues
His representation of Senators McCain and Feingold in successful
litigation defending the constitutionality of the 2002 campaign finance reform law
His representation of UBS and Credit Suisse in the litigation and settlement of
multiple class actions relating to World War II deposits
His representation of leading German companies in successful international
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negotiations relating to asserted World War II claims and in related litigation
His representation of former Secretary of the Interior Babbitt in an Office of
Independent Counsel investigation
His representation of UBS in a major securities case that went to trial in New
York and was successfully settled
His representation of various companies in counseling or litigation contexts on
FCPA matters
Professional Activities
Mr. Witten chaired the Twentieth Century Fund Working Group on Campaign
Finance Litigation, which published a report entitled Buckley Stops Here: Loosening
the Judicial Stranglehold on Campaign Finance Reform (1998). He also served as
Chairman of the Election Law Committee of the Section of Administrative Law and
Regulatory Practice of the American Bar Association from 1988 to 1990 and has
served as Counsel to Common Cause since 1982.
Honors and Awards
Recognized by his peers as one of the world’s leading litigation attorneys in Legal
Media Group’s The Best of the ~es~ 2006
Selected as one of the "Best Lawyers" for commercial litigation and white-collar
criminal defense in The Best Lawyers in America 200~. Named in the 2005-2006
edition for business litigation and criminal defense.
Other Publications

Complying with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (Matthew Bender, 5th ed.
August 2005), co-authored with Kimberly Parker.
"Regulating Campaign Finance," co-edited with Lloyd Cutler and Louis Cohen and
published in The Annals of the American Academy of Pofitical and Social Science
(July 1986).
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Judge Gerhard Gesell Dies at 82; Oversaw Big Cases
By BRUCE LAMBERT

Gerhard A. Gese11, a Federal judge who presided over momentous cases in the Watergate scandals, the
release of the secret Pentagon Papers, the Iran-contra affair and the legalization of abortion, died on
Friday at his home in Washington. He was 82.
The cause of death was liver cancer, his family said.
Judge Gese11 (pronounced guh-ZEL) was appointed to the Federal District Court in Washington by
President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1967. On Jan. 22, he had placed himself on senior status, continuing to
work but in a limited capacity.

In crucial Watergate and Iran-contra cases, Judge Gesell stood resolute against what he considered
abuses of power by the nation’s highest officials.
During the 1989 criminal trial of Lieut. Col. Oliver L. North for his role in the Iran-contra affair, the
judge instructed the jury, "Neither the President nor any of the defendant’s superiors had the legal
authority to order anyone to violate the law." Doctors’ Office Burglarized
When sentencing two Watergate defendants, Bernard L. Barker and Eugenio Martinez, the judge said,
"As you both know well, it is impossible to preserve freedom anywhere when the zealots take over and
the rule of law is ignored."
The judge also ruled that national security was not a valid excuse in 1971 when agents broke into the
office of the psychiatrist of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg, who helped write the secret Pentagon Papers study of
the Vietnam War, which was later divulged to the news organizations.

Judge Gesell, a Democrat, was known as a staunch liberal, a strong civil rights jurist and a judge who
exerted an imposing command over his courtroom.
In Mr. North’s trial, the judge admonished Fawn Hall, Mr. North’s secretary, to "keep your mouth shut
while I’m talking." Alarmed by pretrial publicity on Watergate, he warned Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski that "your good sense should keep you offtalk shows" on television.

Henry Huge, a lawyer, once said: "He’s like God up there, with his white hair. Sometimes you think he
might throw thunderbolts from up there.
Judge Gesell’s promptness and efficiency were legendary, and he helped modernize court procedures
and train new judges. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger in 1977 placed him in charge of the thousands of
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suits filed claiming illnesses from defective swine flu vaccinations.
Decisive and incisive, Judge Gesell was quick to cut to core issues. A former clerk said, ’When he was a
trial lawyer, he thought the best way to try a case was to go for the jugular and leave the capillaries
alone."

In his 25 years on the bench, the docket of trials Judge Gesell presided over and rulings he issued was
full of celebrated cases.
Eager to tackle highly charged issues, he struck down the District of Columbia’s abortion ban in 1969, in
his first year as a judge. The Supreme Court overruled him, but later reversed itself and legalized
abortion.

In 1978 he joined a three-judge panel that threw out regulations forcing the mandatory retirement of
foreign service officers at the age of 60, a ruling that was an important step in the abolition of mandatory
retirement.
During the Watergate investigations and litigation, Judge Gesell ruled that the dismissal of Archibald
Cox as special prosecutor in the "Saturday night massacre" in October 1973 had been illegal. North
Found Guilty
In 1989, a jury found Colonel North guilty of three of the 12 crimes he was charged with: obstructing
Congress, destroying documents and receiving an illegal gratuity. The verdicts carried a maximum
penalty of 10 years in prison and fines of $750,000.

Judge Gesell surprised many people when he decided not to send the former Marine Corps officer to
prison. Instead he fined Mr. North $150,000, placed him on probation for two years and ordered him to
serve 1,200 hours of community service. But he told Mr. North: "I believe you still lack full
understanding, however, of how the public service has been tarnished."
"I do not think in this area you were a leader at all, but really a low-ranking subordinate working to carry
out the initiatives of a few cynical superiors," Judge Gesell said.
On appeal, Mr. North won a reversal of part of his conviction and was granted a new hearing on whether
his remaining conviction should be voided because of his being granted immunity testifying to
Congressional committees. Prosecutors then dropped their case, and he was free of any penalty.

Presiding over the 1974 trial of John D. Ehrlichman, former President Richard M. Nixon’s chief adviser
on domestic affairs, Judge Gesell sentenced himto 20 months to five years in prison for his role in the
break-in into a doctor’s office to find out about Dr. Ellsberg, who had helped prepare a secret study on
the Vietnam War, which came to be known as the Pentagon papers.
Judge Gesell called the break-in "a shameful episode in the history of the country."

In the complex Pentagon Papers litigation, which was heard by 29 Federal judges, Judge Gesell was the
only one who did not issue a temporary order restraining publication.
On June 21, 1971, Judge Gesell ruled that The Washington Post could continue to publish a series of
articles about the Vietnam War based on the secret study after the Government tried to halt publication.
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"It should be obvious that the interests of the Government are inseparable from the interests of the
public," Judge Gesell read from his handwritten opinion. "These are one and the same, and the public
interest makes an instant plea for publication."

The New York Times had begun publishing the Pentagon Papers on June 13, 1971. On June 30, the
Supreme Court upheld the right of The Times and The Post to continue publication.
In November 1969, Judge Gese11 declared that the District of Columbia’s abortion statute was
unconstitutional. The statute, which permitted only those abortions meant to preserve a woman’s life or
health, was unconstitutionally vague, he ruled. Graduated From Yale

Born in Los Angeles, Judge Gesell grew up in New Haven. His father, Arnold, was a renowned
pediatrician and child-development specialist who taught at Yale. Gerhard Gesell graduated from Yale
in 1932 and its law school in 1935.
His first job was as a staff lawyer and adviser to Chairman William O. Douglas at the new Securities and
Exchange Commission from 1935 to 1941. Despite his youth, he was put in charge of a major
investigation of the New York Stock Exchange that called as witnesses major Wall Street figures like J.
P. Morgan.
While still in his 20’s, he also conducted hearings into the insurance industry for a Congressional
committee. An editorial cartoon portrayed him as David against Goliath.
Then in 1941 he joined the prominent law firm of Covington & Burling in Washington, where he
specialized in antitrust and other corporate cases, arguing some of them before the Supreme Court.
While in private practice, he also took on special government assignments. He served as a lawyer to the
Joint Congressional Committee investigating the attack on Pearl Harbor and questions about advance
warnings and preparations. He also served as chairman of President John F. Kennedy’s Commission on
Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces from 1962 to 1964.
In 1989 Judge Gesell won the the Edward J. Devitt Distinguished Service to Justice Award, given
annually to an outstanding Federal jurist.
Judge Gese11 expressed his credo in a 1986 ceremony granting citizenship to 98 immigrants. "You are
now part of a great experiment in government," he said. "Don’t be willing to leave government to others.
Participate." He added: "Demand competence in your leaders. Seek out the good, shun the bad. Vote.
Work. Help others. Be useful. Obey the law. Speak out against intolerance. Get involved. Use your
minds, not your fists. Your voice will be heard."
His major pastimes were spending weekends at his 358-acre cattle, sheep and honeybee farm near
Leesburg, Va., and sailing and gardening during summers on Penobscot Bay, Me.
Surviving are his wife of 56 years, the former Marion Pike, known as Peggy; a son, Peter of Cambridge,
Mass.; a daughter, Patsy Gesell of Manhattan; a sister, Catherine Walden, known as Tassy, of Guilford,
Conn., and three grandchildren.
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The Courts

The Burger Court of 1971

"A cantankerous press, an obstinate press, an ubiquitous press, must be suffered by those
to preserve the even greater values of freedom of expression and the right of the people to
troubled times. There is no greater safety valve for discontent and cynicism about the affai~
than freedom of expression in any form...." - U.S. District Judge Murray I. Gurfein in rejecti
government’s initial prior restraint motion
The Pentagon Papers, formally New York Times Co. v.
United States (No. 1873) and United States v.
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Washington Post Co., eL AI (No. 1885), represented one of the most remarkable cases in At
which the Supreme Court decided on First Amendment Grounds that prior restraint could no
of the Pentagon Papers, even though the information related to defense and national securit
from complaint to the U.S. Supreme Court decision, was decided in less than 16 days, a spe
unprecedented in U.S. history.

THE LOWER COURTS
Top Secret describes a successful court battle played out by the Washington Post in the cou
judge Martin Peel, but that was only the tip of the iceberg for this legal whirlwind; although 7
a victory party, the Post was in fact enjoined from publication by a temporary restraining ord(
District of Columbia Court of Appeals, and, like the New York Times, was prohibited from pu
story about the Pentagon Papers until July 1. At the time of the Posfs hearing, the Times h~
own legal battle for five days, which had been tipped off, on the day of their second story, wi~
Attorney General John Mitchell ordering them to cease publication or face prosecution unde=
While there had been controversy in advance of publishing at the Times because of the risk
action, editors had decided to go ahead anyway. On Monday afternoon when the telegram fi
responded to the Attorney General’s office by declaring that they would not comply with the
instruction, but would only stop publication if such an order came as a result of valid court a¢
held the next day in the federal district court. When the Times then went to notify their attorr
venerable firm of Lord, Day, & Lord, the firm refused to represent them because one of its s~
Herbert Brownell, as Attorney General under President Eisenhower, had signed the classiflc
Times would be violating with their action. That night Yale Professor Alexander Bickel, and
Amendment litigator Floyd Abrams were contacted to comprise a new legal team. The choic,
first controversial because he was not an experienced litigator, nor a particularly strident fre~
defender; his academic writing who had advocated judicial restraint, particularly from politica
was less a natural choice than, say,

Thomas Emerson, also of Yale Law School, who himself would eventually file an amicus
brief in the Supreme Court on behalf of Members of Congress. It happened however,
that Bickel had been having lunch on the day the Pentagon papers were published with
James Goodale, general counsel to the Times (they were discussing the case of Earl
Caldwell, a Times reporter who was resisting court pressure to turn over source material
of his reporting of gangs in California, and whose case eventually become part of
Branzburg v. Hayes, the Supreme Court case that rejected the concept of a "reporter’s
privilege."). In the initial hearing for the Times, Judge Murray Gurfein, who himself was J~
serving his first day on the bench as a federal judge, listened to the arguments. Gurfein had
prosecutor, and had work with Justice Robert Jackson on the Nuremberg trials. In the argue
had taken the case as a Supreme Court expert, carefully structured his arguments so that th
conclusions would be both favorable to appeal to the Supreme Court and would gain the vot
justices. However, this strategy focused on long-term victory and short-term defeat, resulting
restraining order barring publication, and creating the first-ever government imposed prior re
Pentagon Papers article appeared the next day, and instead, the Times, in accordance with
turned over a list of the contents of its papers to the Department of Justice, but not the origin
fingerprint or other analysis that might have given away the source. A hearing on the matter
Gurfein that Friday in both open and closed session. Testimony was given for the Governme
witness who spoke to the contents of the Papers, including Deputy Assistant Secretary of D~
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(who testified in both sessions, with as unhelpful a performance as depicted in Top Secret).
affidavits were submitted by reporters and editors. The Papers were also in the courtroom uf
Marine officer before being submitted into evidence, under seal from both the public and def,
lasted well past 11 p.m., with Gurfein to issue his decision the next day. But as Gurfein was
hearings, the Washington Post became the second paper in the country to publish the Pent~
that paper was also prosecuted; brought to the federal district court in Washington, it had to
government’s motion for an injunction. Instead of simply joining the Post to the Times case,
Justice decided that it would be better to keep the two cases on separate tracks. But the
to Judge Gerhard Gesell, a lucky draw for the newspaper, as Gesell himself had at one tin"
the Times and in the course of his private practice once helped to represent the Post on ano
earlier. Roger Clark, representing the Post, had a much easier time than Kevin Maroney, wh
the government, and in the end, Gesell refused to order even a temporary restraining order,
restraint was impermissible as a matter of law. Within two hours, a panel of three court of ap
D.C. Circuit was assembled, and began consideration of the order. After hours of discussion
ruled, at 1:30 AM, overruling Gesell’s order, imposing an injunction, and ordering the Gesell
hearings. It was this ruling that had literally ’stopped the presses’ at the Post, which by that ti
been churning out copies of the next day’s papers with the second installment of the series.
clarification, the court allowed that installment to be printed, so the Washington Post for Sat~
carried one headline announcing the court’s restraint on publication across the front of the s~
one such prohibited article appeared. The day after the Post had its presses stopped, Judg
Times case, in language that was more that was much more favorable, arguing that a ’canta
and ’ubiquitous’ press was essential for the workings of democracy and rejecting the injuncti
team, led by Whitney North Seymour immediately appealed, and Judge Kaufman of the Sec
immediately extended the restraining order until Monday so that he could summon a three-jr
weekend to hear the appeal, and eventually an en banc hearing would be scheduled for that
Washington, Gesell was annoyed at being ordered by the Circuit Court’s order to hold hearil
do so as quickly as possible. He held two conferences in advance of a Monday hearing to b~
and closed session. When Gesell ordered the government to produce the individual who ha~
document classified, the government claimed that it did not know, but instead produced affid
including Doolin. But in the end, Gesell still ruled against the restraining orders Both cases v
banc panels of appeals courts at the same time. In the Second Circuit case, Bickel’s team h
page brief and Seymour’s office producing a top secret "~pecial Appendix" that detai~ed the
implications of the publication. At argument, Bickel was continually questioned heavily by Ct~
and the prospects for the case were looking dim, with the panel prompting the prosecutor int
many lawful channels for obtaining government documents, including the FOIA law. In the
Department asked Solicitor General and former Harvard Law School Dean Erwin Griswold t(
personally, though was also faced a much more hostile bench, with Judge Roger Robb aski
multiple newspapers now publishing, whether the government wanted the court to "ride herd
bees." Both courts extended the temporary restraining orders before deliberating. In the end
voted 5 to 3 to send the case back to Gurfein for more review of material presented in the S~
ruling due in 10 days. The D.C. Circuit eventually voted 7 to 2 against the restraining order a
Post.

SUPREME COURT
Both cases were appealed, and at the June 24 conference, with several justices voting by pt
already left for vacation on what was to be the last Friday of the term, the Supreme Court vo
case the following day, with briefs due. In granting certiorari, the court also gave the conditi~
newspapers could resume publishing, as long as the information that the published did not a
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particularly harmful documents prepared by the Justice Department, but when prepared the
the newspapers refused to accede such editorial control, and did not publish any further arti(
oral arguments, the Court announced that it would not be holding any part of its session in c~
courts had done, but it accept a "Secret Brief" prepared by the government. Arguments featt
Government, Bickel for the Times William Glendon for the Post. (Griswold had been one of E
when he was a student at Harvard Law School). Although Griswold focused on the stolen na
documents, and Bickel was forced to concede that there could be some cases in which prior
preservation of life was desirable, both sides were criticized by First Amendment purists like
Justice Douglas. The decisions followed three days later, with ten separate decisions: one I:
of the court, and each Justice writing separately. Several summaries of the decisions are aw
the wide range of views even among the majority, the case law left several unanswered que’.
settle, by a vote of 6 to 3, that newspapers were free to resume publication.

Justice William Douglas

The most recent prior restraint case the court looked to was Nea
1931 in which a state statute that permitted injunctions against p
’malicious, scandalous and defamatory’ nature, was struck down
county prosecutor had sought to enjoin publication of a local ne~
Minneapolis that accused ’Jewish gangsters’ of committing a stri
local police for supposedly cooperating with the ring. The Court
removed the injunction, and declared prior restraint as an extrerr
employed except in the rarest of circumstances. But in its briefs
levels the Government had seized on lines in the opinion by Just
Hughes:

No one would question but that a government might prevent actual obstruction to its rec
publication of the sailing dates of transports or the number and location of troops. On si~
primary requirements of decency may be enforced against obscene publications. The s~
community life may be protected against incitements to acts of violence and the overthr,
orderly government. The constitutional guaranty of free speech does not ’protect a man
against uttering words that may have all the effect of force.’
Although these lines were dicta, and therefore not binding as matters of law (they were follo~
"These limitations are not applicable here."), the government sought to assert that the Penta
fall within this class of cases. The Court roundly rejected that claim, found that the wartime
substantial factor for their consideration, and determined that the government had failed to n
proving that the publication would lead to irreparable harm to the nation. The following day,
Prior restraint has never been successfully achieved since.

CRIMINAL CASES
On the same day that the Supreme Court vindicated the rights of newspapers to publish the
to them by inside government sources, that same source, Daniel EIIsberg, was charged with
espionage. The criminal trial which followed, in which EIIsberg was defended by Harvard La
Nesson and anti-war attorney Leonard Boudin, was prosecuted by U.S. Attorney David Niss,
heard by Judge William Byrne, Jr., a former prosecutor who had been the youngest judge a
federal court at the time, and was in his first year on the bench; the judge’s father, William B
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judge in the same court, with a courtroom just down the hall from the younger Byrne’s. Fror
the case was plagued with delays. In August, Anthony Russo, an EIIsberg associate, refuse(
instead served six weeks in jail as result of a contempt order. When it was determined that h
after those six weeks, a second superseding indictment was delivered, naming him as a co-(
charging EIIsberg with crimes of maximum of 115 years and Russo with 25 years. The trial
earnest until the middle of 1972, and then in the
middle of the trial, EIIsberg had reason to believe
that his phone calls had been intercepted, and
P~NTAGON~4PE~CHARG~.4~J
raised an objection under the Foreign Intelligence
£U~G~ BYRNE FRE£~ ELLSB~
~,LtI ~OPER GO~, ERA~M~
Su~eillance Act, which Judge Byrne denied, and
which was subsequently appealed to the
Supreme CouP. ~en the Supreme Cou~
denied ceKiorari on the wiretap question in
November of 1972, Byrne declared a mistrial on
ac~unt of delay, and a second ju~ was
empanelled. However, when the ~se resumed
again in 1973, a~er evidence had been
presented, Byrne learned that Nixon operatives
from the White House Special Investigations Unit
("Plumbers") had broken into the office of EIIsberg psychiatrist Lewis Fielding in an attempt t
discrediting information. This, combined with information that Nixon Administration officials h
Byrne in the middle of the case with an offer of an appointment of FBI directorship for him, w
been viewed as an effo~ to influence the outcome, a mistrial was declared and all charges
extreme government misconduct. That ruling didn’t come until May of 1973. Charles Colson,
eventually pleaded ’no ~ntest’ to the break in charges.

LATER CASES:
While it is still an open question as to how dangerous the Pentagon Papers were to America
or how dangerous the courts believed them to be, or even how dangerous the government a
them to be, the case was unique in that it dealt with two of the most respected and institutior
publishers of information in the country, and the information being published was of an histo~
ruling in the Pentagon Papers case in fact gave the newspapers editors incredibly wide latitu
publish, and essentially gave them the discretion to determine which secrets were safe for p~
Would the case have been different if the publishers had been less universally recognized a~
and if the information had been a bit more forward looking? One such example can be foun~
case from 1979, in which a left-wing magazine ol
to print detailed plans and instructions on how to
bomb--information that until that time had been ~
government learned of this plan, it initially tried tc
with a restraining order. Their request was grant~
held with both open and closed sessions, but as
through the courts, charges were dropped on the
information had ultimately been published elsewt
the newsworthiness of this information weighed ~
could potentially cause, the newsgathering respc
publishers by the courts is substantial, especially
in which the internet is breaking down previous c
newsgathering techniques and restraint.
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INTERNATIONAL APPROACHES
Leaked information and the balance between the free flow of information. The U.K.’s approa
Secrets Act, which operates in a distinctly separate dynamic. While the British have a notork
due to their more lax libel laws, their state secrets doctrine, as amended in 1989, explicitly fc
interest after a civil servant, who leaked information about naval activities during the Falklan~
acquitted by a jury. In contrast, when an "Official Secrets" Act was passed by the Congress
pocket-vetoed by President Clinton because of his expressed concern that such an act woul
balance between secrecy and the free flow of information, or chill discussion. A similar bill w~
109th Congress by a coalition of 15 Republican Senators but did not pass. In the current Cot
bil~l has been introduced by Senators Kennedy and Leahy.
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES
(Established by S. Res. 60, 9~d Congress, 1st S~ssion)

Thursday, Ms
Frlda,y, May 3
Tuesday, ~ay
Wednesd~>-, ~
Thursday, Ma

Odlet Robert,
Re-~lectlon
Kebrli~ Bruce
Leeper, P~ul
D.C’_
Barrett, John
ton, D.C___

Sho~er, Carl
D.C .......
M~Cord, 3ame
~ocompanied
McOord, J~me
Ca~dfield, John
Aleohol~ Tob
p~Rled by .TO
CaulScld, John
U]a~ewioz, Ant:
Alch, Gerald~ f,

Senate Ervin Staff
David M Dorsen (Harvard ’56, Harvard Law 59) now practicing in NYC
James Hamilton (Yale Law ’63) was Assistant Chief Counsel, later consulted by Vincent
Foster concerning the WH travel office actions some nine days before Foster committed
suicide. Hamilton sucessfully argued the lawyer-client priviledge survived Foster’s death-thereby keeping his three pages of notes (which possibly could have implicated Hillary
Rodham Clinton) from grand jury review. Biography at james.hamilton(#, bingham.com
Jim was the assistant chief counsel of the Senate Watergate Committee. [D]uring
1983-1984 was special counsel to the Human Resources Subcommittee, Post
Office and Civil Service Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, for its
investigation of the 1980 Ronald Reagan campaign. Jim served as the ClintonGore transition counsel for nominations and confirmations and as a principal
Clinton White House adviser for Supreme Court nominations. He was in charge
of vetting vice presidential candidates in 2000 for A1 Gore and in 2004 for John
Kerry.
Robert Phillip Itaire is a Democratic member of the North Carolina General Assembly
representing the state’s one hundred nineteenth House district, including constituents in
Haywood, Jackson, Macon and Swain counties. An attorney from Sylva, North Carolina,
Haire is currently (2003-2004 session) serving in his third term in the state House, where
he holds the position of Democratic Whip.

Wdliam T Mayton (Columbia Law ’72) now teaches at Emory Law School. Wrote Politics,
Money, Coercion and the Problem with Corporate PAC’s, 29 Emory L.J. 377 (1980)
Ronald D Rotunda (Harvard, Harvard Law) is now professor at Goerge Mason University
Law School
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Scott Armstrong

Scott Armstrong is an investigative journalist and the executive director of the Information Trust, a nonprofit organization devoted to expanding freedom of expression in the U.S. and abroad, improving
ioumalism, and reforming abuses of government secrecy. After graduating from Yale (philosophy) and a
year at Harvard Law School, Armstrong became a senior investigator for the Senate Watergate
Committee, where he conducted an interview in 1973 that exposed the Nixon taping system. From 19761985, he was a staff-writer for the Washington Post, and a researcher/writer on "The Final Days" (Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein). He has written or edited six books on subjects ranging from foreign
policy to intelligence to national security, including "The Brethren" with Woodward. His work has also
appeared in the Columbia Journalism Review, as well as ABC News, CBS News, CNN and NPR.
Armstrong is also the founder of the National Security Archive, a nonprofit that provides journalists and
others with government documentation. In 2000, he worked closely with media groups to secure a
presidential veto of the first "Official Secrets Act" ever passed by Congress. More recently, he
represented a coalition of media organizations in negotiations with Congressional committees over the
language of the 2005 Intelligence Reorganization Act.
Contact: scott@informationtrust.org
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national security information to the public. Armstrong, according to insiders at the Ford
Foundation, was too extreme politically for the foundation, which at the time was the Fund
for Peace "s key donor. Armstrong was pushed out.

As of late, he has been involved in a leftist group called ’The Information Trust.’ According to the
Spectator, the groups mission is ?enabling federal government leakers of classified information.
According to the Senate Intelligence Committee and the Federal Bureau of Investigation officials:
It is believed to have played a critical role in the leaking of national security and
intelligence data to the New York Times and Washington Post about the CIA’s secret
prisons that housed al Qaeda terrorists overseas. The organization also is believed to have
assisted in the leaking of information on the SWIFT financial monitoring system out of the
Treasury Department. Department.

Now, if you’re starting to get a clearer idea of the type of person Mr. Jack Armstrong is, let me give you
some information. Mr. Armstrong has a reputation that is not very kind. He has been known to involve
himself in things like this. Let me give you what Thompson said about Armstrong in his book, "At that
Point in Time":
Armstrong, in my view, should never have been on the staff Although very capable, he was
a close friend, from their days at Yale, of Bob Woodward of the Washington Post, which
was running exclusive Watergate sotries almost daily based on "’informed sources "" within
the committee. Armstrong was Woodward’s best man when he married several months after
the hearings. More than once I accused Armstrong of being Woodward’s source. After
Rollings Stone magazine published an article that characterized almost every member of
the staff- except Armstrong- as incompetent or wors, Armstrong ADMITTED (note:
Tommy’s emphasis) to Sam Dash that he had provided information for that article. "(p.82)Thompson, Fred D. "At That Point In Time.’ New York Times Book Company, 1975.

OK, so you basically have an admitted leak accusing someone who had accused him in the past of
being a leak and had been correct in their assumption. I think my opinion is summed up best by the
prowler when he says:
"Given the organization "s reputation and Armstrong’s, it’s not surprising that a Democrat
mouthpiece like the Boston Globe would play this game on Thompson. ""

by Tommy Oliver @ 11:38 am. Filed under Media Coverage, yred Thompson
[YrackbackURL] [link]
Trackback URL for this post:
http~//race42008.cQrrd2007/07/09/th~- fred-thompsonmole-story- falsehoQ~-part-ii=t~aring=in~=mr-scottarmstrong/trackback/

4 Responses to "The Fred Thompson/Mole Story Falsehoods Part II: Tearing into Mr.
Scott Armstrong"
1. Buckeyefan Says:
July 9th, 2007 at 12:26 pm

Excuse me but AP listened to the Watergate tapes and came out with an article which I noticed is
not updated.
http://race42~~8.c~m/2~~7/~7/~9/the-fred-th~mps~nm~le-st~ry-fa~seh~~ds-part-ii-tearing... 10/12/2007
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July 9, 2007
The Fred Thompson/Mole Story Falsehoods Part II: Tearing into Mr. Scott Armstrong
The Prowler at the Spectator has done some digging of his own into Mr. Scott Armstrong, the source for
the information on Thompson during Watergate:
Scott Armstrong, former Democrat Watergate investigator, who many former colleagues on
the Watergate Committee believe leaked inside information about the investigation to Post
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, and then apparently parlayed those ties into
a job as a Post reporter, wasn "t happy enough with his 15 minutes offame back in the
1970s. Now that his former colleague on the committee, former Sen. Fred Thompson is
garnering some attention, Armstrong is elbowing his way back into the news.

Armstrong accuses Thompson of leaking information to the White House. However:
For the most part, there isn "t a single witness that goes before a House of Senate committee
who hasn "t told us beforehand what he or she is going to say, "’ says a current Judiciary
Committee career staffer. "The Boston Globe and the Associated Press know this, but they
treat the Watergate hearings like they were somehow different. Big surprise. ’"

Who was really leaking information to, like say, Bob Woodward? Did the author take notice that
Armstrong was Woodward’s best man at his wedding? While Armstrong claimed to be trying to identify
the leaks in the committee, news was being leaked to the Washington Post on a regular basis. According
to one lawyer:
"There were a number of us who were trying to figure out who was leaking to Woodward,
and we never were able to find out, "" says a Washington, D.C. based lawyer, who back in
the early 1970s served as a junior aide to one of the senators sitting on the committee.
"Once everything was over and Armstrong went to work at the Post, it all made sense."

Since Watergate, Mr. Armstrong has been keeping himself quite busy. In 1985, he founded the National
Security Archive, which according to the Spectator, was a group that was operated through Fund for
Peace, a leftist group which encouraged the leaking of:
http://race42~~8.c~m/2~~7/~7/~9/the-fred-th~mps~nm~le-st~ry-falseh~~ds-part-ii-tearing... 10/12/2007

Directories of Players and Terms

Si~lnificant Participants
--Renata Adler: Yale Law ’73, prot~g~ of Burke Marshall who placed
her on House Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry as part of small group
working under Marshall’s direction to aid Senator Kennedy; later
authored article in Vanity Fair saying allegations of Nixon’s abuses of
power were no different from those of prior presidents that were
revealed by Church Committee.
--Howard Baker: Son-in-law of Senate Minority Leader Everett
Dirksen of Tennessee, being elected Senator himself in ’66; Ranking
Minority Member of Ervin Committee. Ran for President in 1980
Republican primaries, but lost out to Ronald Reagan, later becoming
his Chief of Staff in Reagan’s second term.
--Carmine Bellino: Long-time Kennedy family accountant; maintained
offices at both John Kennedy’s White House and Robert Kennedy’s
Department of Justice; lead investigator for both Edward Kennedy’s
Subcommittee on Administrative Practices and Procedures and the
Ervin Committee.
--Richard Ben-Veniste: Assistant US Attorney in Southern District of
NY, where he prosecuted the Sweig case. Joined WSPF as Deputy of
Watergate Task Force, becoming head upon Neal’s departure just
before the Saturday Night Massacre. Deputy trial counsel (again to
Neal) in Cover-up trial. Later defended Democratic Members of
Congress caught in Abscam scandal in 1981, becoming Minority
Counsel to House Judiciary Committee during Clinton impeachment
hearings in 1998. Appointed Democratic member of 9/11 Commission
in 2002.
--William Bittman: Head of Criminal Division in RFK’s Department of
Justice, becoming lead prosecutor in Pension Fraud Trial in Illinois in
1964, which resulted in a first Hoffa conviction. Also lead prosecutor
in Bobby Baker case in Washington, DC. Later became Howard Hunt’s
lawyer, becoming heavily involved in cover-up: coordinating efforts of
defense counsel, relaying Hunt’s monetary and clemency requests and
even receiving and distributing defense monies to Watergate break-in
defendants. Extensively investigated for cover-up activities, but never

indicted--even though so recommended by entire Watergate Task
Force.
--Fred Buzhardt: Key staffer to Senator Thurmond of South Carolina,
becoming Chief Counsel of Department of Defense under Mel Laird.
Became Nixon’s principal Watergate defense counsel following
departure of Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Dean on April 30, 1973.
--Donald Campbell: Along with Earl Silbert and Seymour Glanzer, the
third and youngest member of original Watergate prosecution team
from US Attorney’s office.
--Hillary Rodman Clinton’ Yale Law ’73, prot~g~ of Burke Marshall
who placed her on House Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry as part of
small group working under Marshall’s direction to aid Senator
Kennedy; later married Bill Clinton, becoming First Lady in 1992. Now
Senator from NY, first elected in 2000, and leading Democratic
presidential candidate for ’08.
--John Connolly: Prot~g~ of Lyndon Johnson, becoming Secretary of
the Navy under JFK. Three times Democratic Governor of Texas; was
in Kennedy car and seriously wounded during JFK assassination in
Dallas. Later became Nixon’s second Secretary of the Treasury,
formally joining Republican Party following Nixon’s 1972 re-election.
Thought to be Nixon’s first choice to succeed him as President in 1976,
but indicted in Milk Producer’s case in 1975, which resulted in acquittal
following trial in Texas.
--Archibald Cox: Harvard ’34, Harvard Law ’37, Harvard Law Professor
and key member of JFK’s presidential campaign staff, heading both his
issues analysis and speechwriting teams; Solicitor General in RFK’s
Department of Justice; Legal advisor to Edward Kennedy and his
choice as Special Prosecutor; fired in Saturday Night Massacre of
October 19, 1973, taking all his WSPF papers with him, but leaving
many with Harvard Law School’s special collections.
--Sam Dash: Harvard Law ’50. Criminal Division attorney in Truman
administration; chief counsel to Ervin Committee; then Ethics Counsel
to Independent Prosecutor Ken Starr in 1997.
--John Dean: Minority counsel to House Judiciary Committee and
Associate Director of Brown Commission (1967-68) before becoming
Associate Deputy AG in John Mitchell’s Department of Justice.
Followed Ehrlichman as Counsel to President Nixon in June of 1970.

Key figure in events leading to Watergate break-in and subsequent
cover-up. Chief accuser of President Nixon and principal government
witness in Cover-up trial. Given shortest confinement of any major
figure: 4 V2 months in witness holding facility at Fort Hollibird, MD
--John Doar: Deputy Assistant AG under Burke Marshall in RFK’s
Department of Justice; followed Marshall as Assistant AG. Chief
Counsel of House Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry
--James Doyle: Harvard Nieman Fellow ’65, Reporter for Washington
Star who became WSPF Special Assistant for Public Affairs, with the
claimed understanding that he would write a book about his
experiences. Left no files with WSPF, but his book did contain many-perhaps unintended--revelations about WSPF origins and conduct.
--John Ehrlichman: Nixon’s first Counsel, later Assistant to the
President for Domestic Affairs and head of the Domestic Council.
Accused by John Dean of directing Cover-up, as well as Plumber’s
break-in of Dr. Fielding’s office. Convicted on all counts in both
Plumber’s Trial and Cover-up Trial.
--Sam Ervin: Harvard Law ’23; Senator from NC first elected in 1954;
chaired Ervin Committee.
--Mark Felt: Career FBI agent, rising to Associate Director under
Hoover and named Deputy Director upon Hoover’s death.
Disappointed that he was not named to succeed Hoover, he leaked
investigatory and prosecutory information to Bob Woodward, whose
stories in the Washington Post inflamed the public and created the
false impression the government was not moving quickly to close out
the Cover-up case. Resigned in June of 1973, while swearing in an FBI
interview that he was not the Deep Throat named in Woodward’s 1974
book. His daughter published his true identity in 2005, even while Felt
was too senile to confirm any details.
--James Fluq: Harvard ’59, Harvard Law ’63, active in RFK’s 1968
campaign, soon joining Edward Kennedy’s staff as Chief Counsel of
Subcommittee on Administrative Practices and Procedures. Lead
Kennedy staffer during successful opposition to Haynesworth and
Carswell Supreme Court nominations. Led Subcommittee investigation
of Nixon campaign practices in fall of 1972, as well as creation of Ervin
Committee. Key Kennedy staffer during Richardson confirmation
hearings, including naming of Cox and creation of WSPF. Principal
drafter of WSPF Guidelines. Counseled Dash regarding conduct of

Ervin Hearings and Cox, Vorenberg and Heymann on conduct of WSPF
investigations. While in private practice, was key aide to Edward
Kennedy during 1980 campaign, as well as paymaster to Lenzner’s
private investigation agency (IGI) during Kennedy’s Senate campaign.
Returned to Kennedy staff on Senate Judiciary in 2006 to lead
opposition to Roberts and Alito Supreme Court nominations, albeit
unsuccessfully.
--Seymour Glanzer: Career federal prosecutor and one of thee original
Watergate prosecutors. Held series of extraordinary meeting with
Dean’s lawyer, Charles Shaffer, during which he may have confided
much of the prosecution’s information, beliefs and strategy. Glanzer
confided his recollections of initial meeting with John Dean to WSPF
attorneys in October of 1973, documenting Dean’s changing story and
characterizing it as ’changing dramatically’, but this information was
never shared with Watergate defense counsel.
--Pat Gray: Assistant AG in charge of Civil Division and nominated to
be Deputy AG following Kleindienst’s promotion to AG. Nomination
withdrawn upon J. Edgar Hoover’s death, when Gray was named
Acting FBI Director. Granted Dean’s request for access to FBI
investigatory information and accepted (and later destroyed) secret
contents from Howard Hunt’s White House safe--all of which came out
during his confirmation hearings, resulting in his nomination being
withdrawn.
--Alexander Haiq: Kissinger’s deputy at National Security Council and
later Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff at Pentagon. Named Nixon’s
Chief of Staff following Haldeman’s departure.
--H. R (Bob) Haldeman: Nixon’s first Chief of Staff, accused by John
Dean of XXX during Cover-up; convicted on all counts in Cover-up Trial
--Phillip Heymann: Yale ’34, Harvard Law ’40, Cox student and
protege, serving with him in Solicitor General’s office under RFK, then
becoming Harvard Law Professor. Senior WSPF leader and initial head
of Plumber’s Task Force. Left virtually no papers in WSPF files. Later
head of Criminal Division under President Carter and Deputy AG under
President Clinton. Resigned following clash with Bernard Nussbaum
over access to Vincent Foster’s office following his suicide.
--Leon Jaworski: Special Counsel to RFK’s Department of Justice and
founder of Dallas law firm of Fulbright & Jaworski. Named Special
Prosecutor following Cox’s firing in October of 1973. Characterized as

prisoner of Cox’s staff who saw his job as hurrying along the
inevitable. Left virtually no papers with WSPF, but said to be in
collection left to Baylor University.
--Howard Hunt: Former CIA operations officer who worked as
consultant to White House staff for both Charles Colson and Gordon
Liddy. Helped plan and direct both the Plumber’s break-in of Dr.
Fielding’s office and the Watergate break-ins, supplying Cuban
Americans as helpers. Played lead role in cover-up, relaying monetary
and clemency requests to Dean, Colson and LaRue.
--Edward Kenned~/--Harvard ’56, youngest of Kennedy family, Senator
from Massachusetts, first elected in 1962. Political career severely
damaged in Chappaquiddick incident in July, 1969. Principal
beneficiary of Watergate scandal and widely expected to run for
President in 1976. Did enter primaries in 1980, but lost to incumbent
James Carter (who subsequently lost to Ronald Reagan). Currently
the second longest serving Senator of all time.
--John Kennedy--Harvard ’40, elected to Congress in ’46, to the
Senate in ’52, successfully opposed Nixon for President in 1960,
winning exceptionally close election characterized by allegations of
voter corruption in Illinois and Texas. Assassinated in Dallas on
November 22, 1963.
--Robert Kennedy--Harvard ’48, UVA Law ’51. Chief Counsel to
McClellan Rackets Committee (1957-1959) investigating organized
crime’s influence in labor unions, which led to life-long personal
vendetta against Teamster President James Hoffa. Appointed John
Kennedy’s Attorney General at age 35, continued pursuit through
dedicated Get Hoffa Squad that ultimately secured convictions in both
Jury Tampering case in Tennessee and Pension Fraud case in Illinois.
Thought to be second most powerful man in government because of
extraordinarily close relationship with JFK. Stayed at AG under
President Johnson in hopes of being named his vice presidential
running mate in 1964. When disappointed, successfully ran for Senate
from NY, challenging Johnson for President in 1968, where he was
assassinated immediately following victory in key California primary,
June 5, 1968.
--Richard Kleindienst: Deputy AG under John Mitchell, elevated to AG
following his resignation to head the CRP. Refused to accede to Dean’s
demand for access to FBI investigatory information during Cover-up
and facilitated Henry Petersen’s face-to-face meetings with Nixon

following Cover-up’s collapse, but resigned (along with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman) because of closeness to John Mitchell.
--Fred LaRue: Southern lawyer and key architect of Nixon’s Southern
Strategy who became key Mitchell aide at the CRP and helped
distribute cover-up money to Watergate break-in defendants. Present
at March meeting when Magruder said Mitchell approved Liddy’s
campaign intelligence plan, but denied event occurred (even after
pleading guilty and becoming a government witness)
--Terry Lenzner: Harvard ’61, Harvard Law ’64. Fired as OEO counsel
by Nixon Administration; deputy counsel to Ervin Committee; founded
Investigative Group International in 1984, a private investigation firm
whose political investigations focus on opponents to Democratic
candidates, including Edward Kennedy and Bill Clinton.
--Gordon Liddy: Former FBI agent and assistant district attorney in
NY, originally receiving political appointment to Treasury Department.
Hired onto White House staff in 1971, becoming operations director of
Plumbers Unit, where he organized their break-in into Dr. Fielding’s
office. Joined the CRP in December as Counsel with responsibilities for
Campaign Intelligence Plan. Planned and directed Watergate Breakins, arrested shortly after second event. Refused to cooperate in
investigation, becoming ’the iron man of Watergate’ and serving the
longest prison sentence of all: 7 1/2 years.
--Jeb Magruder: Former PR executive, joining Nixon Administration
early in first term. Acting Director of the CRP and later Mitchell’s Chief
of Staff. Sought Mitchell approval for Liddy’s Campaign Intelligence
Plan, claiming approval during third meeting (March 30, 1972).
Received and shared information from illegally installed wire-taps and
improperly photographed files. Kept at the CRP during Cover-up,
perjuring himself before Watergate Grand Jury. Became government
witness upon Cover-ups collapse, second in importance only to John
Dean at Cover-up Trial.
--Burke Marshall: Yale ’44, Yale Law ’51. Lawyer active in JFK
campaign, becoming Assistant AG for Civil Rights in RFK’s Department
of Justice. Remained key family counselor after returning to private
practice and even after becoming Yale Law professor. First person
contacted by Edward Kennedy following Chappaquiddick incident.
Thought to be Edward Kennedy’s first choice to be Attorney General in
1976 and alleged to have masterminded staff conduct during House
Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry, including slowing inquiry, preventing

any review of Kennedy administration, and suppressing critical
evidence for the benefit of Senator Kennedy.
--Thomas McBride: Columbia Law ’56. Trial lawyer for Organized
Crime Task Force in RFK’s Department of Justice; later joining the
Peace Corps as Deputy Director for Latin America. First head of WSPF
Campaign Finance Task Force. Later became associate dean of
Stanford Law School (1982-1989)
--James McCord: Former CIA wiretap expert who was CRP’s Director
of Security and participated in both Watergate break-ins. Refused to
plead guilty during cover-up and fired his lawyer just before trial for
urging him to do so. Following conviction, but before sentencing,
wrote letter to Sirica alleging there had been a cover-upmwhose
release is credited with causing its collapse. Unsuccessfully tried to
have his own conviction overturned when cover-up was revealed.
Later wrote second letter to Sirica alleging improper conduct by BenVeniste, including pressure on him to conform his story to that of other
government witnesses.
--John Mitchell: Bond lawyer at Nixon’s Wall Street law firm (Mudge,
Rose), working on campaign and becoming Nixon’s first Attorney
General. Resigned on March 1, 1972 to direct the CRP, but had met
twice with Liddy/Magruder/Dean in AG’s office to discuss Campaign
Intelligence Plan. Originator of stonewall defense during Cover-up.
Later convicted on all counts in Cover-up trial.
--James Neal: Key member of RFK’s Get Hoffa Squad, securing (with
Co-counsel Charles Shaffer) conviction for jury tampering in trial in
Tennessee in 1964. First head of Watergate Task Force and lead trial
counsel in Cover-up Trial. Later defended AI Gore in 1996 Buddhist
Temple fund-raising scandal, successfully preventing appointment of
Independent Prosecutor.
--Bernard Nussbaum: Harvard Law ’61, key House Judiciary
Impeachment Inquiry lawyer responsible for Watergate investigation;
later Clinton’s first Counsel to President, forced to resign in 1994 for
contacting prosecutors about current cases.
--Hen~ Petersen: Career federal prosecutor, ultimately serving under
twelve Attorneys General and rising to head of Criminal Division.
Supervised Watergate Break-in prosecutions and demanded Haldeman
and Ehrlichman resignations in face-to-face meetings with Nixon
following Dean’s allegations. Removed from Cover-up case by WSPF

in first month, but later testifying that prosecutor’s had case 95%
completed before Special Prosecutor was named.
--Elliot Richardson: Harvard ’41, Harvard Law ’47. Key moderate
member of Nixon Cabinet, serving as Undersecretary of State,
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Secretary of Defense and
Attorney General (following Kleindienst’s resignation). Conditioned
acceptance of latter post upon ability to name special supervising
prosecutor. Nixon’s concurrence was turned upside down when
Richardson agreed to full unreviewed independence, unlimited budget
and unprecedented Congressional oversight during his confirmation-culminating in acceptance of Kennedy’s candidate, Archibald Cox, as
Special Prosecutor. Resigned following inability to negotiate
compromise regarding transcripts of WH tapes, precipitating Saturday
Night Massacre of October 19, 1973. Returned as Secretary of
Commerce under President Ford and later Ambassador to the United
Kingdom.
--Charles Ruff: Columbia Law ’63. Deputy head of WSPF Campaign
Finance Task Force, heading investigations into virtually ever aspect of
Republican fund-raising. Became Special Prosecutor upon Ruth’s
resignation following release of WSPF Report in October of 1974.
Woodward interview in XXX when closing office predicted investigation
of WSPF conduct, "Because a lot of judgment calls were made". Later
became US Attorney for District of Columbia. Acted as counsel to
Anita Hill during Clarence Thomas’ 1991 confirmation hearings.
Became Counsel to President Clinton following Nussbaum’s 1994
resignation, acting as his chief lawyer during 1997 Senate
impeachment trial.
--Charles Shaffer: Key member of RFK’s Get Hoffa Squad, securing
(with Co-counsel James Neal) 1964 conviction for jury tampering in
Tennessee; then RFK plant on Warren Commission. John Dean’s
criminal defense counsel throughout Watergate, beginning March 28,
1973.
--Walter Sheridan: Former FBI agent (but not attorney), who headed
RFK’s Get Hoffa Squad. The first person whose whereabouts was
requested by Cox upon reaching agreement with Richardson to
become Special Prosecutor.
--Earl Silbert: Harvard Law ’XXX, career prosecutor and principal
assistant US attorney during Watergate. Lead prosecutor of Watergate
Break-in trial and author of three key Watergate memos: The first

dated September 15, 1972, the day the initial Watergate indictments
were handed down, outlining strategy for breaking cover-up; the
second dated May XXX, summarizing initial meetings with John Dean
during which his story altered (characterized as ’gradually escalating’)
and the third dated June 7, 1973 and is an 87 page summary of the
Cover-up and outline of prosecution strategymwhich differs little from
WSPF case presented at the Cover-up trial over 18 months later.
Moved quickly off Watergate case once WSPF learned of their
experience, knowledge and expertise. Later became US Attorney in
his own right.
--John Sirica: Chief Judge of DC District Court and self-appointed
judge for Watergate Break-in and Cover-up trials, meeting privately
with prosecutors in both cases. In his later book, he admitted moving
up John Dean’s sentencing to improve his credibility in Cover-up trialm
and freeing him immediately following its conclusion. Left papers,
including five drafts of his book, with Library of Congress.
--Maurice Stans: Nixon’s Secretary of Commerce and chief CRP
fundraiser. Indicted in Vesco case, but acquitted following trial in NY.
Thoroughly investigated by Campaign Finance Task Force, ultimately
pleading guilty to two technical violations. Wrote bitter book about the
investigations entitled Terrors of Justice.
--Fred Thompson: Senior manager in Senator Baker’s 1972
campaign; named by him minority counsel to Ervin Committee; later
elected Senator in his own right, becoming prominent actor and
presidential candidate for ’08.
--James Vorenberg: Harvard ’49, Harvard Law ’51, Harvard Law
Professor who headed RFK’s Office of Criminal Justice; Senior WSPF
leader, responsible for all initial staffing decisions and principal author
of 1974 WSPF Report. Took all his WSPF papers with him, but may
have left some to Harvard Law School’s special collection.
--Lowell Weicker: Senator from Connecticut, first elected in 1970;
minority member of Ervin Committee, neighbor of John Dean who cast
key vote for immunity, later purchased Dean’s townhouse to facilitate
his relocation to LA. Became strong Kennedy supporter on Senate
Labor Committee, again supplying key vote to enable Kennedy control
of the Committee even after Republicans took control of the Senate in
1980. Defeated in 1988 and left Republican Party, successfully ran for
Governor in 1970 as an Independent, promptly reversing his pledge to
oppose any state income tax.

--Bob Woodward: Cub reporter for the Washington Post, who (along
with Carl Bernstein) authored many early and dramatic Watergate
disclosures and created the persona of an investigative reporter. Their
role, described in their 1976 best selling book, was later made into a
movie staring Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman. The book (and
movie) postulated the existence of a secret, prime source--known as
Deep Throat--who confided in Woodward the sordid details of Nixon
White House wrongdoing. In 2005, Mark Felt claimed to be Deep
Throat and Woodward rushed a book into print describing their
relationship.
--Jerry Zeifman: Long-time Chief Counsel of House Judiciary
Committee, before and after Watergate; later (1994) published his
diaries of that period claiming Inquiry staff had been controlled by
Burke Marshall and purposefully delayed investigation and kept critical
evidence from Committee members, for the purpose of aiding Edward
Kennedy’s expected 1976 presidential run.

Memorable Terms and Phrases
18 1/2 Minute Gap: Description of the missing portion of the tape
recording of the Nixon-Haldeman meeting of June 20, 1972, which was
three days after the arrest of the Watergate burglars and the first time
they had seen each other since those events. Haldeman’s notes
contain the word "Watergate". The gap was discovered when copies
were being made of the tapes in anticipation of turning them over to
Judge Sirica. Disclosure on November 21, 1973 led to an Evidentiary
Hearing and empanelling of six tape experts. Attention was focused
on the President’s long time personal secretary, Rose Mary Woods,
who helped transcribe the tapes. The matter ultimately was referred
to a Watergate Grand Jury. Woods’ attorneys presented evidence that
showed the tape recorder had a broken bridge rectifier that could well
have caused the erasers. The Grand Jury issued a report but no
indictments.
Camelot: Mythical city where King Arthur ruled with his Knights of
the Roundtable and is associated with ideals of justice, bravery and
virtue. Also the name of a popular musical by Lerner and Lowe that
opened on Broadway in 1960. Used following JFK’s assassination by
his supporters to describe the imagery and optimism of his 1000 days
in office.

Camelot Restoration: Goal of those who served in JFK’s
administration--and those who wished they had--for their return to
the glorious past--and to their rightful place of power. Like royal
succession, doing so would require a Kennedy brother again becoming
President.
Containment; Containment Strateqy: Description used within the
Nixon White House to describe efforts being undertaken to limit the
political damage from the Watergate break-in. Whether Nixon,
Haldeman and Ehrlichman appreciated that this involved the illegal
acts of the Watergate Cover-up orchestrated by 3ohn Dean and others
at the CRP lies at the heart of the Watergate scandal.
Covert: CIA term of art, characterizing an operation unknown or
undisclosed to others. Also the only word used in seeking John
Ehrlichman’s consent for what turned out to be the Plumbers intended
break-in of Dr. Fielding’s office during the Pentagon Papers leak
investigation. Ehrlichman maintained that that covert did not
necessarily mean illegal, but the Judge ruled that any undisclosed
investigation by the government (without a court order) was per se
illegal.
Cox’s Army: Nickname used by members of the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force to describe their role and operational expectations
under Archibald Cox.
Deep Six: Instruction given by John Ehrlichman to John Dean
concerning what to do with politically sensitive materials found in
Howard Hunt’s White House safe. It is not clear whether this was
meant to mean "bury this so deeply that it cannot be uncovered" or
toss this overboard so it is completely destroyed". Dean personally
delivered the materials to Acting FBI Director Pat Gray, who kept them
at home and later destroyed them. When revealed, it ended any
chance of his being confirmed as FBI Director.
Deep Throat: The name of a widely distributed 1972 pornographic
movie starring Linda Lovelace that was later used as the nickname of
Bob Woodward’s primary government source during the WaLergaLe
investigation. IL is said name was coined at the publisher’s request Lo
liven up the book. Deep Throat’s identity remained a secret for over
three decades, until Mark FelL, former Acting FBI Director, came forth
in 2005.

Firestorm of Protest: Phrase used by AI Haig, Haldeman’s
replacement as White House Chief of Staff, to describe the
overwhelmingly negative reaction to Cox’s firing in the Saturday Night
Massacre.
Hush Money: Characterization of the $400,000 quietly provided to
those arrested in the Watergate burglary after their arrest and prior to
their sentencing by Judge Sirica. It was conceded during the Cover-up
trial that all of this money went for documented legal expenses and
humanitarian aid. The issue was intent--and whether it was provided
for the purpose of buying continued silence by the defendants.
Inoperative: Adjective suggested by reporter on April 17, 1973 to
characterize whether Ron Ziegler, Nixon’s press secretary, still stood
behind prior statements he had made to reporters during the
Watergate investigation. Ziegler agreed his prior statements were
now inoperative, thereby destroying his own credibility as Nixon’s chief
spokesman.
Kennedy Clan: Phrase used by Victor Navasky in his 1971 book,
Kennedy Justice, to describe the Kennedy political dynasty; its mores,
attitudes and expectations of loyalty; and how membership expanded
greatly beyond the immediate family.
Rose Mary Stretch: Characterization of explanation of Rose Mary
Woods, President Nixon’s personal secretary, of how she might have
inadvertently caused the 18 1/2 Minute Gap by keeping her foot on the
tape recorder’s pedal while stretching to answer the telephone.
Saturday Niqht Massacre: Name used to describe Nixon’s reaction
to learning Cox had reneged on his prior agreement to accept third
party authentication of White House tape transcripts. Nixon wanted
Cox fired, but Attorney General Elliot Richardson--who may have
inadvertently misinformed Nixon as to Cox’s intensions during intense
negotiations--chose to resign instead. Deputy Attorney General Bill
Ruckleshaus offered to resign, but was terminated for refusing to
follow the President’s directive. Solicitor General Robert Bork, third in
line of authority at the Department of Justice, carried out the
Presidential order on October 19, 1973, firing Cox, abolishing the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force and folding the investigation back
into the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. A firestorm of
protest followed and the White House announced the following Monday
that it would turn over the subpoenaed tapes to Judge Sirica and
would continue the WSPF under a newly named Special Prosecutor.

Sinister Force: Phrase used by AI Haig, Haldeman’s replacement as
White House Chief of Staff, in speculating about the origins of a series
of startling revelations that engulfed the Nixon White House during
Watergate. He didn’t’ know the half of it.
Smokin,q Gun: Being caught with a smoking gun is thought to be
irrefutable proof of guilt. Also the characterization first used by this
author to describe his understanding of the tape of the NixonHaldeman conversation of June 23, 1972, wherein Haldeman secured
Nixon’s consent to John Dean’s suggestion that they get the CIA to ask
the FBI put off its interrogation of two individuals: Ken Dahlberg and
David Ogarrio. In Haldeman’s words:
"Their investigation is now leading into some productive areas--because they’ve
been able to trace the money--not through the money itself--but through the
bank sources--the banker. And, it now goes in some directions we don’t want it
to go.
Release of this tape on August 5, 1974 confirmed a clear obstruction of
justice had occurred and led directly to President Nixon’s resignation
four days later. It later developed that CIA intervention had only
postponed the two interviews for nine days and that, when
interviewed, no wrongdoing was discovered. It is much more likely
Haldeman and Nixon’s intent (although not necessarily John Dean’s)
was to protect the identities of pre-April 7th Democratic contributors,
rather than--as later claimed--to thwart tracing the money back to the
CRP.
Stonewall: Allusion to Andrew Jackson, famous Confederate General
whose division held the line ’like a stonewall’ to repel a Yankee charge.
Later used Lo characterize a rigidly non-cooperative defense response
Lo a scandal--and the instruction allegedly given by President Nixon Lo
John Mitchell on March 22, 1973 in order Lo "save the [Cover-up]
plan". Many believe the transcription of this tape by the House
Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry staff constituted a deliberate
misunderstanding of their conversation.
Third Rate Burqlar¥: Dismissive characterization of the Watergate
break-in used by Ron Ziegler in his first comment about the arrests of
the WaLergaLe buglars.

Twistinq Slowly, Slowly in the Wind: Characterization of Pay
Gray’s predicament as Senate confirmation for FBI Director became
less and less likely due to revelations about his level of cooperation
with John Dean during the Watergate investigation.
White House Horrors: Characterization of the long list of politically
embarrassing and possibly illegal actions in the first term of the Nixon
White House. Files on these matters were taken from the Counsel’s
office by John Dean in mid-April of 1973 and disclosed to career
prosecutors (and others, including Kennedy Clan Democrats) in an
attempt to obtain personal immunity. When the White House
attempted to regain possession of many of these papers, Judge Sirica
ordered copies turned over to WSPF and to the Ervin Committee.
Your President is not a Crook: Statement included in a speech to
the nation made by President Nixon on XXX
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Foreword
BY HON. PETER W. I~ODINO, JR., CIqAIRI~AN, COM1KITTEE ON THE
JUDICIARY

On April 30, 1974, President Nixon released to the public, White
House edited transcripts of eight of his recorded conversations with
his counsel, John Dean. This document contains the Committee on the
Judiciary transcripts of these same conversations.
Briefly, the tape recordings of the~ conversations came into the possession of the Committee on the Judiciary as follows :
On February 25, 1974, acting under authority granted by the Committee on the Judiciary, the ranking minority member and I directed
John Dour, special counsel to the committee, and Albert E. Jenner, Jr.,
special counsel to the minority, to send a letter to James St. Clair,
special counsel to the President, requesting tape recordings, transcripts
and other materials previously furnished to the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force by the President.
On March 6, Mr. St. Clair announced in open court before Judge
John Sirica that the President had agreed to supply to the committee
those materials previously furnished to the special proseciitor, including copies of ’tape recording and transcripts of the following eight
Presidential conversations :
1. A portion of the conversation between the President and Messrs.
Haldeman and:Dean on September 15. 1972.
2. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on February
28, 1973, from 9:12 to 10:23 a.m.
3. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on March 13,
1973, from 12:42 to 2 p.m.
4. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman and
Dean on March 21, 1973, from 10:12 to 11:55 a.m.
5. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and Dean on March 21, 1973, from 5:20 to 6:01 p.m.
6.. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Mitchell, and Dean on March 22, 1973, from 1:57 to
4:43 p.m.
7. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on April
16, 1973, from 10 to 10:40 a.m.
8. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on April 16,
1973, from 4:07 to 4:35 p.m.
Between March 8 and March 15, the committee received tape recordings and transcripts of these eight conversations from the White
House. Subsequently, on March 26, the committee received from the
June 5, 1972, District of Columbia grand ju.ry materials which included copies of tape recordings and transcripts of these eight conversations.
(llI)
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Foreword
BY Ho~: P~TER W. RODII~O, JB., CHAIRMAN, C’01~I~IITTEE 01~ THE
JUDICIARY

OH April 30, 1974, President Nixon released to the public, White
House edited transcripts of eight of his recorded conversations with
his counsel~ John Dean. This document contains the Committee on the
Judiciary transcripts of these same conversations.
Briefly, the tape r~ordings of the~ conversations came into the possession of the Committee on the Judiciary as follows :
On February 25, 1974~ acting under authority granted by the Committee on the ~iudiciary, the ranking minority member and I directed
John Doar, special counsel to the committee, and Albert E. Jenner, Jr.,
special counsel to the minority, to send a letter to James St. Clair,
special counsel to the President, requesting tape recordings, transcripts
and other niateriais previously furnished to the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force by the President.
On March 6, Mr. St. Clair announced in open court before Judge
John Sirica that the President had agreed to supply to the committee
those materials previously furnished to the special prosecutor, including copies of tape recording and transcripts of the following eight
Presidential conversations :
L A portion of the conversation between the President and Messrs.
Haldeman and Dean on September 15. 1972,
2. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on February
28, 1973, from 9:12 to 10:23 a.m.
3. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on March 13,
1973, from 12:42 to 2 p.m.
4. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman and
Dean on March 21, 1973, from 10:12 to 11:55 ~.m.
5. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and Dean on March 21, 1973, from 5:20 to 6:01 p.m.
6.. A conversation between the President and Messrs. Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Mitchell~ and Dean on March 22, 1973, from 1:57 to
4:43 p.m.
7. A conversation between the President and Mr~ Dean on April
16, 1973, from 10 to 10:40 a.m.
8. A conversation between the President and Mr. Dean on April 16,
1973, from 4:07 to 4:35 p.m.
Between March 8 and March 15, the committee received tape recordings and transcripts of these eight conversations from the White.
House. Subsequently(on March 26, the committee received from the
June 5, 1972, District of Columbia grand jury materials whi#h included copies of tape recordings and transcripts of these eight conversations.
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Yale ’43, Yale LawSchool ’51
Antkrust partner at Covington & Burling from law school graduation to joining DOJ
Active in 1960 Kennedy campaign
RFK’s first head of Civil Rights Division, 1/60-12/64, mainly active in civil rights
movement, but also consulted byRFK regarding Get Hoffa cases
Briefly rejoined C&B, listed in April 1965 as Kennedy family attorney, acting as
executor of John Kennedy’s estate...
Became VP and General Counsel of IBM in 1965
In August of 1966, LBJ refers to him as Chairman of Commission on Selective
Service, which first recommended an all-volunteer army
Identified as Kennedy family counsellor in Chappaquiddick stories, first called by TK
that morning; then identified as lawyer with whom TK wished to consult before
answering any questions regarding the incident, later gathered at Kennedy compound
during that crisis week
Joined Yale Law School faculty in 1970 as Deputy Dean and Professor
Accused by Ziefman of dispatching several young graduates to Hill (including I-Fdlary
’73) to help guide House Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry, of masterminding that
inquiry though his former Deputy John Doar, and said to be TK’s first choice for
AG in TK Administration
Chaired Vera Institute of Justice, 1966-1986
Testified in 1977 before the House Select Committee on Assassinations, still as
Kennedy family representative, with regard to their ability to examine JFK autopsy
photos
Identified in 1994 hearing as still controlling access to JFK autopsy photos
NARA’s John Powers 1996 paper on Presidential Recording Systems identifies
Marshall as heading committee that reviews JFK tapes and dictabelts to see if they
should be made available to the public.
Died June 2, 2003 at age 80

Set forth below is a 1994 column from Insight Magazine by Jerry Ziefman, author of
Without Honor, The Impeachment of President Nixon and the Crimes of Camelot (1995).
Interesting parts highlighted in blue
Democratic Party "Leper" Endorses Bush
By Jerome Zeifman
Insight Magazine [ August 2, 2004
During the Clinton administration I was described jokingly by Insight Managing Editor Paul M.
Rodriguez as "The Leper of the Democratic Party." Since then I have continued to be a renegade
Democrat -- and I am now supporting the re-election of President George W. Bush. It started with
Bill Clinton.

I had first met Clinton in 1975, when he was courting Hillary Rodham. Over the years my
unfavorable impressions of him have increased.
In 1975 Hillary Rodham was working under my supervision on the Nixon impeachment staff of
the House Judiciary Committee. As it was later described in the New York Times by Bernard
Nussbaum, who became Clinton’s White House counsel, when Hillary introduced Bill to us she
said: "He’s running for Congress...One day he’s gonna become president."
Hillary had been recommended to Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter Rodino (D-N.J.) by
Burke Marshall, her former professor at Yale Law. Marshall had served as assistant attorney
general in the Kennedy administration. Later he became Kennedy’s lawyer during the
Chappaquiddick affair and his chief political strategist. With the advent of Watergate, Marshall
had developed a plan to elect Ted Kennedy to the presidency in 1976. As a result, at Yale his
students dubbed him: "The attorney general in waiting of the Camelot government in exile."
In 1975, Hillary hitched her political wagon to Marshall’s rising star. Once on our staff she
conferred regularly with Marshall, in violation of congressional rules against disclosure of
confidential materials.
Under Marshall’s direction Hillary worked to forestall Richard Nixon’s impeachment and keep
him "twisting in the wind" until the end of his term. This would have denied the untarnished vice
president, Gerry Ford, a chance to restore respectability to the Republican Party. It also would
have enhanced the prospects for Kennedy to be elected in the upcoming elections.
In pursuit of Marshall’s objective Hillary lied to me and the committee on several occasions.
Thus, after the disbanding of our impeachment staff I decided that I could not recommend her for
future employment in government service. She went off to Arkansas and married Bill Clinton.
By the Democratic presidential primaries of 1992 1 had seen enough to fear that Bill Clinton had
character flaws and I supported the nomination of Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa. After Clinton won
the nomination he began to tout the notion that he and Hillary would give the country a "two-forone" presidency. But despite my experience with Hillary and my uneasiness about the character
of her husband I voted for him in the presidential election.
Four years later, in 1996, I began (for the first time in my career) to consider voting for a
Republican. I discussed Clinton vs. Dole with former House Judiciary Committee chairman Jack
Brooks of Texas. More than anyone else I knew in the Democratic Party, Brooks had close-up
personal dealings with both Dole and Clinton. Jack’s opinion was: "Slick Willy is a son of a bitch,
but he is our son ofa bitch...I will probably hold my nose and vote for him?’
When I asked him for his opinion of Sen. Bob Dole, Brooks told me: "Bob is a straight arrow ....
He is not deceitful .... He keeps his word .... He says what he means and means what he says." To
this day I don’t know how Jack finally voted. I would like to believe that he squared his shoulders
and voted for Dole. But after my conversation with Chairman Brooks I decided to support Sen.
Dole.
On Oct. 25, 1996, I published a long article in the Wall Street Journal titled "Cancer on the
Presidency." A few excerpts follow:
"In my view there is now probable cause to consider our president and first lady as felons, who
are likely to be indicted after the Nov. 5 election.

"The misdeeds of the Clinton administration have fallen into a pattem of deceit and corruption
that now clearly justifies denying Mr. Clinton a second term.
"By all accounts Robert Dole is a man of personal integrity. His principles are conservative, and I
will continue to oppose them. Yet because I must remain true to my traditional Democratic moral
values, I will vote for Mr. Dole."
My article resonated in the media. It was republished in other newspapers and on numerous
Websites. To my surprise presidential then-candidate Ross Perot published a televised
"infomercial" quoting from the article. And, not surprisingly, the article came to the attention of
Hillary. Under her orders a high-ranking White House staffer telephoned the law firm of which I
had been a member. He told one of the firm’s senior Democratic partners, "That bastard is killing
us. Shut him up!"
The partner in turn warned me: "If you ever try to set foot in our office again, I will throw you out
bodily."

More recently I have decided to support George W. Bush (as have such Democrats as Georgia
Sen. Zell Miller., Jimmy Carter’s attorney general Griffin Bell, and former New York mayor Ed
Koch). As for John Kerry I see him as a demagogue who panders to the lowest common
denominator of our party. He also fits Edmund Burke’s description of the kind of politician who is
no more than "a weather cock, moving in the direction of every changing political wind."
Yet, despite my support for two Republican presidential candidates, I intend to remain a
Democrat. My reason is simple: I have not lost hope that one day a new generation of Democrats
will win our continuous fight to redeem our party’s political soul.

Jerome Zeifman is a lifelong Democrat. He served as chief counsel of the House
Judiciary Committee during its Nixon impeachment proceedings.
These same concepts are picked up in DiscoverTheNetworks.org’s coverage on Hillary:
After graduating from Yale, Hillary Rodham became an advisor for the Children’s
Defense Fund in Cambridge, Massachusetts. She also worked on the Nixon impeachment
staff of the House Judiciary Committee. She had been recommended to Judiciary
Committee Chairman Peter Rodino by her former Yale professor Burke
Marshall. Marshall had served as Assistant Attorney General in the Kennedy
administration, and later as Ted Kennedy’s lawyer during the Chappaquiddick scandal; he
was also Kennedy’s chief political strategist. With the advent of Watergate, Marshall had
developed a plan to get Ted Kennedy elected President in 1976.
Hillary conferred regularly with Marshall, in violation of congressional rules against
disclosure of confidential materials. Under Marshall’s direction, she worked to forestall
Richard Nixon’s impeachment and keep him "twisting in the wind" until the end of his
term. The purpose of this strategy was to deny Vice President Gerald Ford a chance to
restore respectability to the Republican Party. It also would have enhanced the prospects

for Kennedy to be elected. Nixon eventually resigned the Presidency in August 1974,
and Jimmy Carter, not Ted Kennedy, was the Democratic nominee in 1976.

Fred H Altshuler-Founded leftist SF law firm: Altschuler Berzon is a popular stop for high-powered, left-wing
law students. Many former summer associates of theirs go on to clerk at the SCOTUS ....

Also one of the ’long time friends’ who stayed over at the WH or Camp David in the
Clinton Administration
Mentioned in I-rlllary Clinton’s Living History as having helped her reorganize the WH staff

E Lee Dale-- Denver lawyer
John B Davidson-- apparently Cornell Law Professor
Constantine J Gekas-- single practice in Chicago
John R Labovitz-- wrote Presidential Impeachment, Yale University Press in 1978:
As John R. Labovitz wrote in his 1978 monograph Presidential Impeachment:

Presidential impeachment is a remarkable mechanism: a lawyer’s solution to a statesman’s
problem. It is a legal procedure, but one for which there can be very little law because
(out of good fortune or otherwise) it is so rarely used. It is not meant to be partisan, but it
is directed at a critical political problem and consequently reflects existing partisan
divisions and may create new ones. It poses fundamental questions about the nature of
our constitutional government, which it forces Congress to address in the midst of a
possible governmental crisis. It requires clear-cut choices--to accuse or not, to adjudge
guilty or not--by the branch of government most prone to compromise or defer
controversial decisions. It involves, in short, a complicated and sometimes contradictory
tangle of legal and political considerations.I_4_]
John R Labovitz
Steptoe & Johnson
1330 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington, DC
(202) 429-8070
Lawrence Lucchino: Larry Lucchino has been a fund-raiser for Bradley since his first
Senate run in 1978. Lucchino, along with Princeton classmate Richard Wright, held
Bradley’s first fund-raiser, which raised $1,300. Lucchino has always been on Bradley’s
team -- at times, more literally than metaphorically: Lucchino played on Bradley’s
basketball team at Princeton. Lucchino has been an attorney for the prominent Williams

& Connolly law firm in Washington, D.C. Williams & Connolly has represented
governmental leaders, celebrities and major corporations, including George
Stephanopoulos, President Clinton, the New York Times and the Ford Motor Co.
Lucchino’s mentor at the firm, Edward Bennett Williams, bought the Baltimore Orioles in
1979 and put Lucchino on the board of directors. Lucchino served as general counsel and
took over as president in 1988 when Williams became ill. Throughout these business
experiences he has remained a partner at the firm, but his interest in baseball led him to
San Diego, where he currently serves as CEO of the San Diego Padres. Lucchino has
made a goal of raising more than $1 million from southern California. Padres team owner
John J. Moore Jr. also has promised to be involved in raising this $1 million from the
"Republican-tilting" crowd.
Alan Mater, served OEO as Regional General Counsel- 11/25/68
Topic: Case studies in how to protect good programs: CRLA
James B F Oliphant, lawyer in Steamboat Springs, CO
Stephen A Sharp was Republican, worked for Margita White at FCC and later became
General Counsel and then commissioner
Stamell & Schager, LLP practices in the following areas of law:
Litigation, Antitrust, Securities, Professional Malpractice, Class Actions, Complex
and Multi-District Litigation, Insurance Coverage, Reinsurance, Foreign Investment
and Trade, Corporation Law, Creditors’ Rights, Bankruptcy.
Year Established: 1989
Firm Profile:
Stamell & Schager, LLP represents clients in complex business transactions and in
complex multi-party litigation, including class actions. The transactional work
includes reinsurance treaties, coverage and loss allocation disputes, brokerage
acquisitions and corporate and tax planning for captives and foreign insurers. The
clients represented in litigation are mainly individuals with claims under federal
antitrust and securities laws and state laws regulating business transactions.
Firm Size: 3
MEMBERS OF FIRM
Jared Stamell (Member) born Detroit, Michigan, January 24, 1947; admitted to bar,
1972, Massachusetts; 1973, New York; 1975, District of Columbia; 1976, New
Jersey. Education: University of Michigan (B.A., with high distinction, 1968);
Harvard University (J.D., cum laude, 1971); London School of Economics, England
(M.Sc., Economics, 1972). Phi Beta Kappa; Pi Sigma Alpha. Trial Attorney,
Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice, 1972-1973. Assistant Counsel,
Antitrust Subcommittee, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of

Representatives, 1973-1974. Counsel: Impeachment Inquiry, U.S. House of
Representatives, 1974; Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial Law, U.S.
House of Representatives, 1974-1975. Practice Areas: Antitrust; Securities; Class
Actions; Insurance. Email: Jared Stamell
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Evan A. Davis
Evan A. Davis is a partner based in the New York office.
Mr. Davis’ practice focuses on litigation and international and domestic
dispute resolution. Mr. Davis isa recognized authority on New York law
and has argued numerous cases before the New York Court of Appeals.
He has extensive arbitration and mediation experience. Mr. Davis was
awarded the Emory Buckner Medal by the Federal Bar Council in 1990, the
Milton Gould Award for Outstanding Appellate Advocacy by the Office of
the Appellate Defender in 1996, the William J. Brennan Jr. Award for
Outstanding Contribution to Public Discourse by the Brennan Center in
1999, the Law and Society Award by New York Lawyers for the Public
Interest in 2000, the 1846 Award by the New York Correctional Association
in 2001, the Whitney North Seymour Award by the Federal Bar Council in
2002, and the Servant of Justice Award from the Episcopal Diocese of New
York in 2004. He was a candidate for the Democratic nomination for
Attorney General in 1998 and has recently served as the President of the
Association of the Bar of the City of New York. He is listed in the
Euromoney Guide to the World’s Leading Experts in Commercial
Arbitration, Law Business Research’s The International Who’s Who of
Business Lawyers and Who’s Who of Commercial Litigators, and Mondaq’s
Guide to the World’s Leading Commercial Arbitration Advisors.

Office
New York
Contact Details
Tel: +1 212 225 2850
Fax: 1 212 225 3999
Email: edavis@cgsh.com
Education
Columbia University School of Law
(J.D,) 1969
Harvard College (A.B.) 1966

Hr. Davis joined the firm in 1975 and becamea partner in 1978. From
1985 to 1991, Mr. Davis served as counsel to New York State Governor,
Bar Admissions
Mario M. Cuomo. Mr. Davis receivedaJ.D, degree, magnacum laude,
New York State - February 1970
from Columbia Law School in 1969, where he was editor-in-chief of the
Columbia Law Review, and an undergraduate degree, cure taude, from
Practices
Harvard College in 1966. Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Davis served as the Litigation and Arbitration
Watergate Task Force Leader of the Impeachment :Inquiry of the U.S.
House of Representatives Judiciary Committee in 1974. From 1972to 1974, he was Chief of the Consumer
Protection Division of the New York City Law Department, and from 1971 to 1972, as General Counsel of the
New York City Budget Bureau. He also served as law clerk to Justice Potter Stewart of the U.S. Supreme Court
and the Honorable Harold Leventhal of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.
Mr. Davis is a member of the New York State Bar Association and its Committee on Standards of Attorney
Conduct, the American Bar Association, where he chaired the Standing Committee on Public Education, and the
New York County Lawyers’ Association. He isa member of the American Law Institute, and the Board of
Governors of the Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt Institute in Hyde Park, New York. Mr. Davis was Vice Chair of
the Trustees of Columbia University from 2001 - 2005 where he also served as Chairman of the Finance
Committee. He isa Director of the Center for Family Representation, the Adirondack Council, the Citizens
Budget Commission and The Spence School.

http://www.cgsh.com/english!lawyersibio.aspx?id=6792
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Albert E. Jenner, Jr. was born in Chicago on June 20, 1907. The son of a Chicago policeman, he grew
up in Canaryville, the old Chicago stockyards neighborhood. Described as the boy wonder of law early
in his profession, Jenner’s legal career spanned five decades and included appointments to presidential,
congressional and U.S. Supreme Court committees. He died on September 18, 1988, at age 81. He
traced his interest in the law back to a rainy day when he was ten years old and found himself up in his
attic. After inspecting a tattered copy of a text on the common law, the young Jenner knew that he was
going to be a lawyer some day.
Jenner earned his undergraduate degree in 1929, and he then enrolled in the College of Law, where he
earned a membership in the Order of the Coif, a high academic honor. Jenner received his law degree in
1930. He helped pay his way through college as a professional boxer, fighting six-round matches at $50
each. He was also circulation manager at the Daily Illini, later marrying Nadine Newbill, a reporter from
the student newspaper. In 1933, he joined the firm of Poppenheusen, Johnston, Thompson and Cole,
precursor to the firm of Jenner & Block. He was admitted to parmership in the firm in January of 1939.
From 1964 to 1975, Jenner was chairman of the U.S. Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules
of Evidence for the United States Courts; and from 1960 to 1970, he was a member of the High Court’s
Advisory Committee on Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for the United States District Courts.
Jenner was a member of the Presidential National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence, which investigated causes of violence surrounding the assassination of Sen. Robert Kennedy.
Jenner also served as senior counsel to the Warren Commission, which investigated the 1963
assassination of President John Kennedy. In 1951, President Truman appointed Jenner to serve on the
National United States Loyalty Review Board, and, in 1963, he was Senior Counsel for the Presidential
Commission to Investigate the Assassination of President Kennedy. In 1968, President Johnson
appointed Jenner to serve on the National Commission of the Causes and Prevention of Violence in the
United States.
In 1973 and 1974, Jenner was appointed by Republicans to be the Chief Minority Counsel to the House
Judiciary Committee, which was investigating whether former President Nixon should be impeached.
He recommended that Nixon should be impeached. He also took pride in the fact that, after a lengthy
and bitter battle, he blocked Senator Edward Kennedy’s nomination of an obscure Boston Municipal
Court judge for a federal judgeship.
Bert Jenner served as a director of General Dynamics Corporation, and was a member and past cochairman of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. He was the author of numerous legal
publications in the fields of trial practice, evidence, pleading and procedure.

Illinois Governor James Thompson spoke for many when he stated, at the memorial service conducted
in Holy Name Cathedral, Chicago, for Albert E. Jenner, Jr.: when "the soul of our nation was torn by the
assassination of a president, our nation reached out to Bert Jenner. And when the fabric of our
http://mason.gmu.edu/-rrotunda/j enner.htm
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Constitution was threatened by the actions of a president, our nation reached out to Bert Jenner. When
the wounds were deep and grievous for all Americans, when some impoverished soul was threatened,
when some unpopular cause would have been extinguished but for the bravery and perseverance of that
man, they all reached out for Bert Jenner."
By the early 1940’s, Jenner had earned a reputation as an outstanding litigator, a reputation he
maintained until his death. In an interview with the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, Chief Judge William
Bauer of the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, described his good friend as "one of the greatest
lawyers I ever met. He tried cases in front of me; and boy, he was great. He was superbly prepared. He
was always respectful but never deferential. He always knew what he was doing. He looked about 9-feet
tall. He conducted himself as absolutely civil to an opponent, but he never gave anything away. He
conducted a hard fight but a fair fight."
Jenner was committed from the beginning to the defense of accused criminals and to the use of his
ability in the practice of law to help those in need. Though he argued many cases in the United States
Supreme Court, Jenner considered Witherspg~n v~ Illinois, 391 U.S. 510, 88 S.Ct. 1770, 20 L.Ed.2d 776
(1968), his most important case. The United States Supreme Court overturned the death sentence of
William Witherspoon because the state excluded those potential jurors who had expressed reservations
about the death penalty.
Judge Bauer recalled that Jenner demanded of others the same commitment to pro bono work that he
demanded of himself. Bauer remembered that at regular meetings, "attorneys had to tell what they did
on behalf of the profession, not just for the firm. If they hadn’t done anything for the profession, he
didn’t want to hear what they’d done for the firm." Jenner practiced what he preached. He was an author
of the first Illinois Civil Practice Act. He was Chairman of the U.S. Supreme Court Advisory Committee
directed to draft the Federal Rules of Evidence and a member of the Supreme Court Advisory
Committee responsible for revising the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. In addition, Jenner was a
permanent member of the Editorial Board of the Uniform Commercial Code.
Bert was not just an awesome legal talent. His daughter, C. Lee Jenner, fondly remembers a family man
and loving father with a great sense of humor and a lighter side. As the young President of the Illinois
State Bar Association he joined the chorus of the annual Christmas Sprits show, clad in fishnet tights
and tutu, with a grapefruit bosom and baton. At an ABA Convention one could see Jenner and Barney
Sears belting out Irish ditties off key -- way off key -- while their mortified wives hid in the ladies
room.
Jenner’s renowned commitment to the legal profession was also illustrated by his extraordinary
involvement in professional associations. He was either a founding member, a charter member, or an
officer in nearly every major legal organization. He was the youngest attorney ever to serve as president
of Illinois State Bar Association, and was president of the American Judicature Society, the American
College of Trial Lawyers, the National Conference of Bar Presidents, and the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.
At age twenty-seven, Jenner was the youngest attorney to serve on the Chicago Bar Association’s Board
of Managers. Jenner was a founding member of the World Peace Through Law Center and was a
member of the Board of Governors for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. He was a member and a
national co-chairman of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, which President Kennedy
created in 1963.
Albert Jenner was a charter member of the Board of Governors for the Bar Association of the Seventh
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Federal Circuit. In 1931, Jenner was chairman of the first Young Lawyers’ Committee for the Chicago
Bar Association. He was a member of the Board of Governors of the American Bar Association, and
served on eleven other committees of the ABA, including being a charter member of the ABA Young
Lawyers Division in 1933, and a member of the ABA House of Delegates for thirty-five years.
In recognition of his lifetime achievement and his devotion to his alma mater, the University presented
him in 1962 with the University of Illinois Distinguished Alumni Award, and 1981, the College of Law
awarded him an Honorary L.L.D. Jenner also received the University of Illinois Award for
Longstanding Service to the Legal Profession and Community in 1980.
Jenner dedicated himself to higher education in general, and legal education in particular. Jenner’s
involvement with the University of Illinois since his graduation was extensive. In addition to defending
the University of Illinois on occasion, he was a member of the University of Illinois Foundation, was
chosen an Illini Achievement Award winner in 1966 and was awarded an honorary doctorate in 1981.
He was involved with the University of Illinois Foundation, and the University of Illinois President’s
Council. He served as counsel for the University of Illinois Law Forum, the precursor to the University
oflllinois Law Review, and was a member of the Dean’s Club of the College of Law. Jenner also served
as Hearing Officer in a trial of students who participated in University of Illinois Campus Riots in 1969.
He was a member of the re-accreditation committee of the University of Minnesota Law School and was
instrumental in getting a state and university commitment for a new law building there.
His dedication to the College led him to provide funds to endow the Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Professorship
in Law in 1982, and to fund two more professorships through his estate, one in honor of former Dean
Albert James Harno and one in honor of Professor Emeritus Edward Cleary.
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Samuel Garrison III, defended Nixon in impeachment hearing
Friday, June 01,2007
From wire reports
Roanoke, Va.- Samuel Alexander Garrison III, who as minority counsel for the House Judiciary Committee
defended President Richard Nixon in the 1974 impeachment hearings, died Sunday of complications of
leukemia at Friendship Healthcare Center here. He was 65.
Garrison, then 32, was the last-minute replacement chosen by the committee’s 17 Republicans to present
the minority view of the case against Nixon. With just days to prepare, he submitted a 41-page argument
against impeachment.
"By all accounts, Sam Garrison did not exactly hit a home run," The Washington Post reported on July 23,
1974. "But his performance satisfied the senior Republicans who wanted someone, for appearance’s sake if
nothing else, to argue the soft spots in the Judiciary Committee’s evidence."
"The question," Garrison said at the time, "is whether the public interest would better be served or not
served by the removal of the president."
The House Judiciary Committee passed the first of three articles of impeachment, charging obstruction of
justice. Nixon resigned Aug. 8, 1974.
In the 33 years since that summer, Garrison divorced, went bankrupt, came out as a gay man, served time
in prison for embezzlement and was disbarred. A former business partner conspired to kill him. He
recovered his right to vote and his law license and resumed his legal career.
Once described as a tough, highly partisan Nixon defender, Garrison joined the Democratic Party and
became active in party politics, the gay-rights movement and a hate-crimes task force in southwestern
Virginia. He was appointed in 2003 to the Virginia Council on Human Rights by Gov. Mark Warner.
Garrison, a short, stocky man whose dark good looks seemed to accentuate his youth, graduated from the
University of Virginia and then from its law school in 1966. He immediately became an assistant
commonwealth’s attorney in his home town of Roanoke. In 1969, at 27, he became the youngest person
elected as commonwealth’s attorney.
In 1971, he moved to Washington to be staff counsel and legislative liaison to Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew. After Agnew resigned in 1973, Garrison began working on the House Judiciary Committee’s
impeachment staff. He later was chosen to replace the committee’s chief minority counsel, Albert Jenner,
who called the impeachment case against Nixon persuasive.
After Nixon’s resignation, Garrison left his job on Capitol Hill and returned to Roanoke. About that time, he
came out as gay, said his best friend, Hal Cohen of Alexandria, Va.
"It was a very long, agonizing process for [Garrison], his coming out. He was married and had two children
and was still a conservative Republican," Cohen said.
He was a partner in a failed Roanoke restaurant and disco. The business had $1 million in debts when it
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closed, and Garrison declared bankruptcy. His partner, left with the debt, conspired to kill him to recover
$300,000 in insurance, a court later found.
In 1980, as a court-appointed attorney representing a bankrupt mobile home firm in Georgia, Garrison was
indicted in a $46,000 theft from its trust. He was convicted and disbarred and served four months of a oneyear sentence. In 1984, Gov. Charles Robb restored his political rights, and Garrison recovered his law
license. Garrison then threw himself into Democratic political activism at the local and regional levels.
Patrick Stockstill, 57,
’Keeper of the Oscars’
Los Angeles- Patrick Stockstill, historian for the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and
backstage "keeper of the Oscars" during ceremonies, died Thursday. He was 57.
Stockstill died of complications following a heart transplant, according to the academy and Forest Lawn
Memorial Park, where a funeral was planned.
Stockstill, who specialized in film research at the University of Michigan School of Library Science, helped
develop the movie academy’s database. He unpacked the Oscar statuettes backstage minutes before
presentation.
Stockstill started as an assistant librarian at the academy’s Margaret Herrick Library in 1982 and was
named academy historian a year later.
In 1989, he began overseeing the administration of several Oscar categories, including documentaries,
short films, music and foreign language, but he continued his responsibilities as academy historian.
Backstage during the annual Academy Awards presentations, he kept track of all the serial-numbered
statuettes and originated the database that attempts to record the whereabouts of each of the more than
2,500 Oscars handed out so far.

© 2007 The Plain Dealer

© 2007 cleveland.com All Rights Reserved.
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Robert A. Shelton
Partner
rasheiton {?,venab/e corn
Baltimore, MD
(410) 244-7660
(410) 244-7742 (fax)
Washington, DC
(202) 344-4973
(202) 344-8300 (fax)
Practice Areas
Heait ~ Ca~c -- Co~e Group
~donpn~f:,t O~ ga ~izations
Ptblc F na]ce
Industries
~eath ~t. ,:31 (]
Practice Focus
Robert Shelton coordinates three practice groups serving Venable’s clients in health care, not-for-profit sector and
public finance. Hr. Shelton’s practice focuses on counseling clients during major transactional or strategic events - mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, bankruptcy, corporate restructuring, major capital financing and major
litigation.
Education
LL.B., Harvard University, 1966
A.B., Oberlin College, 1963
Phi Beta Kappa
Bar Admissions
IViaryland
Client Benefits
Mr. Shelton helps clients execute strategic plans successfully, bringing his extensive expertise with a variety of
business challenges to bear on the situations his clients face.
Significant Matters
As a senior partner in the health care group, rvlr. Shelton recently served as counsel for the bankruptcy and sale of
assets of the Greater Southeast Health Care System and as transaction counsel for the merger of the Penn State
College of IViedicine and its clinical enterprises with Geisinger Health System which created Penn State Geisinger
Health Systems, a billion dollar entity with the third largest physician practice in the nation. Mr. Shelton has also
provided strategic advice and merger counseling to affiliates of Anne Arundel General Health Care Systems and
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore and has assisted numerous Maryland hospitals with capital financing plans and rate
proceedings before the Naryland Health Services Cost Review Commission.
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Activities
As an active member of the community, Mr. Shelton participates in a broad range of organizations covering the
arts, housing and community development, health, and legal issues. He is a Permanent Member of Judicial
Conference of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit; past chair of the board of trustees,
Maryland Institute College of Art; past director of the Dome Corporation (for-profit arm of The Johns Hopkins
Hospital and The Johns Hopkins University); and is a member of the Revenue Bond Advisory Board, Maryland
Department of Housing and Community Development.
Honors
Law Clerk, The Honorable Alexander Harvey, TII
Associate Special Counsel, U.S. House Judiciary Committee Impeachment Inquiry Staff, 1974
Counsel, Rhode Island House of Representatives, Impeachment of State Chief Justice
BACK TO TOP

About Venable I Attorneys I Practice Areas I News and Events I Publications
BecE#i~iDg I Contact Us I Client Login I Sitemap
info@venable.com 1-888-VENABLE
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Joseph A. Woods Jr.
Firm:

Donahu~ ~#!!agher Woods LLP

Address: 300 Lakeside Drive
Suite 1900
Oakland, CA 94612-3570
Maj3& Direction~
Phone: (510) 451-0544
Fax:
(510) 832-1486
E-mail: Contact Us
Web site: http://www.donahue.com
Position
Education
Regresentative Clients

Areas of P[actice
Honors

Bar.Ad_missions
Affiliations

Lawyer Profile:
Joseph A. Woods, Jr. is of counsel to the firm. He has practiced law with Donahue Gallagher
Woods LLP and predecessor firms since 1950, being responsible for a wide variety of litigation,
real estate, business and corporate matters for various clients. From 1956 to 1988, Mr. Woods
was the attorney principally responsible for the legal affairs of Lucky Stores, Inc. During that time
Lucky Stores grew from a Central California grocery chain with annual sales of approximately $45
million into a diversified nationwide retailing enterprise with annual sales in excess of $9 billion.
From 1970 to 1988, Mr. Woods was a member of the Board of Directors of Lucky Stores. During
his tenure, he participated in a corporate restructuring that thwarted a hostile takeover attempt
and, later, in the negotiated acquisition of the chain by Salt Lake City-based American Stores
Company.
In 1974, Mr. Woods took a four-month leave of absence from the firm to serve as a Senior
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Associate Special Counsel to the House of Representatives’ Committee on the Judiciary in its
inquiry respecting the possible impeachment of Richard Nixon. Mr. Woods headed the
Constitutional and Legal Section of the Inquiry Staff, with responsibility for conceptual and
procedural aspects of the matter under investigation.
Since 1983 Mr. Woods has been a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation, an honorary
organization dedicated to the empirical study of law, legal institutions and legal process in
society. He served as California co-Chair of the Fellows from 1989 to 1995, when he was
elected Secretary of the Fellows and became a member of the Foundation’s Board of Directors. In
February 1996 he became Vice-Chair of the Fellows, and in January 1997, the Chair.
Mr. Woods is a member of the State Bar of California and American Bar Association (Sections on
Litigation; Antitrust Law; Corporation, Banking and Business Law; Torts and Insurance Practice).
He represented Alameda County in the ABA’s House of Delegates from 1982 to 1990, serving on
the Litigation Section Liaison Committee from 1986 to 1990. Locally, he is active in the Alameda
County Bar Association (President, 1975; Vice President, 1974; Director, 1973-76 and 1970-71),
and headed its Committee on the Media and the Judiciary from 1982 to 1997. He helped to
develop the Alameda County Bar Foundation, which funded the Volunteer Legal Services
Corporation’s efforts to organize Bar members’ pro bono activities, serving as its President in 1991
and as a Board member from 1991 to 1993. He is a member of the Northern California Steering
Committees of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and Mexican-American Legal Defense &
Education Fund, and of the National Advisory Council of the Institute of Governmental Studies at
the University of California in Berkeley. He is an Elder of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
and has been active in numerous civic organizations, including Council for Social Planning
(Oakland), Mayor’s Committee on Full Opportunity in Housing (Oakland), Family Service Bureau
of Alameda County, Boy Scouts of America, Camp Fire, and Ombudsman, Inc.
Mr. Woods received his undergraduate degree from the University of California in Berkeley in
1947 (Phi Beta Kappa, Order of the Golden Bear) and his law degree from Boalt Hall in 1949
(Order of the Coif, Note Editor of the California Law Review). His undergraduate studies at UCBerkeley were interrupted during World War II, when he received a commission as a naval officer
and was assigned to duty afloat in the Pacific.
Current Employment Position(s):
Of Counsel

Areas of Practice:
Litigation
Real Estate
Business and Corporate
Bar Admissions:
California, 1950
U.S. Court of Appeals District of Columbia Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals 9th Circuit
U.S. District Court Northern District of California
U.S. District Court Central District of California
Education:

University of California at Berkeley, Boalt Hall School of Law, Berkeley, California, 1949
J.D.
Honors: Order of the Coif
Law Review: California Law Review, Note Editor
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University of California in Berkeley, 1947
Honors: Phi Beta Kappa
Honors: Order of the Golden Bear
Representative Clients:
Lucky Stores, Inc.
Honors and Awards:
Fellow, American Bar Foundation, 1983 - Present
Professional Associations and Memberships:
Alameda County Bar Association, 1982 - 1990
House of Delegates
American Bar Association, Sections on Litigation; Antitrust Law; Corporation, Banking and
Business Law; Torts and Insurance Practice
Member
State Bar of California, Sections on Litigation; Antitrust Law; Corporation, Banking and Business
Law; Torts and Insurance Practice
Member
American Judicature Society
Member
Lucky Stores, Inc., 1970- 1988
Board of Directors
Alameda County Bar Association 1986 - 1990
Litigation Section Liaison Committee
Alameda County Bar Association 1975
President
Alameda County Bar Association 1974
Vice-President
Alameda County Bar Association 1970 - 1971
Director
Alameda County Bar Association 1973 - 1976
Director
Alameda County Bar Association 1982 - 1997
Committee on the Media and the Judiciary
Alameda County Bar Foundation 1991
President
Alameda County Bar Foundation 1991 - 1993
Board Member
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
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Member, Northern California Steering Committee
Mexican-American Legal Defense & Education Fund
Member, Northern California Steering Committee
Institute of Governmental Studies at the University of California in Berkeley
National Advisory Council
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Elder
Council for Social Planning (Oakland)
Mayor’s Committee on Full Opportunity in Housing (Oakland)
Family Service Bureau of Alameda County
Boy Scouts of America
Camp Fire
Ombudsman, Inc.
West Practice Categories:
Business & Commercial Law, Business Organizations, Litigation & Appeals, Real Estate Law
When viewing a listing, consider the state adv~isin~g restrictions to which lawyers and law firms
must adhere, as well as our West Legal Directory disclaimers.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Robert David Sack is a judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. At the time
of his appointment by President Bill Clinton in 1998, he was in private law practice as a partner in the
New York office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.
Judge Sack received his B.A. degree from the University of Rochester in 1960, and his LL.B. degree
from Columbia Law School in 1963.
Judge Sack was a law clerk for Judge Arthur Lane of the United States District Court for the District of
New Jersey from 1963 until 1964. Judge Sack went into the private practice of law in 1964 with the
New York firm of Patterson, Belknap & Webb, which later became Patterson, Belknap, Webb & Tyler,
initially as an associate and later as a partner. During 1974 he took time from his practice to serve as
Associate Special Counsel and Senior Associate Special Counsel for the House Judiciary Committee’s
impeachment inquiry. In 1986, Judge Sack joined the New York office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher as a
partner, a position at which he remained until his appointment as a Judge of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit in 1998.
Judge Sack is the author of Sack on Defamation: Libel, Slander, and Related Problems (3rd edition,
1999), and he is the co-author of Advertising and Commercial Speech: A First Amendment Guide
(1999). Most recently, his article, Protection of Opinion Under the First Amendment: Reflection on
Alfred Hill, "Defamation and Privacy Under the First Amendment," was published in the 100th
Anniversary issue of the Columbia Law Review.
Judge Sack is a director of the William F. Kerby and Robert S. Potter Fund, which assists in funding the
legal defense of journalists abroad. He is a member of the advisory boards of the Bureau of National
Affairs’ Media Law Reporter and the American Bar Association Forum Committee’s Communications
Lawyer. He is a member of the Board of Visitors of the Columbia Law School, and he was a member of
the Board of Trustees of Columbia University Seminars on Media and Society. He was Chair of the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency. He is also a Lecturer in Law at Columbia Law School. A
member of the American Bar Association, the Association of the Bar of the City of New York and the
American Judicature Society, he is a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation.
Judge Sack is a native of Philadelphia.
Retrieved from "http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert D. Sack"
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Robert L. Brown

Robert is a member of the Corporate and Commercial
Practice Group. He is the Antitrust Team Chair and
China Team Chair. Robert has worked closely with
international companies as an investment banker and
attorney, serving both in-house and as an outside
advisor. Recently, he passed all four parts of the CPA
exam. His previous experience includes assignments in
London, New York City, Tokyo, San Francisco and San
Diego. Mr. Brown is admitted as an attorney in New
York, Washington, D.C., California and Kentucky, and
is qualified as a solicitor in England and Wales and in
Hong Kong. From 1991-1993 he was admitted as a
foreign lawyer in Japan. Robert has taught law and
economics courses at the law schools of the University
of San Francisco and University of California Berkeley,
as well as business and economic courses at the school
of business of Bellarmine University.

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

B.A., International Studies, University of
Louisville, 1971
MoS,, Community Development, University of
Louisville, 1972
Latin American Trade, Escuela Libre de Derecho,
Mexico City, 1973
M.B.A., University of Louisville, 1974
J.D., University of Louisville School of Law, 1974
M,So, Japan Business, Jochi University, Tokyo,

RELATED INFORMATION
Biography
News
Event9
CONTACT INFORMATION

b@gdm,col’~/
(502} 587 3716
kodisv:J e Offce
vCad
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1982
[] Ph.D., Japanese Privatization, Cambridge
University, UK, 1997
[] Ph.D., Indonesian Legal Reform, London School
of Economics and Political Science, UK, 2004
[] Advanced Accounting Degree, Bellarmine
University, 2004
Admitted to Practice
[] Kentucky
[] California

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

District of Columbia
New York
Japan (Foreign Attorney), 1991-1994
England and Wales (Solicitor)
Hong Kong (Solicitor)
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RELATED PRACTICE GROUP
¯

Corporate and Commercial

RELATED TEAMS
¯
¯
¯
[]
¯
¯
¯
[]

Antitrust - Team Chair
China - Team Chair
Family Busness
Commercial and Public Finance
Health, Health Insurance and
Life Sciences
Intellectual Property
International
Japan

Professional Hemberships and Affiliations
[] Louisville Bar Association
[] Kentucky Bar Association
¯ California Bar Association
[] District of Columbia Bar Association
[] Association of the Bar of the City of New York
[] State of New York Bar Association
[] American Bar Association
Section of International Law, Division Chair
Asia-Pacific Committee, Chair
[] Law Society of England and Wales
[] Hong Kong Law Society
Honors and Awards
[] Listed in The Best Lawyers in America, 2008

Civic and Charitable Involvement
[] Bellarmine University School of Business,
Executive Board, Former Chair
[] Crane House, Director
[] Japan/American Society of Kentucky, Secretary
[] Kentucky World Trade Center, President and Vice
Chair
[] TeN Technology Network, Board and Membership
Chair
[] Venture Club of Louisville, President
[] World Affairs Council of Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, Chair-Elect
Selected Publications and Presentations
[] Going Global: A Guide to Building an
International Business. Thomson West. 2006.
¯ Financing Start-Ups. Aspen/Harcourt Brace.
2000. 2001. 2002. 2003. 2004. 2005. 2006.
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¯

Equity Finance: Venture Capital, Buyouts,
Restructurings. Aspen. 2001 Supplement.
¯ Emerging Companies. ABA. 2005.
¯ International Business Plans. World Trade Press.
2003.
¯ Advising New Businesses. Thomson/Sweet &
Maxwell. 2003.
¯ Limited Liability Companies Guide.
Aspen/Harcourt Brace. 2000. 2001.
¯ Doing Business on the Internet. Aspen/Harcourt
Brace. 2000. 2001.
¯ Managing Your e-Business/Hong Kong.
Contributor. CCH. 2000.
¯ Asian Economic and Legal Development. Kluwer.
1998.
¯ Commercial Laws of East Asia. Sweet & Maxwell.
1997.
¯ Intellectual Property Laws of East Asia. Sweet &
Maxwell. 1997.
¯ Powerlink. West Group. 1996.
¯ "Incorporation and Bylaws." California
Transaction Forms. Bancroft Whitney. 1996.
¯ "Letters of Credit." California Transaction Forms.
Bancroft Whitney. 1996.
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Bishop, Parln r

LLP
Paul Bishop is a partner, resident in Paris, who concentrates his practice in
international corporate law.
[Vlr. Bishop has extensive experience representing U.S., European, and other
multinational companies in a range of corporate, commercial, and contractual
transactions, including joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions, licensing,
investment strategies, international arbitration, and European Union law.
He currently counsels clients in a variety of fields, including pharmaceuticals,
medical devices, hotels and tourism, computer technologies,
telecommunications, energy, manufacturing, and distribution,

Paris Office

Prior to joining Winston & Strawn, Mr. Bishop was coordinating partner at the
Paris office of another American law firm, and also served as international
counsel at a majorU.S, hotel corporation. From 1985-Z987, he wasa
business law lecturer for the Boston University Overseas Business
Administration Program in Brussels, Belgium.

T: ~-33 ((}}t 53 64 82 01
pbishop@wi ~ston.com
LEGAL
Antitrust Counseling
French and European Union Law
Mergers and Acquisitions

Activities
lVlr. Bishop is a member of the Bar of Paris (Avocat B la Cour), the American
Bar Association, the international Bar Association, and the American Chamber
of Commerce in France.

Private Equity
Securities Offerings

University of Georgia
JD, t974

Education
Mr. Bishop received a B.A. in English from the University of Virginia in ~970;
a .I.D. from the University of Georgia in ~974, where he was an editor of the
Georgia Journal of Znternational and Comparative Law; and an M.S.A, in
international Commerce from George Washington University in :1977.

Paris
LANGL P~GES
French
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RUFUS P. CORMIER JR.
One Shell Plaza
910 Louisiana Street
Houston, Texas 77002-4995 United States of America
Phone: 713.229.1544
Fax: 713.229.7744
rufus.cormier@bakerbotts.com

Concentration
I.D., Yale Law School, 1973
B.A., anthropology, Southern
Methodist University, 1970
Avella Winn Hay Achievement
Award (SMU - outstanding senior
student)
Selected by Texas Jaycees as one of
Five Outstanding Young Texans,
1981

Anti-Defamation League’s Karen H.
Susman Award, 2004

Commercial lending, debt restructuring, private placement, and
derivative transactions
Summary

Rufus Cormier’s practice covers a broad range of transactional
matters, including commercial banking, finance, and general
corporate matters for a variety of clients. He has extensive
experience representing financial institutions and other business
entities in commercial loan, debt restructuring, derivative, acquisition,
and structured finance transactions.

Listed in The Best Lawyers in
America since 1983

Mr. Cormier also counsels emerging growth companies in the
technology, investment management, communications, and service
industries regarding a wide variety of corporate concerns.

Recognized by Texas Monthly and
Law & Politics as a "Texas Super
Lawyer" since 2003

Representative Engagements

State Bar of Texas
American Bar Association
American Bar Foundation
Houston Bar Association
Houston Bar Foundation

¯ Commercial banks, insurance companies, and other lenders senior and subordinated commercial loan and loan
restructuring transactions
¯ Corporate borrowers - senior and subordinated commercial
loan transactions
¯ Financial institutions and counterparties - interest rate,
commodity, currency and equity swaps, collars, caps, and
floors, and other derivative transactions
¯ Issuers and purchasers - private placements of securities

Houston Lawyers Association
Texas Bar Foundation

Austin Beijing Dallas Dubai HongKong Houston London Moscow New York Riyadh Washington
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The University of Texas at Austin
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¯ LBJ Home >
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Dagmar S. Hamilton
Professor Emeritus of Public Affairs (nonteaching)
Dagmar Hamilton, who has a J.D. from the American University Law School, taught
American government at the University of Texas for seven years before coming to the LBJ
School in 1974. During the mid-sixties, she worked for the civil rights division of the U.S.
Justice Department, and in 1973-74 she served on the legal staff of the Judiciary Committee
of the U.S. House of Representatives on the Impeachment Inquiry of President Nixon. Prior
to that appointment, she worked as research associate and editor for Mr. Justice William O. Douglas in the writing
of seven books, including his autobiography, Go East Young Man. During 1987-88 she was the Hart Visiting
Professorial Fellow at Queen Mary College of Laws, University of London.
Hamilton teaches a core course in policy development, concentrating on such topics as school desegregation,
affirmative action, and the ethical problems confronting the individual in the bureaucracy. Her Law School/LBJ
School seminar on Justice Douglas focuses on his ideas as applied to current term Supreme Court cases,
environmental issues, and foreign policy.

News
Dagmar Hamilton retires from LBJ School

May. 23, 2006
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R. L. Smith 191cKeithen
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
Smith McKeithen is Cadence’s General Counsel and Corporate Secretary,
reporting to Michae J Fister President and CEO
Smith McKeithen is responsible for Cadence worldwide tegat operat ons,
covering matters such as intellectual property, commercial transactions
finance, mergers and acqt~isitions, employrnent, tigation and stock
administration activities. He also oversees Cadence public policy matters,
such as corporate governance, regulatory compliance f]overnment relat ons
export contro and anti piracy Under hs leadership, his organ zation dep oys
professionals in Asia-Pac f c. Europe, ,Japan and North America.
A practici~g attorney for over 30 years, McKeithen has served as an officer and General Counsel for a
number of high technology comparfies in Silicon Valley, including Activision Inc., Strategic Mapping,
inc.. and Silicon Graphics, Inc Prior to his work in corporate pract ce, McKethen was with law firms n
New York and Sa~~ Francisco.
McKeithen served as counsel on the Impeachment tr~qu ry Staff of the Committee o~ the Judicially of
the U.S. House of Representatives in 1974. He atso served two years of actve duty as an artillery
officer in the United States Army.
McKeithen received his undergraduate degree in English flom Davidson College and his &~ris Doctor
from Coiumb a Law School.
To obtain a photograph oi~ this executive, please contact media relations~

T,.~ms of gse Pd,uacy Policy US Trademarks

http://www.cadence.com!printfriendly.aspx?xml=/company/overview/bios/bio_rlsmk
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Richard H. Porter

Richard H. Porter received an A.B., graduating magna cum
laude, from Dartmouth College and a J.D. from Yale Law
School. His professional memberships include the Wisconsin
State Bar Association, Milwaukee Bar Association and the
Wisconsin Minority Lawyers Association, of which he was
president in 1984. Mr. Porter was admitted to the State Bar
of Wisconsin in 1972. In 1974, he was a staff lawyer in the
Special Impeachment Inquiry of the Judiciary Committee of
the House of Representatives. He was a Senior Attorney at
Ameritech. His experience includes bankruptcy litigation,
arbitration, creditor representations, banking litigation and

http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:dBSWHdgRt-QJ:www.gshllp.com!AT~orter.sht... 10/16/2007
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other complex litigation. Mr. Porter has been an arbitrator for
the New York Stock Exchange and the American Arbitration
Association. He is a partner of the firm. LITIGATION,
ENVIRONMENTAL, REAL ESTATE.
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WINSTON
& S T RAW N
LLP
.]ames Reum is a corporate partner in the Chicago office of Winston & Strawn.
He concentrates his practice in securities and corporate finance, mergers and
acquisitions, and international banking.

Chicago Office
T: ,! (312) 5 S-5644
ire m~:~:w ~sto~ corn
LEGAL
Corporate Lending
Financial Services Transactions

Mr. Reum represents multinational public corporations in securities, M&A, and
general corporate matters, and has managed major debt and equity
financingson behalf of both issuers and underwriters. His M&A experience
includes negotiated acquisitions and dispositions of both public and private
companies, as well as takeover defense counseling. Mr. Reum also
represents major international banks in a broad range of commercial lending,
finance, and capital markets activities. His representative clients include
Chicago Bridge & :Iron Company N.V., AMSTED Industries ~ncorporated,
.1PMorgan Chase Bank, and Cr@dit Agricole S.A.
Mr. Reum was nominated by the White House in 1992 to be a commissioner
of the Securities and Exchange Commission. ~n 1974, he served as an
associate counsel to the House Judiciary Committee during the presidential
impeachment inquiry.

Activities
Pit. Reum provides pro bono legal services through the Legal Assistance
Foundation of Chicago, Children’s SS~ Project.

Mergers and Acquisit ons
Securities Offerings

Education
Mr. Reum received a B.A., cum laude~ from Harvard College in 1968 and a
J.U., cum laude, from Harvard Law School in 1972.

New York
illinois

http://www.winston.com/print.cfm?contentID=24&itemID= 10966
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~k~v~Wine and Spirits
Wholesalers of America, Inc.
805 Fifteenth Street, N.W., Suite 430
Washington, D.C. 20005
2021371-9792 F~: 202/789-2405

Contact:

Karen Gravois, V.P. for Communications and Public Affairs
202-371-9792 ext. 306
karen.gravois(fi~wswa.org

For Immediate Release

May 7, 2002

FORMER US TRADE COMMISSIONER JOINS WSWA AS SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT FOR GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
Washington, D.C. (May 7) - Former U.S. Federal Trade Commissioner Roscoe B.
Starek, III is joining the Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America, Inc. (WSWA) as
Senior Vice President of Government Affairs, Executive Vice President and CEO Juanita
Duggan announced today. The appointment is effective May 13, 2002.
"Ross has built a long and distinguished career in Washington and brings an incredible
depth of knowledge to this position," Duggan said. "We are thrilled to have him on
board to pilot our political and government affairs shop."
Starek replaces David Sloane, who is now CEO of the American Vintners Association,
also based in Washington.
Starek was an FTC commissioner from 1990-97. More recently, he served President
Bush as a Special Advisor to the president of the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation, where he worked to improve the organization’s interagency relationships.
His biography is diverse as it is extensive, having held staffpositions in the U.S. Senate
and House of Representatives, and U.S. State Department. From 1989 to 1990, Starek
served on then-President Bush’s White House staff as Deputy Assistant to the President
and Deputy Director of Presidential Personnel. He also worked in the private sector for
the Direct Marketing Association as a senior vice president for the group’s catalog
industry members.
A sought-after guest lecturer, Starek holds an undergraduate degree from The Maxwell
School at Syracuse University and a law degree from The Washington College of Law at
American University.
A Virginia resident, Starek is married and has one daughter.
(more)

~[~~Wine and Spirits
Wholesalers of America, Inc.
805 Fifteenth Street, N.W., Suite 430
Washington, D.C. 20005
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Former U.S. Trade Commissioner Joins WSWA as Senior Vice President for Government Affairs
(release date 5-7-02, page 2)

Roscoe B. Starek, III - Biography
Roscoe Starekjoins WSWA as Senior Vice President for Govemment Affairs on May 13,
2002. Previously, he served as Special Advisor to the President of the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC), a United States government corporation that facilitates
US private capital and direct investment in business opportunities in developing countries
and emerging markets around the world.
Before he joined OPIC, Mr. Starek was a Senior Vice President of the Direct Marketing
Association. He was responsible for numerous legislative and regulatory issues as well
as addressing business and legal concerns of importance to the direct marketing industry
on both the federal and state level.
Prior to entering the private sector, Mr. Starek served for over twenty-seven years as a
senior federal government appointee. He was a Commissioner of the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission for seven years until his retirement from federal service in December 1997.
Before assuming his duties at the Commission, Mr. Starek held a number of positions in
both the Legislative and Executive branches of the federal government. From January
1989, until he was sworn in as an FTC Commissioner by President Bush, Mr. Starek was
Deputy Assistant to the President and Deputy Director of Presidential Personnel. Prior to
joining the White House staff, he served for seven years in several positions at the
Department of State, most recently as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy and
Counterterrorism. From 1972 to 1982, Mr. Starek worked as a counsel to several
committees on Capitol Hill and on the Ford White House staff.
Mr. Starek graduated with an AB degree in political science from Syracuse University.
He earned a juris doctor degree from the Washington College of Law, The American
University. He is admitted to the Bar in Illinois and the District of Columbia and is the
author of several articles on antitrust, advertising and trade regulation law.

###
Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America
Delivering the World’s Wines and Spirits Through A Licensed System That Works.
www. wswa. org

Chades N Shaffer
Bio from Warren Commission:
Charles N. Shaffer, Jr., was born in New York City on June 8, 1932. He attended Fordham
College in 1951 and received his LL.B. from the Fordham University School of Law in 1957.
From 1958 to 1959 Mr. Shaffer was associated with the law firm of Chadburn, Parke,
Whiteside & Wolff, New York City. He was assistant U.S. attorney in the southern district of
New York from 1959 to 1961 when he was appointed Special Trial Attorney in the Criminal and
Tax Divisions of the U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

I spoke to Shaffer by phone on Tuesday, October 30, 2007.

¯ Following his Dean representation, he continued to do white collar defense in
Rockville, but for the 18 months he represented Dean, he did nothing else.
¯ He defended Peter Bratti of Bratti Marble Company, who did the marble work for
the House garage (and got the contract through a contact in Speaker McCormick’s
office)-- and that may be how he came to be involved in the Sweig case (but he
doesn’t remember much at all about that case)
¯ He is 75, but remains in private practice. He is associated with the firm of Mark B
Sangersand in MD and VA, also maintains a small practice on the Eastern Shorem
and hunts foxes with the Goshen Hounds Hunt Club twice a week
¯ He got to represent Dean byfluke: Tom Hogan, an insurance defense lawyer whose
lead partner was Joe McCarthy and whose office was around the comer from his (10
S. Adams), had represented Dean in his divorce and was called by him from Camp
David. Hogan could not represent Dean because he was already committed to
another potential defendant [Chuck Colson]. Instead, he recommended Shaffer--and
asked him to step out to the comer to discuss something sensitive.
¯ Hogan was the son of a prominent Republican doctor in Chevy Chase- and that’
how he got his appointment to the Federal bench
¯ Dean recognized Shaffer’s name from his days at DOJ, even though they had not
met.

¯ He met Dean at some apartment in Friendship Heights at llpm at night, so no one
would know what was going on. He stayed until 8am, when he had to leave for
court. They met again that evening and for a series of late night rendavous. There’s a
TV movie about this, also called Blind Ambition
¯ Dean was still on the WH payroll and no one knew of his retention of counsel
¯ Shaffer told him he really needed a prominent criminal lawyer like Edward Bennett
Williams, but Dean said they would sell him out in a heart beat and he wanted to
stick with Shaffer.
¯ For the next 18 months, Shaffer did nothing else. Good thing he had partners to do
the other work

¯ He told Dean it would cost $250-500,000 to go to trial, which Dean couldn’t afford,
so they had to plea bargain."I worked with Neal to give them Dean and he got off
fairly easy."
¯ Dean has not done badly since, he’s out in LA and his wife is a partner in a stock
brokerage firm
¯ BBC did a piece on Watergate which is fairly accurate and Shaffer is going to send
me the DVD. WE may also get together for lunch

Thomas F. Hogan
The Denny/Reint memo says:
1. Glanzer knew both Charles Shaffer and Tom Hogan (Dean’s attorneys). Glanzer
knew Hogan when Hogan was a clerk for Judge Jones. The two attomyes came to
Glanzer’s office on about April 2, 1972, saying they represented Dean.
Shaffer and Hogan primarily wanted to set up a moduc vivendi for Dean’s
cooperation. Theywere also interested in knowing about and meeting Silbert, so
Glanzer took them to meet Silbert. Campbell was not present at the meeting. The
two attorneys reperated their stance to Silbert. [The prosecutors at this time were
becoming interested in Dean because of leaks from McCord’s discussions with Dash
and adverse publicity about Dean from the Gray hearings.]
Hogan was Dean classmate at Georgetown Law, worked with him on the National
Commission for Reform of the Criminal Laws (where Dean-- as Associate Director-probably got him his position) and had represented Dean in his divorce. Dean also had
referred Colson to him when he was first looking for counsel.
Hogan not only recommended Dean retain Shaffer, but accompanied them to Silbert
meetings through April 16% when he withdrew because of conflict with Colson.
Hogan was later called before GJ to testify as to what Dean told him, Dean providing handwritten note releasing him from all lawyer-client privilege.
Hogan is now CJ of DC Federal Courts.

Chief Judge Thomas F. Hogan
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Chief Judge Thomas F. Hogan

Chambers: (202) 354-3420
Courtroom Deputy:
Harold Smith (202) 354-3163
Court Reporter:
Cathryn Jones (202) 289-8333

Judge Hogan was appointed to the United States
District Court in August 1982 and became Chief
Judge on June 19, 2001. He graduated from
Georgetown University, receiving an A.B.
(classical) in 1960. He attended George
Washington University?s masters program in
American and English literature from 1960 to
1962, and he graduated from the Georgetown
University Law Center in 1966, where he was
the St. Thomas More Fellow. Following law
school, Judge Hogan clerked for Judge William
B. Jones of the U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia from 1966 to 1967. He
served as counsel to the National Commission
for the Reform of Federal Criminal Laws from
1967 to 1968, and was engaged in private
practice from 1968 to 1982. He has been an
adjunct professor of law at the Georgetown
University Law Center and a Master of the
Prettyman-Leventhal Inn of Court. He is Chair
of the Executive Committee of the U.S. Judicial
Conference, Chair of the Courtroom Technology
Subcommittee, and served on the Board of the
Federal Judicial Center.
Click Here to goto Judg~ Ho~an’s Court
Webpage.

http://www.dcd.uscourts.gov/hogan-bio.html
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Geoffrey C Shepard
Rose Valley Farm
Box 200
Moylan, PA 19065
October 7, 2007

Honorable Thomas F. Hogan, Chief Judge
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia
E. Barrett Prettyman U.S. Courthouse
333 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Dear Judge Hogan:

I am trolling for memories of events of thirty years past--and very much hope you can
help.
I am giving a presentation to the Annual Meeting of White House Fellows on "Office of
the President: Scandal as a Political Weapon" and need to round out some of my
research on Watergate.
As you may know, in his book, Blind Ambition, John Dean identifies you as the one who
recommended Charles Shaffer as his criminal defense attorney. I would like to know a
little more about those circumstances--and hope you can help.
In addition, I have been totally unable to locate any information about Charles Shaffer
since his representation of John Dean. Would you happen to know of his whereabouts or
what became of him?
I realize you are quite busy and don’t wish to take up too much of your time. We could
talk on the phone if you prefer, but I also plan to be in DC from Tuesday through Friday,
October 23-26 and hope that you might have 15-20 minutes for a face-to-face meeting.
I’ll call you office in the next day or two to see what would be most convenient for you.
Thank you in advance for your help and consideration.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Shepard
White House Fellow, ’69-’70
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